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Jarðskjálftar á Norðurlandi
Jarðskjálftarnir úti fyrir Norðurlandi haustið 2012 og vorið 2013  minntu á að 
Norðurland er eitt af tveimur svæðum á landinu þar sem stórir jarðskjálftar hafa 
valdið tjóni. Upptök skjálftanna síðastliðið haust voru fyrir mynni Eyjafjarðar, 
vestast á Húsavíkur-Flateyjar misgengissprungunni, sem er hluti af svokölluðu 
Tjörnesbrotabelti. Bentu vísindamenn á að hugsanlegt væri að virknin færðist til 
austurs í átt að Skjálfandaflóa og gæti verið aðdragandi að stórum jarðskjálfta nær 
landi. Að tillögu þeirra lýsti Almannavarnadeild Ríkislögreglustjóra yfir óvissustigi 
fljótlega eftir að hrinan hófst og skipulögðu opna íbúafundi á Norðurlandi til að rifja 
upp viðbrögð við jarðskjálftum.  Jarðvísindamenn fóru með til að útskýra virknina 
og aðferðirnar sem beitt er við eftirlit með henni. 

Í framhaldi af skjálftavirkninni fyrir norðan kviknaði sú hugmynd að kalla til 
ráðstefnu um jarðvísindarannsóknir á svæðinu í því skyni: 

• Að kynna nýjar niðurstöður rannsókna sem tengjast Tjörnesbrotabeltinu 
• Að fara yfir stöðu þekkingar á skjálftasvæðinu
• Að móta stefnu um rannsóknir og eftirlit til að auka skilning á aðdraganda og 

eðli hugsanlegs stórs jarðskjálfta á Norðurlandi.

Fimm manna hópur vísindamanna tók höndum saman um að hrinda þessu í 
framkvæmd og fékk til liðs við sig Þekkingarnet Þingeyinga.  Ráðstefnan var haldin 
á Húsavík dagana 6.-8. júní, og tókst framar vonum. Vísindamenn frá 7 
Evrópulöndum kynntu niðurstöður rannsókna sinna. Starfsmenn 
Almannavarnadeildar Ríkislögreglustjóra , Viðlagatryggingar og Stjórnarráðs tóku 
virkan þátt í ráðstefnunni, sem og Sýslumaðurinn á Húsavík, sveitastjórnarmenn, og
almannavarnafólk á Norðurlandi. 

Á fundinum fóru fram líflegar umræður og skoðanaskipti. Fram kom að brýn  
nauðsyn er að samræma rannsóknir á þessu skjálftasvæði og viðbrögð við 
skjálftahættunni sem þar er til staðar.  Ræddar voru margar aðgerðir, sem eru 
mikilvægar til að efla jarðváreftirlit og viðbúnað. Hugmyndir komu fram um nýjar 
mælingar sem mikilvægt er að hefja strax og um nauðsynlega úrvinnslu allra 
mælinga og samtvinnun þeirra.  Mikil umræða var um mat á jarðskjálftavá á 
svæðinu og hvernig nýjar rannsóknarniðurstöður hafa áhrif á það mat og þar með á 
þá áhættu sem tekin er með einstaka framkvæmdum.  

Á ráðstefnunni kom fram tillaga um að skipa nefnd sérfróðra manna á sviði 
jarðvísinda og jarðskjálftaverkfræði sem vinni að því í samvinnu við heimamenn að 
leggja á ráðin um aðgerðir til að draga úr hættum sem stafað geta af  jarðskjálftum á 
Norðurlandi, til langs og til skamms tíma. Í verkahring þessarar nefndar er m.a.:

• Að vera tengibrú í því samstarfi sem hófst með ráðstefnu um jarðskjálfta á 
Norðurlandi, 2013.



• Að kynna niðurstöður fjölþættra mælinga og jarðvárrannsókna á svæðinu og 
gera tillögur um eflingu þeirra. 

• Að vera til ráðgjafar varðandi mikilvæg rannsóknarverkefni og eftirlit með 
svæðinu.

Lagt var til að undirbúningsnefnd Húsavíkurráðstefnunnar 2013 um jarðskjálfta á 
Norðurlandi verði þessi nefnd til bráðabirgða, eða þar til stjórnvöld kynnu að ákveða annað.

Eftirfarandi gáfu kost á sér til setu í nefndinni:
Ragnar Stefánsson, prófessor emeritus, Háskólanum á Akureyri.
Sigurjón Jónsson, dósent, KAUST, Sádí Arabíu.
Páll Einarsson, prófessor, Háskóla Íslands.
Martin Hensch, jarðskjálftafræðingur, Veðurstofu Íslands.

Undirstrikað er að nefndin er ad hoc og að nefndarmenn eru ekki fulltrúar sinna stofnana 
eða vinnuveitenda.

Jarðvárvöktun vegna næstu jarðskjálfta á Norðurlandi.

Eftirfarandi pistill er samantekt og úrvinnsla bráðabirgðanefndarinnar á þeim hugmyndum 
sem komu fram á Húsavíkurráðstefnunni. 

Flytja þarf reynslu og niðurstöður sem fengist hafa úr jarðskjálftaspá-rannsóknum á 
Suðurlandi til Norðurlands og efla slíkar rannsóknir þar.  Mikilvægir þættir vöktunar eru nú
þegar fyrir hendi á Norðurlandi. Þar má nefna rekstur Veðurstofunnar á SIL 
jarðskjálftamælingakerfinu og GPS mælingum. GPS-mælinetið á Norðurlandi er 
samvinnuverkefni KAUST (Sádí Arabíu), sem leggjur til tæki, og Veðurstofunnar sem sér 
um rekstur þeirra. Net sterkhröðunarmæla er rekið á vegum Rannsóknarmiðstöðvar HÍ í 
jarðskjálftaverkfræði og verið er að koma fyrir þéttu neti slíkra mæla á Húsavík. Ýmsar aðrar
mikilvægar mælingar og rannsóknir eru í gangi hjá einstökum stofnunum, hérlendis sem 
erlendis. Beina þarf þeim og niðurstöðum þeirra eins og hægt er í farveg samtímaeftirlits 
með svæðinu, sem nauðsynlegt er að efla og skipuleggja. Upptakasvæði stórra jarðskjálfta á 
Norðurlandi eru að talsverðu leyti á hafsbotni og takmarkast beinar mælingar af því. Þetta 
gerir sérstakar kröfur um smáskjálftamælingar, sem bera með sér mikilvægar upplýsingar 
frá upptakasvæðunum. Kanna þarf leiðir til að auka næmni og nákvæmni mælakerfisins t.d.
með fjölgun stöðva sem mæla samfellt, þ.e. skjálftamælistöðvum, GPS-mælistöðvum og 
hröðunarmælum. Gróflega áætlaður stofnkostnaður við hverja stöð er í kringum 5 Mkr. Til 
viðbótar kemur rekstrarkostnaður.

Mikið vantar á að unnið sé nógu hratt úr mælingum og athugunum sem nú þegar eru fyrir 
hendi, til að fá strax sem skýrasta mynd af þeim ferlum sem í gangi eru á svæðinu á hverjum
tíma, og til að leggja mat á við hverju megi búast. Gífurlegt magn mæligagna er nú þegar 
fyrir hendi  sem getur orðið grundvöllur mikilvægra rannsókna og stöðugt bætist við. Efla 



þarf  samstarf við áhugasama vísindamenn og stofnanir á Íslandi og víða um heim til 
rannsókna sem byggja á þessum gögnum til að auka skilning á svæðinu og til að draga úr 
tjóni.

Hugmyndir að sérstökum aðgerðum og verkefnum:

1) Styrkja þarf og þróa áfram það jarðváreftirlitskerfi sem fyrir er og byggir annars vegar á 
sjálfvirkri úrvinnslu allra mæligagna og samtvinnun þeirra. Strax má bæta kerfið verulega 
með því að koma upp tveimur jarðskjálftastöðvum á Mánareyjum og við Gjögurtá og einnig 
með því að efla rekstur kerfisins.

2) Veðurstofunni sé gert kleift að styðja við rekstur mikilvægra mælitækja sem ýmsir aðilar 
leggja til, s.s. vatnshæðamælingar og efnamælingar í borholum sem og samfelldar GPS- 
mælingar. Tryggja þarf að mælingar séu aðgengilegar vísindamönnum hérlendis sem 
erlendis með það að markmiði að efla rannsóknir og samtímatúlkun sérfræðinga. Afrakstur 
yfirstandandi Evrópusamstarfsverkefna (EPOS, NERA, FUTUREVOLC) mun gera slíkt 
aðgengi mögulegt á næstu tveim árum. 

3)  Efla þarf og styðja við gagnasöfnun um sterka hröðun sem fram fer á skjálftasvæðum á 
vegum Rannsóknarstöðvar í jarðskjálftaverkfræði á Selfossi.

4)  Styðja þarf við viðbúnað almannavarna á jarðskjálftasvæðum Norðanlands. Til dæmis má
nefna skoðun á upptakasvæðinu með hugsanleg áhrif jarðskjálfta í huga, einkum þau sem 
ekki blasa við. Nefna má skriðuföll í  byggð (t.d. á Siglufirði og Ólafsfirði), snjóflóð, t.d. á 
skíðasvæðum (Siglufjörður, Dalvík, Ólafsfjörður, Húsavíkurfjall), ysjun, stöðugleika 
landfyllinga, flóðbylgjur, bæði vegna misgengishreyfinga við strönd og skriðufalla í sjó. 
Einnig þarf að athuga botnkort með tilliti til hættu á skriðuföllum á hafsbotni, sem geta 
valdið flóðbylgjum.

5) Bent er á mikilvægi fræðslu og uppeldis í jarðskjálftavörnum. Fræðslan þarf að fara fram á
öllum stigum skólakerfisins, á borgarafundum, námskeiðum í fullorðinsfræðslu, klúbbum 
og félögum. Viðvaranir vísindamanna duga ekki nema almenningur sé upplýstur og geti 
brugðist rétt við.

6) Á fundinum var ítrekað á það bent að Húsavík er staðsett á sprungubelti, Húsavíkur-
Flateyjarsprungunum, sem er eitt af meginupptakamisgengjum Tjörnesbrotabeltisins. Nýjar 
GPS-landmælingar sýna að u.þ.b. þriðjungur af heildarreki flekanna á sér stað um þetta 
sprungusvæði, þ.e. 6-7 mm á ári. Spenna safnast því fyrir á svæðinu sem mun losna í skjálfta
fyrr eða síðar. Það er því full ástæða til að endurmeta skjálftahættu á Húsavík. Talsvert hefur
auk þess safnast af nýjum hröðunarmælingar frá skjálftum á Suðurlandi síðan síðasta mat 
var gert á skjálftahættu við Húsavík. Kortleggja þarf bergsprungur undir bæjarstæðinu og 



jarðvegsþykkt og –gerð svo áætla megi áhrif skjálfta og bæta umfram það sem nú er gert 
(hraun.vedur.is/ja/alert/shake). 

7) Ítarlega var rætt um að í ljósi nýrra mæligagna þyrfti að endurmeta jarðskjálftahættu á 
byggingarlóð stóriðjuvers sem áætluð er á norðurbarmi misgengisins í Skjólbrekku norðan 
Húsavíkur.  Hröðunarmælingar víða um heim sýna að hröðun næst upptakamisgengjum 
stórra skjálfta getur orðið mjög há.  Bent var á að núverandi byggingarlóð fyrirhugaðrar 
kísilmálmverksmiðju er mun nær misgenginu en álverslóð sú sem vámatið var gert fyrir í 
upphafi.  Fjölgeislamælingar á seti í Skjálfandaflóa sýna að þessi grein sprungusvæðisins 
hefur verið mjög virk síðustu árþúsundin.  Bent var á að rekstur viðkvæms búnaðar svo sem
bræðsluofns, við þessar aðstæður hefur umtalsverðan aukakostnað og rekstrartruflanir  í för 
með sér sem óvíst er að rekstraraðili taki á sig. Minnt var á að fyrirhuguð flutningsleið frá 
höfninni til verksmiðjulóðarinnar liggur þvert yfir virkasta sprungusvæðið.

8) Fjölgeisla- og endurkastsmælingar af hafsbotninum á Tjörnesbrotabeltinu hafa reynst 
ómetanlegar til skilnings á virkni svæðisins. Enn hefur ekki verið mælt nema á hluta 
svæðisins. Mikilvægt er að ljúka mælingunum. Fullkominn mælibúnaður er fyrir hendi í 
skipi Hafrannsóknastofnunar, einnig í mælibátum Sjómælinga, Siglingastofnunar og 
Jarðvísindastofnunar Háskólans,  þannig að hér er eingöngu um að ræða kostnað vegna 
skipstíma.

9)  Gera þyrfti ýmsar mælingar í borholum á svæðinu, s.s. vatnsborðs-, hita-, og 
efnamælingar. Tilraunir til að tengja breytingar á þessum  mæliþáttum við jarðskjálftavirkni 
hafa lofað góðu. Samstarfsverkefni milli Háskólans á Akureyri og Stokkhólmsháskóla hefur 
verið í gangi í nokkur ár. Raunvísindastofnun Háskólans hefur einnig lagt til tæki til 
radonmælinga.

10) Gerð jarðskorpunnar skiptir miklu þegar gera skal líkan af hegðun hennar. Sérstaklega er
það þykkt stökka hluta skorpunnar sem skiptir máli, en hana má ákvarða með því að mæla 
dýpi jarðskjálftaupptaka. Það krefst þess að skjálftamælar séu á upptakasvæðinu sjálfu, sem 
er erfitt því Tjörnesbrotabeltið er að stórum hluta undir hafsbotni. Gera þyrfti sérstakar 
mælingar með neðansjávarmælum í þessu skyni. Þessar mælingar eru kostnaðarsamar því 
þær krefjast dýrra mælitækja og skipstíma.

11) Jarðskjálftasaga Norðurlands er fremur illa þekkt. Gera þarf ítarlega leit að rituðum 
heimildum um skjálfta á Norðurlandi, t.d. í bréfasöfnum og dagbókum í skjalasöfnum. Þetta
krefst sérþekkingar á sviði heimildaleitar. Forkönnun á heimildum lofar nokkuð góðu um 
árangur. Stöðugt þarf að endurskoða túlkun á gögnum um sögulega skjálfta, t.d. 1755, 1838, 
1872, 1885. Nýjar upplýsingar og aukinn skilningur á virkni svæðisins leiðir oft til 
endurtúlkunar. 



12) Botnset í stöðuvötnum geyma upplýsingar um forna atburði. Gera þyrfti sérstakt átak í 
að kanna þetta í stöðuvötnum á skjálftasvæðunum, s.s. Botnsvatni og Höskuldsvatni við 
Húsavík, vötnum á Skaga, Tröllaskaga og Melrakkasléttu, og e.t.v. víðar.

13) Jarðfræðileg rannsókn á basaltstaflanum í nágrenni helstu skjálftamisgengjanna gæti 
varpað ljósi á sögu þeirra og hraða hreyfinganna um þau. Hér er einkum um að ræða svæðið
milli Dalvíkur og Fljóta, einnig Flateyjarskagann.

14) Rannsóknir á stærðar- og tímadreifingu jarðskjálfta á Tjörnesbrotabeltinu og 
samanburður við önnur skyld svæði gæti aukið skilning á eðli svæðisins. Eitt af einkennum 
svæðisins er að ýmsar tegundir skjálftaruna koma þar fyrir, bæði skjálftahrinur og 
meginskjálftarunur. Stærstu skjálftar eru yfirleitt tengdir sniðgengishreyfingum en 
siggengishreyfingar valda þar líka skjálftum. Kanna þarf betur hvernig kvikuhreyfingar geta
haft áhrif á skjálftavirknina. 

15)  Forskjálftar verða oft á undan stórum skjálftum og gagnast þá til viðvörunar. Rannsaka 
þyrfti hegðun og eðli forskjálfta á Tjörnesbrotabeltinu í þessu skyni. 

16)  Skjálftavirkni á Tjörnesbrotabeltinu þyrfti að bera saman við virkni annarra brotabelta á 
flekaskilum Atlantshafsins. Á undanförnum áratugum hefur safnast mikil vitneskja um eðli 
skjálftavirkni á slíkum svæðum sem enn hefur ekki verið fullnýtt. Meta má líklega 
hámarksstærð skjálfta, stærðardreifingu skjálfta, þykkt stökka hluta jarðskorpunnar, hegðun
virkninar með tíma, o.s.frv.

2. ágúst 2013  

Ragnar Stefánsson, prófessor emeritus, Háskólanum á Akureyri.

Sigurjón Jónsson, dósent, KAUST, Sádí Arabíu.

Páll Einarsson, prófessor, Háskóla Íslands.

Martin Hensch, jarðskjálftafræðingur , Veðurstofu Íslands.
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Dagskrá ráðstefnunnar / Workshop programm

Thursday 6. June
9:00-10:30         Registration
10:30 - 10:40    Opening remarks
10:40 -10:50     Meeting organization
10:50 - 11:10    Seismotectonics of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone : Ragnar Stefánsson, Gunnar 

B. Guðmundsson, Þórunn Skaftadóttir, Bergþóra Þorbjarnardóttir and 
Páll Halldórsson. 

11:10 - 11:30   The Tjörnes Transform and Kolbeinsey Ridge, N-Iceland, tectonics and 
volcanism : Bryndís Brandsdóttir, Robert S. Detrick, Guðrún 
Helgadóttir, Bjarni Richter, Larry Mayer and Jeff A Karson

11:30 - 11:50   Fissure swarms of the Northern Volcanic Rift Zone and their connections 
with the Tjörnes Fracture Zone : Ásta Rut Hjartardóttir, Páll Einarsson, 
Sigríður Magnúsdóttir, Bryndís Brandsdóttir and Þórhildur 
Björnsdóttir

11:50 - 12:10   Nature of the Húsavík Faults and holocene movement on them : Kristján 
Sæmundsson

12:10 - 12:30   Tectonic framework of the Skjálfandi and Skjálfandadjúp basins  : Sigríður 
Magnúsdóttir, Bryndís Brandsdóttir, Neal Driscoll, Robert Detrick   

12:30 - 13:00    Session wrap-up discussion

13:00 - 14:20    Lunch at the Fosshotel Husavik
14:20 - 14:40   Seeking information on pre-historic earthquakes near Húsavík in Lake 

Sediment Cores from Botnsvatn and Höskuldsvatn : Ulaş Avşar, Sigurjón 
Jónsson, Áslaug Geirsdóttir and Gifford H. Miller

14:40 - 15:00   Accounts of the 12 June 1838 earthquake and other large earthquakes in 
North Iceland : Ómar Þorgeirsson, Sigurjón Jónsson, Páll Einarsson, 
Sveinbjörn Rafnsson and Óli Halldórsson

15:00 - 15:20   The Krafla rifting episode 1975-1984 and its interaction with the Tjörnes 
Fracture Zone : Páll Einarsson and Bryndís Brandsdóttir

15:20 - 15:40   Stress transfer and interaction between volcanic events in the Northern 
Volcanic Zone and earthquakes in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, Iceland : 
Francesco Maccaferri, Eleonora Rivalta, Luigi Passarelli, and Sigurjón 
Jónsson

15:40 - 16:00   Coffee Break
16:00 - 16:20   Seismic potential of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault estimated from GPS and InSAR

observations : Sabrina Metzger and Sigurjón Jónsson
16:20 - 16:40   A physical model for the migrating seismicity during earthquake swarms in 

the Tjörnes Fracture Zone, Iceland : Eleonora Rivalta, Luigi Passarelli, 
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Francesco Maccaferri, Steinunn Jakobsdóttir, and Sigurjón Jónsson
16:40 - 17:00   Heterogeneities, asperities, fluid migration and seismicity : Maurizio 

Bonafede, Ragnar Stefansson
17:00 - 17:20   The thermodynamics of fissure swarms and fault zones: application to the 

Husavik-Flatey Fault : Agust Gudmundsson, Nahid Mohajeri
17:20 - 17:40   Civil Protection´s need for scientific information and co-operation with the 

scientific community : Víðir Reynisson
17:40 - 18:00   Session wrap-up discussion
18:20 - 19:20  Open house at Husavik academic center for locals
20:00                Dinner at Salka Restaurant

Friday 7. June
09:00 - 09:20  The fall 2012 earthquake sequence in Eyjafjardaráll, western Húsavík-Flatey 

fault : Gunnar B. Guðmundsson, Martin Hensch, Matthew J. Roberts 
and the SIL monitoring group.

09:20 - 09:40  The 2012-2013 earthquake sequences in North Iceland: Geodetic constraints 
and associated stress changes : Sigurjón Jónsson, Sabrina Metzger, Sigrún 
Hreinsdóttir, Eleonora Rivalta, Luigi Passarelli and Francesco 
Maccaferri

09:40 - 10:00  Offshore seismicity with large azimuthal gaps: Challenges for the SIL 
network : Martin Hensch, Gunnar B. Guðmundsson and the SIL 
monitoring group

10:00 - 10:20  Towards improved earthquake locations in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone : 
Steinunn Jakobsdóttir, Gunnar B. Guðmundsson, Martin Hensch, 
Eleonora Rivalta 

10:20 - 10:40  Coffee Break
10:40 - 11:00  Seismic 3D velocity imaging and earthquake relocations in the Tjörnes 

Fracture Zone : Ari Tryggvason, Carsten Riedel,  Ragnar Stefánsson, 
Gunnar B. Gudmundsson, Martin Hensch

11:00 - 11:20  The importance of measuring small earthquakes and how it is achieved : 
Reynir Böðvarsson

11:20 - 11:40  Examples of stress estimates from microearthquake analysis in tectonic 
(Iceland), geothermal (Geyser), and mining (Sweden) environments : Ragnar 
Slunga

11:40 - 12:00  The New Geophysics: a new understanding of fluid-rock deformation : Stuart 
Crampin and Yuan Gao

12:00 - 12:30  Session wrap-up discussion

12:30 - 14:00  Lunch at the Fosshotel Husavik
14:00 - 14:20 10 years of hydrogeochemical and petrological studies of the Húsavík-Flatey 

Fault, northern Iceland : Alasdair Skelton,  Lillemor Claesson, Niklas 
Wästeby, Elin Tollefsen, Helga Guðrúnardóttir, Margareta Andrén, 
Hrefna Kristmansdóttir,  Gabrielle Stockmann, Erik Sturkell, and 
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Hreinn Hjartarson 
14:20 - 14:40  Deep wells in NE Iceland suitable for continuous monitoring for earthquake 

prediction in the Húsavík-Flatey fault : Hrefna Kristmannsdóttir
14:40 - 15:00  Student projects concerning automatic monitoring of water chemistry at 

Húsavíkurhöfði : Helga Rakel Guðrúnardóttir and  Hrefna 
Kristmannsdóttir

15:00 - 15:20  The Icelandic strong-motion array (ICEARRAY II) in Húsavík, North 
Iceland : Benedikt Halldórsson, Sigurjón Jónsson, Ragnar Sigbjörnsson 
and Símon Ólafsson

15:20 - 15:40  Site effects estimation using ambient noise data in Húsavík, North Iceland : 
Christian I. Olivera, Benedikt Halldórsson, Símon Ólafsson, Russel A. 
Green, and Ragnar Sigbjörnasson

15:40 - 16:00  Earthquake hazard and the impacts of a large earthquake on Húsavík and 
surroundings : Björn Halldórsson

16:00 - 16:20  Coffee Break
16:20 - 16:40  Seismic early warning for the Húsavík-Flatey fault zone : Einar Kjartansson 
16:40 - 17:00  From research to information and warnings ahead of earthquakes in North 

Iceland : Ragnar Stefánsson
17:00 - 17:20  How the Iceland catastrophe insurance prevention program is based on 

modeled catastrophic events : Hulda Ragnheiður Árnadóttir
17:20 - 17:40  Earthquake disaster response planning for North-East Iceland : Svavar 

Pálsson
17:40 - 18:00  Session wrap-up discussion

Saturday 8. June
9:00 - 12:30  Break-out session I: Discussion on real-time geo watching of the area and

warnings. The session will be held in Icelandic
9:00 - 12:30  Break-out session II: Future research in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone. The 

session will be held in English
14:00             Departure from Fosshotel Husavik: Grjótháls, view over Botnsvatn and 

HFF Triple junction – Þeistareykjasvæðið Mývatn - Krafla (via 
Holasandur)

20:00             Arrival in Husavik

Posters 
Suggested stress-monitoring sites for routine stress-forecasting large earthquakes and 
volcanic eruptions in Iceland and China :Stuart Crampin and Yuan Gao

Geomorphological and geological aspects of Húsavík for application in earthquake hazard and
risk analyses : Peter Waltl, Benedikt Halldórsson, Halldór Pétursson, Markus Fiebig 
and Ragnar Sigbjörnsson
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Kinematic simulation of stron-motion from scenario earthquakes in North Iceland : Tryggvi 
Sch. Thorsteinsson, Benedikt Halldórsson, Hjálmtýr Hafsteinsson and Ragnar 
Sigbjörnsson

Kortlagning Tjörnesbrotabeltisins með fjölgeisla -og hljóðendurvarpsmælingum. : Bryndís 
Brandsdóttir, Sigríður Magnúsdóttir, Robert S. Detrick, Guðrún Helgadóttir, Einar 
Kjartansson og Bjarni Richter

The New Geophysics:  Case study, including possible stress-accumulation before an 
impending large earthquake  or volcanic eruption : Sha Liu1, Stuart Crampin, Richard 
Luckett and Jiansi Yang

Towards kinematic simulation of strong-motion from earthquake scenarios  on the Husavik-
Flatey Fault : Tryggvi Sch. Thorsteinsson,  Benedikt Halldórsson, Hjálmtýr 
Hafsteinsson and Ragnar Sigbjörnsson

Geological and geomorphological aspects of Húsavík for application in earthquake hazard and
risk analyses : Peter Waltl, Benedikt  Halldórsson, Halldór G. Pétursson,  Markus 
Fiebig and Ragnar Sigbjörnsson

Mapping stress directions in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone using microearthquake focal 
mechanisms : Björn Lund, Ragnar Slunga, Reynir Bödvarsson, Kristin Vogfjord
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International Workshop on Earthquakes in North Iceland
Húsavík, North Iceland, 6-8 June 2013

Seismotectonics of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone the state-of-the-art

Ragnar  Stefánsson1,  Gunnar  B.  Guðmundsson2,  Þórunn  Skaftadóttir2,  Bergþóra
Þorbjarnardóttir2, and Páll Halldórsson.
1University of Akureyri, Iceland (raha@simnet.is)    

2 Icelandic Meteorological Office

Introduction
The Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) connects the E-W extension of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge north of Iceland to the extension of the North Volcanic Zone (NVZ) of Iceland.

Earthquakes  up  to  magnitude  7  (Ms)  can  occur  in  the  TFZ,  the  most
dangerous on or near the N-Iceland coast. Volcanic eruptions have been observed in
the TFZ and large crustal deformations, similar to those that have been observed in
the NVZ, can be expected. The seismotectonics of the zone have been described in
many papers, recently in a paper by Stefansson et al (2008) containing references to
many significant papers about the subject. 

Most of the TFZ is below the ocean, so historical information and geological
observations  are  limited.  To  study  the  dynamics  of  the  zone,  we  must  -  to  a
significant  extent  -  rely  on  interpretation  and  modelling  based  on  seismic
observations, especially on information obtained by micro-earthquakes as observed
by the SIL seismic system (Bödvarsson et al 1999) during the last 19 years. For a
detailed seismotectonic study of any seismic zone, earthquakes down to magnitude
0  or  even  smaller  (here  called  micro-earthquakes)   provide  the  most  significant
observations.  This  we  have  experienced  in  research  work  in  the  South  Iceland
Seismic Zone (SISZ), where the sensitive SIL network was first applied. In the TFZ,
even with the SIL network, we can only expect to record earthquakes of magnitudes
down to 0 near the coast. However, it is worthwhile since the gravest risks are due to
earthquakes nearest land. 

In  this  paper,  we demonstrate  how information obtained from monitoring
micro-earthquakes with the SIL system, which was installed in the north in 1994, can
be applied in mapping the details of the plate boundary. We also demonstrate how it
can be applied in finding epicenters and estimating fault plane directions of large
historical earthquakes.  

In addition, we suggest how seismic information may be applied in dynamic
modeling  for  studying  ongoing  crustal  processes,  to  infer  spatial  and  temporal
interplay in activity, to enhance assessments of potential hazards, i.e. in general for
earthquake prediction research.

Instrumentally observed seismicity in the TFZ since 1955. 
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Figure  1  shows locations  of  earthquakes  in  the  TFZ since  1955,  main  geological
lineaments, plate velocity, and principal stress directions.

Although location errors in Figure 1a are of the order of  ±5-10 kilometers,
there are many features in the figure that indicate significant variation in time and
space, and thus significant for dynamic modeling. We note especially the lack of
earthquakes  >4  in  the  southeastern  part  of  the  Grímsey  lineament  and  the  one
hundred  kilometer  long  north-trending  group  north  of  Sk.  The  NE-SW  striking
group north of K (1974-1991) is probably, to a large extent, artifact of the closeness of
the local station AKU in the PDE locations (also shown in Figure 1b with smaller
location errors). Figure  1b  mainly  shows seismic  activity  during the  first  and
most intensive part of the Krafla rifting episode, which started in December 1975.
Again,  the lack of  earthquakes  in  the southern part  of  the Grimsey lineament  is
striking, since it is linked with the NVZ where the rifting occurred.

Figure 1a   Figure 1b
Figure  1a,  to  the  left,  shows earthquakes  of  magnitude >4 plotted on a  contour map of
Iceland and the ocean bottom. The main lineaments are marked by schematic straight lines
and letters indicate geographical locations. Sk: Skagafjördur; E: Eyjafjördur; T: Tröllaskagi;
F:  Flateyjarskagi;  Tj:  Tjörnes;  Th:  Theistareykir  fissure  swarm; K:  Krafla  fissure  swarm.
Plate  velocity  and  principal  horizontal  stress  axes  are  shown  by  arrows.  Dots  denote
earthquakes, dark blue: 1955–1973, blue-green: 1974–1991, red 1992–2005, in purple 2006-
2013. The smallest dots are M>4, larger M>5 and largest M>6 (modified from Stefansson et
al. 2008). The earthquake locations are based on various sources: 1955-1967: L. Sykes and
PDE (USGS); 1968-1969: Einarsson, 1976 (see also Einarsson 1979 and 1991); 1974-1991
mainly PDE (USGS); 1991-2013: METEO-geostaff and various other sources.  

Figure 1b, to the right, shows epicenters from 1975-1986 based on locations by METEO-
geostaff. Red dots: earthquakes >4 in magnitude; blue >3 (mostly hidden behind the red dots).
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Proposed research to enhance the old earthquake locations to better understand
the dynamics of TFZ.
The obvious variation in earthquake activity with time calls for a thorough study
of the old locations (prior to 1994), based on local as well as on teleseismic data. As
a first part of a study to model the inferred pattern of these earthquakes in time and
space, various methods can be used such as relative locations, using better seismic
velocity models,  and estimating location errors.  In  some cases,  the old data  may
indicate  earthquake  release  mechanisms  when  studied  with  new  and
“unconventional”  methods,  possibly  leading  to  better  understanding  of  the
dynamics.

Fault planes of micro-earthquakes in TFZ.
Rögnvaldsson  et  al.  (1998)  contributed  significantly  to  the  understanding  of
seismotectonics of the TFZ, Figure 2. Their results were based on 4 years of micro-
earthquake observations using the SIL system and strongly indicated that along and
near the ESE-WNW striking Húsavík-Flatey fault, fracturing is predominantly right
lateral and along the strike of the fault (Figure 2). Further away from the H-F fault,
but in the TFZ, N-S or NNE-SSW striking left lateral faults predominate, expressing
a conjugate pattern to the H-F fault. In some places along or near the H-F fault itself
such  N-S  fractures  are  also  found.  From  the  point  of  view  of  releasing  the
predominant differential stress in the area, NNW compression and ENE tension (σ1

at 25°NW and σ3 at 65°NE, see  Angelier
et  al.  2004  and  Stefansson  et  al.  2008),
both  of  these  different  directions  and
sense of slip are plausible. The prevailing
N-S crustal fabric created during tens of
millions of years of extension across the
MAR facilitates  a  near  N-S  fracturing.
The more recent, 7-9 million year old H-
F fault, created by the movement of  the
Iceland  crust  over  the  Iceland  mantle
plume,  facilitates  right  lateral  shear
motion  and  nearly  E-W  strike  slip
fractures.

Figure 2
Mapped faults within the Tjörnes Fracture Zone. Black lines indicate faults mapped with
conventional seismic reflection methods or on land by direct observations. Red lines show 62
active fault  segments mapped using accurate relative  locations of  micro-earthquakes.  The
fault plane solutions of selected earthquakes are shown on equal-area projections of the lower
hemisphere.  Seismic  stations  are  denoted  by  solid  triangles;  earthquake  epicenters  after
relocation by open circles. Dm: Dalsmynni valley; H: Hrísey island; F: Flatey island. The
yellow line between A and B is the location of the vertical cross section in Figure 3 (in the
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referred paper). The arrows indicate the direction of plate motion (DeMets et al., 1990). The
depth contour interval is 100 m.  Within the Grímsey lineament, the fault segments strike
approximately north-south. Movement on these faults is mostly left-lateral strike-slip. In the
southwestern  part,  near  the  well-developed  (ESE-WNW  line)  Húsavík-Flatey  transform
fault, there is a gradual change in the strike of the active faults, from transform-parallel to
ridge-parallel. Simultaneously the style of faulting changes from mostly right-lateral strike-
slip on the transform-parallel faults to more normal faulting on the ridge-parallel faults. The
numbered groups (1-7) are discussed in the text (in the referred paper, Rögnvaldsson et al
1998).  For a more detailed description of  the results shown in the figure we refer to the
original paper (Rögnvaldsson et al 1998)

Therefore, we expect earthquakes with N-S trending fault planes intermittent with
earthquakes with fault-planes coinciding with the direction of the H-F fault. Even
along the H-F fault, we should expect near N-S faulting, i.e. conjugate to it, at times
when parts  of  the Húsavik-Flatey fault  is  locked,  as  pointed out for example by
Garcia et al. (2002).

Merging information from historical earthquakes and microearthquakes. 
Experience  from  the  South  Iceland  Seismic  Zone  (SISZ)  shows  that  micro-
earthquakes, especially relatively deep ones (6-10 km deep), delineate the faults of
historical  earthquakes  hundreds  of  years  after  their  occurrence.  It  has  also  been
observed, that a characteristic volumetric distribution of micro-earthquakes occurs
decades before large earthquakes (Stefansson et al 2011, Stefansson 2011). 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of micro-earthquakes in the TFZ from 1994-
2013, based on SIL system data (Meteo geostaff, Jakobsdóttir 2008).  The locations of
earthquakes  larger  than  magnitude  6  in  the  TFZ  are  determined  by  historical
intensity  observations,  instrumental  observations  and  the  distribution  of  micro-
earthquakes  supposed  to  be  „aftershocks“  i.e.,  more  precise,  small  earthquakes
caused by straining of the activated and not fully solidified faults (Stefansson et al.,
2008), called in the following post-seismic activity. The direction of the fault planes is
also determined from the patterns of post-seismic activity. 

We cannot associate the proposed NE-SW box, seismic activity,  near and east
of F in Figure 3 with any known historical earthquake. We need to study it better to
understand this pattern, i.e. answer questions about whether it reflects stress build-
up and movement along a fault caused by the present locking of the great Húsavík-
Flatey fault or whether the earthquakes are “passive” post-seismic activity of some
relatively recent but unknown earthquake.

The proposed  location of the 1910 earthquake fault north of F is based on
historical  intensity  information  and  on  a  well-defined  micro-earthquake  line.
Another possible location is a seismicity line 15 kilometers further east, which has a
similar strike, but appears to be locked  in the middle, where asperity stress may be
building up, rather than being “post seismic activity”. It must however be noted that
the epicenter, based on the world network of seismic stations in 1910, was found to
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be even 100 km to the northeast of the proposed fault, and outside the TFZ. The error
in the instrumental epicenter location based on onset times at stations at teleseismic
distances in 1910 is probably not less than 100 kilometers. So locations modified by
intensity descriptions are probably better (Table 1).

The intensity location of the 1885 fault east of Tj is very inaccurate. There are
no  micro-earthquakes  to  constrain  this  location  or  to  support  the  proposed
orientation  (dotted  box).  The  fault  may  be  further  north,  closer  to  the  Grímsey
lineament. The same can be said about the instrumentally located earthquake of 1921
in the northernmost part of TFZ. The proposed fault orientation (dotted box) has no
observational support.

Figure  3. 
Micro-earthquakes by the north coast of Iceland,1994-2013, outline the TFZ. Blue boxes and
arrows  show  efforts  to  determine  fault  planes  and  slip  directions  of  historically  and
instrumentally located magnitude 6–7 earthquakes in the area. Years are used to identify the
large  earthquakes.  (Stefansson  et  al.,  2008).   In  the  image  to  the  left,  red  dots  denote
earthquakes 1994-2005 and green dots 2006-2013. To the right, all well located earthquakes
1994-2013 are shown. For other symbols, see Fig. 1 caption.   

The spread seismic activity below ocean NW of Tj and the lack of seismicity
on the  Grímsey  Lineament  N of  Tj  as  seen  in  Figures  3  and 1  may indicate  an
asperity there.

The proposed fault box northwest of T is based on faint, spread (i.e. not along-
line) activity, that might indicate high stress (closeness to fracture criticality), and
should be studied.

There is a striking difference between the distribution of earthquakes north of
K in Figures 1  and 3. Figure 1 shows E-W trending activity close to the coast, which
is contrary to Figure 3. Such a difference may be attributed to location errors in the
old locations, or to E-W straining related to the opening of fissures in the K fissure
swarm and closing of the Th fissures during the Krafla rifting episode. The pattern in
Fig. 3 indicates better the position of the main active fissure of the episode.

The mentioned indications deserve a special study involving more accurate
locations  (including  depths)  and  mechanism  information  based  on  micro-
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earthquakes, as well as re-comparing this information with historical data. Coulomb
stress  modeling  should  be  applied  to  study  interaction  (coupling)  between
earthquakes in time and space.

Table 1.
Hist/instr.epic and magnit.  Epicenters and strikes from Fig. 3
Year      Long    Lat  Mag Long     Lat     Fault-strike (°)
1755 1) − 17.6   66.1  7.0 − 17.76   66.13   112
1838 1) − 18.8   66.3  6.5 − 18.82   66.12       9
1872 1) − 17.4   66.1  6.5 − 17.45   66.08   112
1872 1) − 17.9   66.2  6.5 − 18.04   66.18   112
1885 1) − 16.9   66.3  6.3 − 16.88   66.12     14
1910 2) – 17.3   66.4  7.0 (PH) − 17.94   66.35     20
(1910  – 17      66.5  7.3  Karnik, E. Tryggvason)
1921 3) – 18      67     6.3(Karnik)
1934 2) − 18.5   66.0  6.2 (PH,6.1Karnik) − 18.44   66.00     11
1963 3) − 19.6   66.3 7.0 NEIC (Ms) − 19.60   66.23     14
1976 3) − 16.6   66.2 6.2(PH, ms6.4PDE) − 16.50   66.23     32

Table 1: Information about magnitudes, location and inferred fault plane strikes.
Earthquake  coordinates  are  in degrees  (°).  On the  left  of  the  table,  historical  earthquake
magnitudes are equated to Ms, as the magnitudes marked by (PH) Where referred to (Karnik)
magnitudes are mb. Marked by 1) locations and magnitudes are estimated from intensities;
2)  locations  and  magnitudes  are  instrumentally  based  and  modified  by  intensities,  3)
locations and magnitudes are instrumental. NEIC and PDE mark information from NEIC of
the USGS.

On the right of the table results of fault studies demonstrated in Figure 3 are shown.
The  epicenters  given  are  the  middle  points  of  the  elongated  boxes  in  Figure  3,  i.e.  the
hypothetical locations of earthquake fault planes and their strikes east of north (Stefansson et
al., 2008, Halldorsson, 2005).

2011-2012 Variations in activity
A  common  feature  of  the  images  in  Figure  4,  besides  delineating  clear  plate
boundaries, is spread micro-earthquake activity to the north and north-west of Tj in
TFZ (For ort locations see Fig. 3. Figure 3 shows similarly spread seismicity during a
longer period of time. Note, that there is some lack of earthquake activity on the
Grimsey lineament  (Gl)  to  the north and northeast  of  Tj.  The locked part  of  the
Húsavík-Flatey (H-F) fault is to the south and southwest of this activity.
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Figure 4. Seismic activity in Iceland in 2011 (left) and 2012 (right). In the TFZ there was a
slight increase in seismicity in 2012 compared to 2011, but largely the spatial pattern in
seismicity is the same, although some details may indicate significant differences and require
closer study.

A suggestion  is  that  two  locked  segments,  hard  cores,  in  the  two  zones,
modify  local  strain  in  between them to  create  a  crustal  low pressure  shadow at
places where  mantle fluids from below tend to rise into the brittle crust, and trigger
the  spread  small  earthquake  activity.  This  may  be  compared  to  a  northwest-
southeast pattern of spread small earthquake activity during a decade before the first
2000 earthquake in the SISZ (Stefansson et al., 2011; Stefansson, 2011). In that case,
the activity indicated up-flow of compressive fluids into a low pressure volume,
which was created in the shadow of a hard core fault asperity, i.e. the asperity that
broke on June 17, 2000,  and triggered the initial large earthquake. However, this is
just a suggestion which requires further study of information carried by these micro-
earthquakes north of Tj, like earthquake depth and mechanisms or stresses released
in these earthquakes, before carrying out an earth-realistic modeling of this. 

Other  changes  in  activity  can  be  observed  between the  two zones  farther
north during this period and should be studied further.

Suggested research
The  seismotectonics  as  expressed  in  Figure  3  is  hypothetical,  and  should  be
considered  as  such.  There  is  still  much  available  information  to  carry  the
understanding  further.  The  spatial  variability  of  activity  in  the  zone  when
studying seismic data for a long period of time as seen in Figure 1, shows that it is
significant to study in more detail the TFZ seismic data from before 1993. 

Seismicity on all the indicated faults and locations of possibly impending
earthquakes  should be studied based on much more available data,  especially
micro-earthquake  data,  containing  more  information  for  precise  hypocenter
locations and mechanisms.

Research carried out in the SISZ during the SIL, PRENLAB and PREPARED
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projects should also be applied to the earthquake zones off the north coast of Iceland.
This involves:  

1. Enhanced  work  on  seismicity  mapping,  based  on  improved  hypocenter
determinations, information about source mechanisms as well as on relative
location of  similar  events,  aiming at  locating asperities  and in  general  the
conditions in and around the various faults. This mapping should be aimed
on one hand at mapping of faults and their close vicinity, but also at mapping
of  distributed  seismic  activity,  which  often  only  appears  in  even  smaller
earthquakes  and  requires  different  approach.   Mapping  of  fault  planes  is
significant for understanding the general tectonics of the zone and is a good
basis for earthquake prediction research. Volumetrically spread activity, often
consisting of even smaller earthquakes, may be more indicative for the build-
up stress and fracturing criticality and for a pre-earthquake process. A special
emphasis should be on studying potential faults for earthquake release close
to Húsavík, both the easternmost end of the Húsavík-Flatey fault and possible
conjugate (N-S to NE-SW) faults adjacent to it.

2. Mapping  of  stress  and  instability  based  on  micro-earthquake  source
information, as well as on ray-path effects. 

3. Stress modeling, including fluid-strain modeling, to study possible interaction
and coupling between events on individual faults and between faults or other
activity centers.

Patterns in time and space of various other ongoing observations, like:
1. Deformation studies on land by GPS and InSar.
2. Historical  earthquakes  and  tectonics  on  basis  of  written  documents  and

surface and ocean bottom remnants.
3. Geo-chemical variations and ground water changes related to boreholes with

deep supply  roots  should be  studied and merged with  the  studies  of  the
seismicity data.

Scientists  and students  at  various  interested institutions  in  the  world  should be
encouraged to work on such research projects in close cooperation with Icelandic
institutions.  
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Rifting in the Iceland region has been unstable since the onset of spreading in the 
Norwegian Sea in early Eocence with branched crustal accretion zones expressing 
rift jumps and oblique spreading under influence of the Iceland plume. The Tjörnes 
Fracture Zone (TFZ) was initiated during Miocene (about 7 Ma), following an 
eastward jump of the spreading axis in northern Iceland. The TFZ links the northern 
rift zone (NVZ) in Iceland with the Kolbeinsey Ridge (KR) offshore. 

Multibeam bathymetric data combined with CHIRP subbottom reflection data
have have provided  a new perspective on the neotectonics and rift-transform 
interactions within the TFZ (Figure 1). The TFZ lacks the clear topographic 
expression typical of oceanic fracture zones and consists of broad zone of 
deformation roughly 150 km EW by 50 km NS, defined by four major basins 
(Eyjafjarðaráll, Skjálfandadjúp, Skjálfandi and Öxarfjörður and three seismically 
active WNW-trending seismic zones, the Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR),  the Húsavík-
Flatey faults (HFF) and the Dalvík lineament. 

Having evolved by northward propagation of the NVZ, the GOR incorporates
both oblique extension (105o) and right-lateral shear. Four NS-striking volcanic 
systems exist along the GOR, Stóragrunn, Hóllinn, Nafir and Mánáreyjar, with left-
stepping, en-echelon, fissure swarms which have been subjected to right-lateral 
strike-slip motion.  Large earthquakes on the GOR, however, seem to be associated 
with both left lateral strike-slip faulting along NNW and NNE-striking faults 
whereas normal events generally have a NNE strike, perpendicular to the spreading 
direction (Rögnvaldsson et al., 1998; Þorbjarnardóttir and Guðmundsson, 2003; Hensch et 
al., 2008; Stefánsson et al., 2008).

The HFF fault system is more akin to oceanic transform faults. It has an  
overall strike of N65oW and can be traced offshore across the Skjálfandi Bay as two 
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WNW-trending, south-facing fault scarps and northwest of Flatey Island into the 
southern Eyjafjarðaráll basin as a WNW-trending, north-facing scarp. Reflection data
indicate an increased dip-slip component westwards along these faults, on which 
severe earthquakes occurred in 1755 and 1872. The southwestern margin of the HFF 
faults is characterized by NE-striking lavas which dip steeply (30–50o) towards the 
Eyjafjarðaráll basin. The lavas are dissected by en echelon arrays of conjugate strike-
slip faults intersecting the HFF faults at angles of N20-30oW and N20oE. Some may 
be traced onto land where they exhibit complicated flower patterns. 

Being the southward continuation of the KR, the magma-starved Eyjafjarðaráll
basin is bounded by numerous large NS-trending faults, suggesting they are actively
extending. The Eyjafjarðaráll  rift merges with the HFF system in the south and the 
GOR to the north, demarcating a crustal block, the Tjörnes microplate (Einarsson, 
2008). The KR emerges from Eyjafjarðaráll as a narrow, well-defined rift zone north 
of ~66o50'N. The southern KR may be subdivided into three discrete spreading 
segments, bounded by en-echelon, left-stepping fissure swarms, as fissure swarms 
on land. The topography of the KR is characterized by numerous crater rows and 
small seamounts. The central section of the median valley floor is bordered by major 
faults. As spreading rate and azimuth do not vary along the approximately mapped 
section of the ridge (Figure 1), the distribution and dimension of individual volcanic 
features seemingly reflect spatial variations in magma supply along the ridge axis. 
Tectonically, both the KR and the GOR thus resemble the NVZ and oblique 
spreading Reykjanes Peninsula in southwestern Iceland.

 Although oblique spreading and transform motion within the TFZ is 
currently confined to two separate branches, the Tjörnes microplate will merge with 
the North American plate as continued northward propagation of the divergent 
plate boundary gradually deactivates the extensional basins and the HFF faults.
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Figure 1. A multibeam bathymetric map of the TFZ and southern KR. Eyjafjarðaráll (Ey),
Skjálfandadjúp  (Sk),  Öxarfjörður,  Kolbeinsey  (K).  The  GOR  volcanic  systems  are
Stóragrunn (S), Hóllinn (H), Nafir (N), and Mánáreyjar (M). The HFF faults are denoted by
dark-grey lines. Grey dots are earthquakes larger than M 2, located by the IMO network
during 2001-2010.
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Divergent plate boundaries are generally located below sea level.  The only 
exceptions are found in Iceland and in east Africa.  North Iceland is both easily 
accessible and scarcely vegetated and is therefore an ideal area to study fractures 
and eruptive fissures found at divergent plate boundaries.  A study was conducted 
that focused on the mapping of fractures and eruptive fissures from aerial 
photographs, with the aid of satellite images.  Field trips were conducted to proof 
whether lineaments of uncertain origin were fractures or not.  The study area covers 
the Northern Volcanic Rift Zone, extending northwards from the Vatnajökull glacier 
until it joins with the Grímsey Oblique Rift north of Iceland.  
The Northern Volcanic Rift Zone is about 50 km wide and 200 km long, made up of 
seven volcanic systems, arranged en echelon along the plate boundary; they are 
Þeistareykir, Krafla, Fremrinámar, Askja, Kverkfjöll, Bárðarbunga, and 
Tungnafellsjökull. Each system is made up of a central volcano, where magmatic 
productivity is highest and a transecting fissure swarm.  A total of 46.611 fractures 
and eruptive fissures were mapped (Fig. 1), clustered within the elongated fissure 
swarms.   The vast majority of features mapped within the fissure swarms are 
fractures.  However, eruptive fissures are most common within 20-30 km distance 
from the central volcanoes.  The extent of individual fissure swarms away from their 
central volcanoes is mostly defined by fractures.  They range between 30 and 125 km 
in length, and between 0.5 and 15 km in width.
Most fractures and eruptive fissures within the fissure swarms are approximately 
perpendicular to the plate spreading vector.  However, exceptions are seen close to 
central volcanoes, especially those that have developed calderas; Askja and Krafla.  
Exceptions are also seen where the transform zones; the Grímsey Oblique Rift and 
the Húsavík-Flatey Faults, connect with the Northern Volcanic Rift Zone (Figs. 2 and 
3).  At these junctions, fracture densities are higher and fracture orientations more 
irregular than elsewhere along the fissure swarms.  In general, fracture orientation 
changes to a more westerly orientation north of the Grímsey Oblique Rift.  
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Figure 1 Fractures and eruptive fissures in the Northern Volcanic Rift Zone.  
Cartographic data are from the National Land Survey of Iceland (Landmælingar 
Íslands).
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Figure 2 The junction of the Northern Volcanic Rift Zone and the Grímsey Oblique 
Rift.  The majority of fractures on land are northerly oriented (yellow lines), although
several fractures have a NW or WNW orientation (red lines), especially in direct 
continuation of the Grímsey Oblique Rift and north of it.  The cartographic data are 
from the National Land Survey of Iceland.  The earthquake data are from the 
Icelandic Meteorological Office (Veðurstofa Íslands), showing located earthquakes 
between the years of 1991 and 2012.
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Figure 3 The Húsavík-Flatey Faults and their junction with the Þeistareykir Fissure 
Swarm.  The Húsavík-Flatey Faults are generally NW oriented (red lines), while the 
Þeistareykir Fissure Swarm is NNE oriented.  Cartographic data are from the 
National Land Survey of Iceland, background image is from the US/Japan ASTER 
project.
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The Húsavík - Flatey fault zone is the only known transform offset active during a 6
Ma  period  in  North  Iceland.  They  are  of  transtensional  type.  Right  lateral  shift
would be on the order of 100  km, at a spreading rate of 1 cm/y for the period from
about 7 to 1 My ago. The slip rate slowed down about 1 Ma ago as the North Iceland
Spreading Zone propagated north in the area of  present  Öxarfjörður leaving the
Eyjafjarðaráll as a dying spreading centre. The vertical slip of the Húsavík Faults is
well over 1 km in the Húsavík area. The rate of vertical slip can be estimated from
the transition zone of basalt/foreset breccias of the Grjótháls lava shield north and
south of the faults. Its age is not known, but assuming that it dates from the Holstein
interglacial the heigth difference of 60-65 m would indicate a rate of vertical slip of
about 20 metres pr. 10.000 years. 
Basalts which form the base of Tjörnes have been dated at about 9 Ma. They have
suffered  clockwise  drag  and  brecciation  which  reaches  a  few  km  north  of  the
Húsavík Faults. The youngest basalts at Þistilfjörður east of the transform offset are a
little older than the Tjörnes basalts (Fig 1) and undisturbed by the transform slip. 
From earthquake foci distribution it looks as if the Húsavík section of the Húsavík-
Flatey Faults is locked at the present time whereas the Flatey section is not. A horst
(mega  push  up?)  in  Skjálfandi  marks  the  intersection  of  the  two  with  opposite
downthrows of  the dip-slip components.  At present the main offset  between the
NVZ and Kolbeinsey Ridge axis takes place on the transtensional Grímsey Fault, an
array  of  en  echelon  north-south  volcanic  systems  between  Öxarfjörður  and
Kolbeinsey. Mánáreyjar volcanic system is the easternmost of these. It cuts into the
eastern Tjörnes block as step faults throwing towards the Öxarfjörður graben. 
The  Mánáreyjar  and  Þeistareykir  volcanic  systems  may  interfere  east  of  Tjörnes
whereas  the  western  branches  of  each  terminate  and  change  their  trend  on
approaching the Húsavík faults (ref. 7). The fault pattern in the southwest of the
Mánáreyjar system suggests clockwise drag, whereas faults in the northwest of the
Þeistareykir system sway in the trend of the Húsavík Faults with clear indication of
right lateral slip from push ups and opening. 
A rifting episode hit the Mánáreyjar volcanic system in 1868-1885. At the beginning
there was a volcanic eruption at Mánáreyjar. Earthquakes of estimated >6 magnitude
occurred in 1872 on the Húsavík-Flatey Faults accompanied by small earthquakes
felt before and after, perhaps indicating a dyke intrusion propagating from north.
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The episode closed in 1885 by a second earthquake of estimated magnitude >6 in the
east of Tjörnes.   

Fig. 1. Tjörnes Fracture Zone. Ages and main structural elements. Numbers show ages of
the Tertiary sequences in millions of years. A flexure zone separates between the Central
North Iceland basalt  region and the sequence which originated in the Northern Volcanic
spreading  Zone (NVZ) with oldest dated rocks about 6 My. Clusters of earthquake foci mark
the Grímsey and Flatey Faults (plate boundaries). The Grímsey Fault is composed of North-
South trending volcanic systems, and the Flatey Fault by a graben structure. Letters mark
E=Eyjafjarðaráll, F=Flatey, T=Tjörnes, H=Húsavík. Earthquakes >M6 after 1700 are shown.
The datings are from Sæmundsson et al. 1980, Aronson in Jancin et al. 1985, Cotman 1979,
and Aronson and Sæmundsson 1975. Earthquake distribution is from Páll Halldórsson in
Björnsson et al. 2007.

Evidence  of  Holocene  fault  movement  in  the  Húsavík  area  is  restricted  to  the
Húsavík Faults between Forvaði in the north and Húsavíkurhöfði in the south. This
fault  zone  is  1  km  wide.  The  combined  vertical  throw  of  them  which  can  be
attributed to the Holocene is  about 20 m down to the south. The fault  zone has
geothermal activity associated with it. Hot springs well up at sea level from fractures
at  Laugardalur and a  high geothermal  gradient  in a 50 m deep borehole on the
footwall of the Forvaði fault shows that the geothermal system extends to there.  
Investigation of sections in Holocene soil at and near the Húsavík Faults show that
shaking and ground slip has occurred on them (ref. 6). A large scale event must have
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occurred some time after fall of H3  -ash from Hekla about 3.100 years ago (Fig. 2).
Three sections demonstrate this: one across a branch of the Húsavík Faults, and two
in bogs at the planned industrial site to the north of it. Two other significant slips are
indicated by disturbance of the soil below the fall of H4 -ash from Hekla 4.500 years
ago. A section in dry soil on the slope east of the site does not show any disturbance.
  

Fig. 2. Timing of Holocene movement on the Húsavík Faults from disturbance of volcanic
ash  layers.  Three  major  disturbances  are  seen.  Minor  discontinuities  were  found in  soil
younger than 500 years.  

A significant  slip  has  apparently  not  occurred  after  fall  of  the  1477  ash  from
Bárðarbunga as this layer and another ash from Grímsvötn in 1717 have not been
disrupted in these soil sections. Two earthquakes in 1755 and 1872 estimated over
M7 have been attibuted to the Húsavík Faults (1872) and its NW Flatey segment
(1755).  Neither  seems  to  have  caused  disturbance  at  Húsavík.  However,  reports
describe a fissure forming on the lower slope of Húsavíkurfjall. This may have been
formed  largely  by  sliding  of  the  overburden.  Such  features  occur  along
Húsavíkurfjall.   
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Divergent  plate  boundaries  are  commonly  made  up  of  individual  rift
segments, either parallel or oblique to the plate boundary, and linked by transform
faults  oriented parallel  to  the plate movement.  The combination of  the divergent
plate  boundary  and  a  mantle  plume  in  Iceland,  results  in  a  broad  zone  of
deformation, with combination of divergent, transform and oblique plate boundary
segments (Einarsson, 1991; 2008). The Tjörnes Fracture Zone, located on the coast
and  offshore  Northern  Iceland,  is  a  complex  transform zone  where  deformation
takes place on three WNW-NW oriented seismic lineaments; Grímsey Oblique Rift
(GOR), Húsavík-Flatey Faults (HFF) and Dalvík Lineament (DL), superimposed on
N-S trending rift structures; Eyjafjarðaráll (EY), Skjálfandi-Skjálfandadjúp (SK-SKD)
and Öxarfjörður (ÖX) which each represents the successive rift locations as the main
rift  zone  relocated  from western  to  eastern  Iceland  (Einarsson,  1976,  1991,  2008;
Sæmundsson, 1974). We present a study on the tectonic framework and Holocene
evolution of the Nafir-Skjálfandadjúp volcanic system within the GOR, as well as the
tectonic framework of the Húsavík-Flatey Faults on land and offshore. The tectonic
framework  of  these  systems  was  mapped  from  aerial  photos,  satellite  images,
multibeam bathymetry and high-resolution seismic reflection data (Chirp). Several
field trips were conducted on the Tjörnes peninsula for further investigation of the
Húsavík-Flatey Faults. 

The  Nafir-Skjálfandadjúp  volcanic  system is  one  of  four  volcanic  systems
within the Grímsey Oblique Rift (Figures 1 and 2), located north of the Skjálfandi
Bay, and east and northeast of Grímsey Island. It is ~55 km long, made up of normal
faults with vertical displacements of up to 50-60 m and partly filled with post-glacial
sediments. The Nafir-Skjálfandadjúp volcanic system has a similar tectonic structure
as is observed both in models of oblique rifting (Clifton et al., 2000; Agostini et al,
2009; Corti et al 2012) as well as in natural rifts, with two types of fault systems; a
border fault system following the orientation of the volcanic system, and an internal
fault  system  which  is  oriented  perpendicular  to  the  extension  vector.  From
comparison with other oblique rifts, the Nafir-Skjálfandadjúp volcanic system shows
signs of early stages of rifting with the development of internal rifting volcanism at
its  early  stages  and off  axis  volcanism most  prominent  (Clifton  and Kattenhorn,
2006; Agostini et al., 2011). 
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Figure 1.  The Tjörnes Fracture Zone.  Seismic  lineaments:  Grímsey Oblique Rift  (GOR),
Húsavík-Flatey Faults (HFFs) and Dalvík Lineament (DL). Rift basins: Eyjafjarðaráll (EY),
Skjálfandi  (SK),  Skjálfandadjúp  (SKD)  and  Öxarfjörður  (ÖX).  Volcanic  centers  (black
ellipses): Mánáreyjar (M), Nafir (N), Hóllinn (H) and Stóragrunn (S). The Tjörnes Fracture
Zone forms a link between the Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) and the Kolbeinsey Ridge
(KR). The Grímsey Shoal (GS) and the Tjörnes Shoal (TS) separate the basins of EY from
SK/SKD, and SK/SKD and ÖX, respectively. The northernmost fissure swarms of the NVZ
are  shaded  yellow;  Þeistareykir  (Th),  Krafla  (K)  and  Fremri-Námar  (F).  Red  dots  mark
seismic events within the Tjörnes Fracture Zone in 1995-2010. 
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The Nafir  seamounts  are  located  in  the  northwestern  part  of  the  volcanic
system and show signs  of  post-glacial  volcanism.  Correlation  of  Chirp  data  and
tephrachronology from the sediment core MD99-2275 (Guðmundsdóttir, 2010; 2011;
Søndergaard,  2005;  Knudsen  and  Eiríksson,  2002),  from  the  centre  of  the
Skjálfandadjúp  sediment  basin  reveal  that  most  part  of  its  post-glacial  tectonic
activity took place in early post-glacial times, with rifting episodes at 12, 11, 10 and 3
kyrs BP.

Figure 2. Shaded relief map of the Nafir-Skjálfandadjúp volcanic system showing seafloor
morphology. Mapped faults are 260, with 40% having a westward throw (red) and 60%
having  an  eastward  throw  (green).  The  Nafir  seamounts  are  located  northwest  of  the
sediment basin and show signs of  post-glacial  volcanism. A high-temperature geothermal
field is located within the northern part of the basin and is marked with an orange ellipse.   

The  Húsavík-Flatey  Faults  form  a  system  of  right-lateral  strike-slip  faults
which  extend  from  the  North  Volcanic  Zone,  across  the  Skjálfandi  Bay,  to  the
southern  end  of  the  Eyjafjarðaráll  Rift.  On  land,  east  of  Húsavík,  the  system is
composed of right-lateral faults with southward throw on the order of few tens of
meters. Some of these faults have generated localized pull-apart basins and push-up
ridges (Einarsson, 1991; 2008; Magnúsdóttir and Brandsdóttir, 2012). Offshore, the
HFFs can be traced on the seafloor of Skjálfandi Bay (Figure 3) with a main fault
crossing the southern part  of the SK, being horizontally displaced at the Hóllinn
seamount and continuing between the Flatey Island and Flateyjarskagi peninsula
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until it joins the Eyjafjarðaráll rift northwest of the peninsula. Additional faults have
been mapped in the northern part of the Skjálfandi Bay. The main fault of the HFFs
has a southwards throw with vertical displacement of up to 15 m near Flatey Island,
changing to a northern throw west of the island where it joins the Eyjafjarðaráll rift.

Figure 3. A shaded relief map of the Húsavík-Flatey faults (red lines). F: Flatey Island, T:
Tjörnes peninsula, SK: Skjálfandi Bay, EY: Eyjafjarðaráll rift.  
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Besides  conventional  paleoseismic  trenching  studies,  subaqueous
paleoseismological techniques have successfully been applied in different places on
earth  such  as  in  Chile,  Dead  Sea,  Switzerland  and  Turkey.  Subaqueous
paleoseismology seeks the sedimentary traces of past earthquakes in marine and/or
lacustrine  environments  by  combining  geophysical  and  multi-proxy
sedimentological analyses.  Sedimentary traces of past earthquakes comprise most
commonly co-seismic mass-wasting deposits and soft-sediment deformations, and
less commonly post-seismic effects of earthquakes on sedimentation (e.g. increased
sediment influx from the catchment due to seismically triggered landslides) (Avsar,
2013).  This  contribution aims to  present  the  preliminary sedimentological  results
obtained from two small and shallow lakes, namely Botnsvatn and Höskuldsvatn,
located on the south-eastern part of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) which is a part
of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) (Fig. 1). 

A total of seven sediment cores, with lengths ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 meters,
were collected from the lakes in February 2013 (Fig. 2). We will trace the fingerprints
of earthquakes on physical and geochemical properties of sediments. The laboratory
work  will  comprise  the  high-resolution  measurements  of  magnetic  susceptibility,
water content, bulk density, grain-size distribution, biogenic silica and total organic
carbon contents. Radiographic images of the cores will be obtained by SCOPIX X-ray
imaging system in order to evaluate the sedimentary structures. ITRAX micro-XRF
core  scanner  will  provide  high-resolution  (down to  200μ)  elemental  distribution
profiles  through  the  cores.  As  an  advantage  of  the  region,  tephrochronological
methods will  provide  reliable  sediment  ages.  Tephrochronological  interpretations
will be further supported by radionuclide (137Cs and  210Pb) and radiocarbon (AMS
14C) measurements. 
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Figure  1.  a)  Tjörnes  Fracture  Zone  (TFZ)  in  the  north  Iceland,  and b)  the  locations  of
Botnsvatn and Höskuldsvatn lakes with respect to the recent and historical seismicity at the
north  coast  of  Iceland. Red  dots,  representing  seismic  activity  between  1994  and  2005,
clearly illustrate the strikes of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) and Grímsey Lineament (GL).
Botnsvatn (B) and Höskuldsvatn (H) lakes (green dots)are located on the south-eastern part
of the HFF. Blue rectangles and associated arrows stand for the inferred fault planes and slip
directions  of  historical  and  instrumental  earthquakes  of  magnitude  6–7  (modified  from
Stefánsson et al., 2008).

Figure 2. Sediment coring sites in Botnsvatn (a) and Höskuldsvatn (b) lakes.

Based  on  the  above-mentioned  data,  the  sedimentary  consequences  of
instrumental and historical earthquakes occurred in the region (i.e., in 1976 [M=6.2],
1910 [M=7.0], 1885 [M=6.3], 1872(1) [M=6.5], 1872(2) [M=6.5] and 1755 [M=7.0]) will
be  investigated.  In  the  light  of  the  experiences  gained  from  these  earthquakes,
similar  sedimentary  traces  further  back  in  time  can  be  attributed  to  pre-historic
earthquakes.
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Background
Information about large historical earthquakes in Iceland is,  in general,  relatively
limited.  When focusing on North Iceland in that  context  the lack of  information
about  large  historical  earthquakes  becomes  even  more  evident.  Most  of  the
information about historical  earthquakes in Iceland is based on what Thorvaldur
Thoroddsen  collected  during  his  career  and  published  in  various  documents
(Thoroddsen, 1882, 1899, 1905, 1925). Later, an Earthquake Committee was formed to
collect  all  available  information  on  earthquakes  in  Iceland  and  somewhat  re-
evaluated  the  works  of  Thorvaldur  Thoroddsen  in  the  process.  The  Earthquake
Committee reported that 47 earthquakes have caused houses to collapse in Iceland in
the 800-year time period during 1150-1950, and that only 9 out of those 47 reported
historical  earthquakes  took  place  in  North  Iceland  (Tryggvason  et  al.,  1958).
However, it should be pointed out that the Earthquake Committee did not separate
between  earthquakes  that  took  place  in  sequences  and  counted  them  as  single
events. For example, the two earthquakes that occurred in North Iceland in 1872 are
counted as a single event. Furthermore, the large 1910 earthquake in North Iceland is
missing from the overview of the Earthquake Committee,  but  its  magnitude has
been estimated ~7.0 (Ambraseys and Sigbjörnsson, 2000).

Projects descriptions
In  the  summer  of  2011  a  project  called  Historical  Earthquakes  in  North  Iceland:  A
Review of Current Knowledge and an Inquiry about possible previously unidentified Sources
of Information was initiated. Like the title of the project suggests the main aims of it
were twofold. Firstly, summarize the current status of knowledge about historical
earthquakes  in  North  Iceland  and  identify  and  list  the  primary  and  secondary
sources that the information is based upon. And secondly, identify potential sources
for  previously  unidentified  information  about  historical  earthquakes  in  North
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Iceland. The research period for the project was set from the country’s settlement
period in the late 800s until the beginning of the 20 th century, or the year 1910 to be
precise. As  a
follow up, a project called Accounts of the 12 June 1838 Earthquake was started in the
summer of 2012. This project was mainly focused on finding and investigating more
primary sources describing the 12 June 1838 earthquake in North Iceland.              

Methodology
The methodology adopted was similar for both projects and can roughly be divided
into three different stages. In the beginning stages of both projects the focus was
entirely  on  gathering  as  much relevant  information  about  the  research  topics  as
possible. The middle stages were concentrated on the verification of the authenticity
and veracity of the information collected and the sources it was based upon. Then
the final stages of the projects were concerned with producing the end products of
the research, in the form of reports. Various  types  of  sources,
primary and secondary, were mixed together in order to create as detailed overview
as possible on the current knowledge about historical earthquakes in North Iceland.
These  sources  included;  annals,  church  accounts,  county  descriptions,  letters,
newspaper  and  magazines  articles,  diaries,  memoirs,  poems,  travel  books  and
various reports on geology and environment. The former project lasted 4 months, in
which the first 3 months were spent on the beginning and middle stages and then
the last month was spent on the projects final stage. However, since the focus of the
second project was entirely on the accounts of the 12 June 1838 earthquake in North
Iceland the emphasis on identifying and processing primary sources was considered
to be most important.  Therefore,  most of the 2 months work on that project was
spent on going through manuscripts in the archives of both the National archives of
Iceland and the National and University library of Iceland. During  the  work  on
both  the  projects  the  researcher  (ÓÞ)  reported  back  his  findings  to  the  advising
committee (SJ, PE and SR) on a regular basis and received in turn both guidance and
feedback throughout the work,  while (ÓH) helped with the logistics on both the
projects.      

Problem description and limitations
Like  mentioned  before,  the  historical  catalogue  regarding  earthquakes  in  North
Iceland  is  somewhat  limited  and  inconsistent.  While  the  accounts  on  some
earthquakes can be quite thorough, the accounts on other earthquakes can be short
and  incomplete,  or  simply  incorrect.  Especially  regarding  historical  earthquakes
before 1700 (Thoroddsen, 1925). The fact that earthquakes in North Iceland are in
general less destructive than earthquakes in Southwest Iceland is important to note,
in context with the limited historical catalogue in North Iceland, because many of the
earthquakes in North Iceland took place offshore (Thoroddsen, 1905). The farther
offshore the earthquakes occurred,  the less  destructive they likely were and thus
sources,  such as  the annals,  may not  contain any information about  them at  all.
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Furthermore, although the annals are known to be the best sources of information
about historical earthquakes in Iceland for the 17th and 18th century, they have their
limitations as well. In reality it was pretty much up to chance what events ended up
in the annals and what events did not get mentioned at all. Location of the authors of
the  annals,  in  time and space,  was  crucial  for  the  reliability  of  the  sources  they
provided. The nearer in time and space the authors were to the events they were
describing, the better a source they provided. It  should  be  mentioned  that
the historical data and descriptions about historical earthquakes in North Iceland,
gathered during the work on both the projects, has not yet been analysed thoroughly
from  a  geological  point  of  view.  However,  the  information  gathered  about  past
earthquakes,  for  example  with  regards  to  the  amount  of  damage  and  the
geographical distribution of damage each earthquake caused, can hopefully provide
a platform for further research and offer some clues about the potential of future
earthquakes. It should also be mentioned that the timeframe of the former project
was  too  short  to  thoroughly  explore  many  primary  sources  on  each  and  every
earthquake identified within the research period. On the contrary, the second project
was  entirely  based  on  exploring  primary  sources  with  the  aim  to  add  to  the
information already established about the 12 June 1838 earthquake in North Iceland.
The report on this project is still in the making and therefore has not been published
yet.           

Results
In the former project approximately 50 historical earthquakes in North Iceland were
identified within the research period, since the 800s until 1910 (Þorgeirsson, 2011).
The earliest known historical earthquake in North Iceland is the “great” earthquake
near the island of Flatey in Skjálfandi bay in the year 1260, according to various
annals (Storm, 1977). However, after that event there is a gap in the accounts of more
than 300 years until the next known earthquake occurred in North Iceland. The next
known earthquake came in 1577, but so little is known about it that its source area
has  not  even  been  located  with  any  certainty.  The  majority  of  the  earthquakes
identified in the project  occurred in the latter half of the research period;  with 8
earthquakes  from  the  18th century,  25  earthquakes  from  the  19th century  and  7
earthquakes from the first ten years of the 20th century. Based on the information
gathered a table was designed to roughly demonstrate the geographical distribution
of damage each of the earthquake caused (Þorgeirsson, 2011).

In the second project the geographical distribution of damage that occurred
during the 12 June 1838 earthquake is at the centre of the research. According to
various contemporary sources the 12 June 1838 earthquake was so strong that houses
fell in, in a number of areas in North Iceland. The most detailed description of this
event is found in (Thoroddsen, 1905, 1925) in which the then merchant Edvard Eilert
Möller tells his story of 12 June 1838 in Siglufjörður on the Tröllaskagi peninsula in
North Iceland. E. E. Möller reports that most of the houses in Siglufjörður either fell
in  or  were severely  damaged during the earthquake.  E.  E.  Möller  also  describes
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changes in the landscape in the area in and around Siglufjörður. Although the fact
that Thorvaldur Thoroddsen collected the description from E. E. Möller in 1884, or
46 years after the event, is indeed questionable, it is likely that the merchant based
his description on a diary or other similar sources. E. E. Möller furthermore states in
his  description that Siglufjörður was not the only place on Tröllaskagi  peninsula
where houses fell in and names Fljót, Héðinsfjörður and Ólafsfjörður in that context.
Although  many  contemporary  sources,  such  as  Brandsstaðaannáll,  newspapers
Fjölnir and  Sunnanpósturinn  and  Saga frá Skagfirðingum, back the statement of E. E.
Möller, one of the main aims of the project was to verify that statement and find
further  primary  sources  that  could  offer  more  detailed  information  about  the
damage in those areas. 

Other sources were finally found, after a search in the National archives of
Iceland, in the form of church accounts from Knappstaðir in Fljót and Kvíabekkur in
Ólafsfjörður. The church accounts describe the damage caused by the 12 June 1838
earthquakes on the churches and their surroundings in Knappstaðir and Kvíabekkur
(Þjóðskjalasafn  Íslands,  1838,  1840).  The  descriptions  of  the  damage  are  quite
thorough because the church accounts should estimate the financial worth of each
church and evaluate their state of condition. Therefore, further research needs to be
conducted on church accounts, and other primary sources, in areas in the Tröllaskagi
peninsula as well as other areas in North Iceland in order to enhance the information
on the 12 June earthquake even further.        
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The Krafla rifting episode was a sequence of magmatic and tectonic events along the
North  America  –  Eurasia  plate  boundary  in  N-Iceland,  beginning  in  1974  with
increased seismicity within the Krafla caldera and lasting until 1989 when inflation
of the caldera stopped (Björnsson et al., 1977; Einarsson, 1991b, Buck et al., 2006).
The activity was confined to the Krafla volcanic system and adjacent transform zone
(Figure 1).  The volcanic  system consists  of  a  central  volcano with associated rift
zones (or fissure swarms) that extend for about 100 km along the plate boundary,
perpendicular  to  the  plate  separation  vector  (Einarsson  and  Sæmundsson,  1987;
Hjartardóttir et al., 2012).  A localized crustal magma chamber has been identified at
about 3 km depth within the caldera, both by seismic methods (Einarsson, 1978,
Brandsdóttir and Menke, 1992) and geodetic location of an inflation-deflation source
(Björnsson et al., 1979; Tryggvason, 1986, Ewart et al., 1991).  The chamber sits on top
of a 30 km wide intrusive dome extending from the base of the crust at 19 km depth
(Brandsdóttir  et  al.  1997).  Magma ascended from depth and accumulated in the
magma chamber during most of the episode.  The inflation periods were punctuated
by  sudden  deflation  events  lasting  from  several  hours  to  3  months  (Einarsson,
1991a, b). The walls of the chamber were then breached and magma was injected
into the adjacent rift zones leading to rifting there. A total of about 20 discrete rifting
events were identified, each one affecting only a portion of the plate boundary.  The
course of events was similar in all events, beginning with subsidence and spasmodic
tremor in the caldera, followed by earthquakes that migrated away from the caldera
into the rift zone. Subsidence within the Krafla caldera was concurrent with rifting.
Large-scale  extension  with  surface  faulting  correlated  with  regions  of  intensive
seismicity. The rift zone earthquakes stopped at the same time as the deflation of the
caldera. Re-inflation of the caldera began immediately following each deflation and
rifting event. The rate of re-inflation was highest in the beginning, but gradually
diminished with time. This indicates that the pressure difference driving the magma
flow to the inflating magma chamber from the reservoir feeding it is highest in the
beginning,  then  diminishes  as  the  counter-pressure  increased.  The  sequence  of
rifting events can be subdivided into 5 sub-sequences where each event propagated
a shorter  distance from the caldera than the previous event in the sub-sequence
(Buck et al., 2006). Sub-sequences 1 and 3 consisted of events within the northern rift
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zone, whereas sub-sequences 2 and 4 occurred in the southern rift zone. The last
sub-sequence consisted mostly of fissure eruptions, from the center of the caldera
about  7  km  into  the  northern  rift  zone.  A conceptual  model  to  explain  these
observations assumes that the course of events is driven by the increasing magma
pressure in the Krafla magma chamber and its interaction with the tectonic stress 

Figure 1. Tectonics of the Northern Volcanic Zone. Volcanic systems are shown according to 
Einarsson and Sæmundsson (1987). The central volcanoes are Þeistareykir (Þ), Krafla (K), 
Fremri-Námar (F) and Askja (A). Fissure swarms of the systems are shown in yellow. Krafla 
earthquakes located during inflation periods 1974-1989 are blue whereas deflation events are 
red. IMO located earthquakes 1991-2010  ML>1.5 are dark grey. Most earthquakes originate 
within the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ), the Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR), Eyjafjarðaráll 
Rift (E) and Húsavík-Flatey Faults (HFFs). 

field  along  the  divergent  plate  boundary.  Rifting  is  induced  by  dikes  that  are
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injected into the crust when the chamber pressure exceeds a limit set by the stress
field in the surrounding crust. Each new dike increases the compressive stress so
this limit gets higher with each event. Our model implies that all dikes during the
Krafla episode were fed laterally from the magma chamber (Buck et al., 2006).

The pattern of earthquake activity in the rift zone and the adjacent Tjörnes Fracture
Zone is highly variable in time. Persistent background activity (grey dots in Fig. 1) is
found in  the  fracture  zone  and  occurs  to  a  large  degree  within  its  most  active
branches,  The  Grímsey  Oblique  Rift  (GOR in  Fig.  1),  the  Húsavík-Flatey  Faults
(HFF), and the Eyjafjarðaráll Graben (E) (Einarsson, 2008). Large earthquakes have
strike-slip focal mechanisms (Einarsson, 1976; Einarsson, 1987; Rögnvaldsson et al.,
1998). In the rift zone, on the other hand, the seismic activity is mostly limited to
rifting episodes, like the one within the Krafla volcanic system in 1974-1989. During
the  inflation  periods  of  the  central  volcano  the  earthquakes  were  limited to  the
caldera region (blue dots in Fig. 1),  around the apex of the inflation bulge.  This
activity stopped immediately when the inflation stopped and deflation set in. The
deflation was then accompanied by propagating earthquakes swarms (Brandsdóttir
and Einarsson, 1979; Einarsson and Brandsdóttir, 1980, Wright et al., 20112), some of
them in the northern fissure swarm, others in the southern swarm (red dots in Fig.
1).  The fissure swarm earthquakes stopped when magma flow out of  the Krafla
magma chamber ceased, and the fissure swarms were seismically quiet during the
periods between deflation events.

Figure 2. Earthquakes during the December 1975 (left) and January 1978 (right) deflation 
events. Events denoted with black dots are located with horizontal accuracy within 3 km.

Several  cases  are  known  of  apparent  interaction  between  rifting  activity  in  the
divergent plate boundary regions and earthquakes in the adjacent transform zones.
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The  large  earthquakes  of  1784  in  the  South  Iceland  Seismic  Zone  immediately
followed the catastrophic fissure eruption in 1783-4 at Laki in the Eastern Volcanic
Zone. The 1872 earthquake sequence in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone followed eruptive
activity at Mánáreyjar in 1867, and the sequence was followed by a major rifting
event and eruptions in the Askja volcanic system in 1874-6 (Björnsson et al., 1977).

The transform structures adjacent to the Krafla fissure swarm were activated at least
twice during rifting events. The first and largest of the rifting events lasted for three
months and extended all  the way to the junction with the Grímsey Oblique Rift
(Figure 2). The accompanying earthquake swarm occupied the entire corner region
and included the Kópasker earthquake of January 13, 1976. It had a strike-slip focal
mechanism solution, of the same orientation as other solutions along the Grímsey
Oblique Rift.  During the propagation of  the second largest  rifting event,  that  of
January 1978, the propagation along the fissure swarm was temporarily halted at the
junction  with  the  Húsavík  Faults.   Earthquakes  began  to  propagate  along  the
Húsavík  Faults,  but  after  a  while  this  development  stopped and the  northward
propagation continued.
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The Krafla rifting episode (1975 - 1984) was a major stress-changing event in
northern Iceland. It consisted of a series of about 20 dike intrusions, originating from
the  Krafla  central  volcano  in  the  Northern  Volcanic  Zone,  causing  a  cumulative
spreading of about 8 - 9 meters at maximum and 3.5 meters in average along a 70-80
km part of the Krafla rift segment. A notable change in seismicity was observed in
the region following the rifting episode, in particular in the near-by Tjörnes Fracture
Zone  (TFZ),  which  consists  of  a  two  parallel  transform  structures,  the  Grímsey
Oblique Rift (GOR) and the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF). The rifting episode clearly
triggered the Kópasker earthquake (magnitude 6.4) on the GOR while apparently
putting most of the HFF into a stress shadow.

Here we model the static stress perturbation due to the rifting episode and study the
influence of the Coulomb stress shadow on the HFF. In the time frame 1995 - 2011,
for  which  a  high  quality  seismic  catalog  exists,  we  observe  a  relatively  sharp
seismicity rate increase along a large part of the fault. The change from low to high
seismicity rate takes place gradually along the fault, with a later transition taking
place closer to  the rift  axis.  These locations coincide with areas on the Coulomb
stress maps invested by negative Coulomb stresses of 0.1 - 0.4 MPa. Larger negative
Coulomb stresses [> 0.5 MPa] are found on the easternmost part of the fault,  the
portion that is closest to the rift, and there the locking effect appears to persist today
and no seismicity rate increase has taken place.

In  addition,  we  find  significantly  different  b-values  of  the  Gutenberg-Richter
magnitude-frequency relation for time periods before and after the seismicity rate
transition. Very low b-values (~ 0.7) are replaced after the increase in seismicity rate
by values  of  ~1.0  or  larger,  which are more  typical  for  a  strike-slip regime with
abundance of fluids, such as the TFZ. We interpret the low b-values and seismic rates
as due to the strong static compression and clamping caused by the rifting episode,
and the increases thereof as  due to a gradual  recovery to the pre-rifting state of
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stress.

Our study implies that earthquake statistics and mechanics in the TFZ have been
dramatically  affected  by  the  Krafla  rifting  episode,  and  that  volcanic  events  of
similar magnitude, which have a recurrence time of ~200 years, have the potential of
triggering large earthquakes and overturning the current state of stress over the vast
area.

Figure 1. Map of the Coulomb failure stress changes induced by the Krafla rifting episode.
Receiver faults are parallel to the average HFF strike (N68°W) with rightlateral mechanism.
The stress source is a tensile crack striking N11°E with opening as Figure 2. The friction
coefficient  is  set  to  0.7.  Black  circles  mark  earthquakes  from  1995  to  2011  above  local
magnitude  Ml  =2.0 (radius proportional to magnitude), while  Ml  >4 events are plotted in
green. The white dashed rectangle with (x, y) axes highlights the study area along the HFF.
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The Tjörnes  Fracture Zone (TFZ),  North Iceland,  accommodates  18 mm/yr
plate motion and connects the offshore Kolbeinsey Ridge in the north to the on-shore
Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) in the south. The TFZ is located mostly offshore and
the kinematics of this transform zone,  and its two main lineaments,  the Húsavík
Flatey fault (HFF) and the Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR) has not been well known. At
the  coastal  town  of  Húsavík  the  right-lateral  strike-slip  HFF  comes  ashore  and
induces a significant seismic hazard, as the last major earthquake sequence on the
eastern part  of  the HFF occurred in 1872 with the two largest  events  reaching a
magnitude ~6.5 (Stefansson et al., 2008). In the work presented here we use geodetic
data to shed light on the kinematics of the TFZ and assess key kinematic parameters
such as the partition of  motion accommodated by the two main lineaments and
locking  depth  of  the  HFF.  From  these  parameters  we  can  estimate  the  seismic
potential that has been accumulating on the HFF since the large seismic events in
1872.

As part of our research we installed ten continuous Global Positioning System
(GPS)  stations  in  North  Iceland  in  2006  on  both  sides  and  within  the  TFZ,
significantly enhancing the pre-existing North Iceland GPS network that included
only  four  stations  (Geirsson  et  al.,  2010,  Metzger  et  al.,  2011).  In  addition  to  the
continuous GPS data we also analyzed time-series of 46 campaign GPS points that
have  been  remeasured  several  times  between  1997  and  2010.  Overall,  the  GPS
network covers an area of 100 by 120 km2.  The GPS time-series were cleaned for
instrumental  offsets,  seasonal  variations  and  a  transient  uplift  signal  at  the
Theistareykir  volcano between 2007 and 2009 (Metzger  et  al.,  2011).  The resulting
inter-seismic,  inter-rifting  GPS  velocities  show  that  the  full  plate  motion  is
accommodated by a ~30km wide plate-boundary zone (Fig. 1). Across the HFF the
eastward  motion  of  the  GPS  data  gradually  increases,  indicating  a  locked  fault.
Another notable result is that the GPS data show no evidence for a possible third
active lineament located southwest of the HFF.

In addition to the GPS data we processed Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
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data of the ERS-1/2 satellites and performed an Interferometric SAR (InSAR) time-
series  analysis  using 38 scenes  acquired between 1992 and 2009.  The acquisition
frame is centered at Tjörnes peninsula and covers an area of 110 by 100 km2. When
the interferograms are corrected for orbital errors low frequency signals affecting the
image boundaries (such as plate boundary deformation) are usually eliminated. To
prevent  this,  we calculated predicted interferograms representing plate-boundary
motion with kinematic parameters obtained from the GPS data and subtracted the
predictions  from  all  interferograms  before  eliminating  orbital  components  and
added them back in afterwards (Metzger et al., in prep.). The resulting line-of-sight
(LOS)  deformation  map,  averaged  over  the  whole  acquisition  period,  shows the
inter-seismic,  inter-rifting  plate-boundary  deformation  with  a  difference  of  ~7
mm/year LOS from the North American to the Eurasian side of the satellite scene
(Fig. 2).  The rate change across the NVZ is clearly visible,  unlike across the HFF,
where the rate change is hardly above the noise level, although we would expect a
rate change of ~2 mm/yr. However, strong deformation is seen in the NVZ that can
be connected to  the  (decaying)  subsidence  at  Krafla  central  volcano  (Tryggvason,
1994, Ágústsson, 2001), subsidence of the cooling lava flow that emerged during the
Krafla rifting episode 1975-1984 (Tryggvason, 1984) and broad uplift north of Krafla
mostly active between 1993 and 1999 (de Zeeuw-van Dalfsen et al., 2004). Apart from
the volcanic deformation, most of the horizontal deformation seems to be located in
the Theistareykir and Krafla fissure swarms, with Fremrinámur and Askja fissure
swarms inactive during the measurement period (Fig. 2).

We used an interseismic dislocation model following Savage & Prescott (1978)
to predict the deformation data obtained by GPS and InSAR. The model consists of
block motion and back-slip on the upper, locked part of nine segments representing
the North Iceland plate boundary (blue lines in  Fig.1). Volcanic deformation in the
NVZ was described by Mogi point-source models. By using an optimization routine
and model  parameter  uncertainty  estimation  we constrained  the  key  parameters
controlling the kinematics of the NVZ.

The model results show that the full plate motion accommodated by the TFZ
is divided between the two transform structures, with one third on the HFF and two
thirds on the Grímsey Oblique Rift  (Metzger et  al.,  2013).  Furthermore,  we find a
shallow locking depth of 6±1 km for the HFF. This value supports the results of a full
Icelandic plate-boundary model where a locking depth of 4-15 km was determined
(Árnadottir  et  al.,  2009)  but  is  lower  than  the  10-12  km  derived  from the  depth
distribution of relocated earthquakes (Rögnvaldsson et al., 1998). But while our model
is constrained by geodetic data located mostly near the eastern end of the HFF, most
of the seismicity is occurring offshore at the western end of the HFF. We conclude
that the locking depth of the HFF could be variable along the fault with increasing
locking depth towards the west, a possibility supported by the varying geothermal
gradient in North Iceland (Flóvenz & Sæmundsson, 1993). Given our model approach
the  annual  slip-deficit  on  the  HFF  amounts  to  nearly  7  mm/yr.  If  we  assume a
constant slip rate and no significant stress release since the 1872 earthquakes the
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accumulated  fault  stress  is  equivalent  to  a  magnitude  6.8  earthquake.  Recent
Coulomb stress  change modeling results  however,  suggest  that  the Krafla  rifting
episode had a significant impact on the stress level of the eastern part of the HFF
(Maccaferri et al., 2013)

Figure  1:GPS
observations with 95
per  cent  confidence
ellipses  (black)  in
comparison  to
velocity  predictions
of  the  best-fitting
model (red). The blue
lines  indicate  the
segments  of  the
interseismic
deformation  model
separating  North
America  (NA)  from

Eurasia  (EU).  The  reference  frame  is  based  on  stable  North  America  but  modified  with  shift
parameters obtained from the modelling (from: Metzger et al., 2012).

Figure 1: Average line-
of-sight  (LOS)
displacement  rates
between 1992 and 2009
across  the  Húsavík
Flatey faults (bold fault
lines)  and  the  fissure
swarms  of
Theistareykir (T, TFS),
Krafla  (K,  KFS)  with
the lava flow outline of
the  1975-1984  rifting
episode  (in  pink,
Sæmundsson  et  al.,
2012),  Fremrinámur
(FFS)  and  Askja
(AFS).
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Seismic  swarms,  as  opposed  to  mainshock-aftershocks  sequences,  generally  start
with a progressive increase in earthquake rate followed by a rate decrease, with no
single earthquake dominating the swarm. In addition, peaks in the seismicity rate
are not necessarily associated with the largest events and the seismicity rate does not
generally  follow  an  exponential  (Omori)  decay.  While  many  swarms  have  been
studied  in  detail  with  different  seismological  techniques,  the  physical  processes
governing seismic swarms are still poorly understood, and our ability to interpret
the evolution of the seismicity is limited.

Seismic swarms occur frequently in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (Hensch et al.,
2008) and recently (October 2012 and March 2013) the most powerful swarms ever
recorded in the TFZ took place. The sequences included several M>5 earthquakes
and  provide  a  great  opportunity  to  improve  our  understanding  of  the  driving
mechanisms behind the observed spatio-temporal seismicity patterns. Outstanding
questions on seismic swarms and on the activity in the TFZ include: Is there any
direct relation between the release of seismic moment during a swarm in the TFZ
and its duration, number of earthquakes and sequence evolution? How do swarms
in  the  TFZ  compare  to  one  another?  Do  the  TFZ  swarms  show  any  common
characteristics  with  notable  swarms  in  other  similar  tectonic  environments  or  in
hydrothermal areas? Was magma involved in the recent swarms or what other types
of fluids? What does the orientation of  the seismic activity and the other swarm
characteristics tell us about the external (tectonic or local) stress in the area and about
reactivated structures? Can we recognize any patterns or migration in the evolution
of the seismicity? How do the recent swarms relate to the bathymetry and major
tectonic structures?

Here we focus on the spatio-temporal evolution of the seismicity starting from
September 2012 and compare it with other notable swarms in the area since 1995. We
project event locations of each swarm onto a plane defined by the axes of “cluster
ellipses” and plot the migration of the seismicity as a function of time (Fig. 1). 

The  earliest  phase  of  the  September  2012  swarm  started  with  some  low-
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magnitude earthquakes focused in a small patch at the center of the elongated area
that  was  eventually  marked  by  all  the  September  events  (Fig.  2b).  As  time
progressed, the seismicity increased in magnitude and rapidly migrated bilaterally
towards both ends of the seismicity lineation with a peculiar pattern: the small and
focused initial cluster was followed by an accelerated bilateral propagation, which
then stopped suddenly after a few days. The average migration velocity was about 1
km/day. After the initial migration phase, seismicity remained at a significant rate,
but only at the center of the swarm area. 

Figure 1. a) Map view of the Sept–Nov 2012 earthquake sequence with event time in julian
days from 27 August 2012 color-coded. The Y axes are used for projection in the following
panels.  b)  Epicentral  distance  vs.  time along the  y-axis as drawn in panel  a  (September
swarm). The color scale and symbol size indicate here magnitude. Bilateral propagation is
apparent. c) Similar to panel b, but for the October–December seismicity, axis Y. (d) A zoom-
in of the first three days of the seismic sequence shown in c.

The October - December swarm developed in a similar way (Fig. 2c and d): in
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the beginning the seismicity consisted of small magnitude events that clustered in a
small region, then the event magnitudes increased significantly and the seismicity
migrated  rapidly  bilaterally  to  the  north-west  and  to  the  south-east.  This  rapid
migration becomes more evident when the time axis is expanded, as in Fig. 1d. The
migration velocity was much higher for the October cluster (~1 km/h) than for the
September  swarm.  After  the  bilateral  migration,  seismicity  retreated  back  to  the
center of the swarm. However, additional earthquakes were triggered at a distance
of about 10–20 km on the Húsavík-Flatey Fault, and the seismic rate remained high
for weeks. Later, the seismicity filled up more fault sections to the North-West and to
the South-East, such that in the end the activity formed a single large cluster from all
the earlier smaller clusters (Fig. 1a).

When analyzing event locations of older swarms on the HFF (Fig. 2), one can
notice that they complement each other, such that later swarms tend to occur along
sections  of  the HFF that  previously  had not  seen many earthquakes.  Activity  of
successive  swarms  does  therefore  not  overlap  much,  but  sometimes  appears
intertwined. The swarms also seem to roughly propagate from east to west, although
the activity jumps somewhat back and forth. The 2012 swarm filled up the north-
western extension of the HFF (Fig. 2), a gap that was left undisturbed by previous
swarms. In addition, the area spanned by the 2012 swarm is larger than that of the
previous  swarms  combined.  It  is  also  noticeable  that  the  largest  swarms  have
occurred  regularly,  or  about  every  4  years,  although  this  might  simply  be  a
coincidence. 

Figure 2. Earthquake locations of the 2012 swarm and of several previous swarms.
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The swarm activity has the same orientation as the HFF when it occurs close to or on
the fault,  while event clusters show a different strike,  possibly equal to the most
compressive local stress axis, when they occur off the fault. The latter orientation is
compatible with propagation of fluids into more or less intact rock, while intrusion
of  hydrothermal  fluids  in  an  established  fault  plane  may  explain  the  former
occurrence pattern.

A possible explanation for the swarm activity is that they are due to release of
hydrothermal  fluids  that  first  accumulate  at  depth.  An  impermeable  layer  may
contain the fluids below a certain depth where they accumulate with time. Then, the
fluids get periodically released through injections of fluid-filled cracks or when the
pore pressure reaches some threshold value. This idea is supported by Hensch et al.
(2008) who relocated the seismicity and found vertical ascent of the clusters with
velocities in the range 1 km/day to 1 km/h, mainly in the Grímsey Oblique Rift. 

When the fluid-filled hydraulic fracture or a high pore pressure pulse reaches
the center of a pre-existing fault where there is deficit of slip, the weakest asperities
break in proximity of the pulse. The high pore pressure pulse propagates away from
this  area  leading  to  the  rupture  of  more  weak  asperities  all  around,  and  then
continues  to  propagate  to  additional  nearby  faults  where  the  weakest  asperities
break  as  well.  The  progressive  migration  pattern  seems  to  show  that  pressure
remains high after the initial  high-pressure pulse reaches the fault,  such that the
fluid-filled pores grow and seismicity propagates faster and faster until the entire
fault area is covered. The strongest asperities might keep the faults locked in some of
the cases, and the moment released during a swarm may only be a fraction of the
total moment accumulated on the faults (Metzger et al., 2013). In this hypothesis, the
risk of larger magnitude events is increased during the swarms. 

In our future work we hope to address additional questions on the swarms
and on their possible far-reaching effects, such as whether the migration velocity of
the swarms have any relation with the swarm intensity or how far to the East stress
might be transferred on the HFF (see also  Maccaferri et al., 2013,  Jónsson et al., this
meeting).
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The models presented below explain several features of the preparatory processes
leading to the M = 66 earthquake of June 17th 2000 in the SISZ (Stefansson et al.,
2011). Strong similarities between the SISZ and the TFZ encourage to apply a similar
conceptual model to describe the preparatory processes expected to take place before
the next large earthquake in North Iceland. 

1. Pressure dependent permeability models. 
Fluid  flow  through  permeable  rock  layers  may  alter  drastically  the  thermal
rheological regime of the crust at seismogenic depths. In many applications, flow is
proportional  to  the  effective  pressure  gradient  according  to  the  Darcy’s  law:

pq K
f ∇−= µ

 where, 
fq is the volumetric flow rate per unit area (with dimensions of

velocity),  µ  is the fluid viscosity and K is the permeability of the porous medium,

which depends on the geometry of the interconnected porosity network and on the
overpressure  of  fluids  within  it.  To  date,  the  role  of  pressure  variations
accompanying fluid flow on the structure of the permeability network has received
minor attention. We devised a model constituted by layers of intact porous rock with
a constant characteristic permeability  Kr,  alternated with layers characterized by a
periodic distribution of fractures represented as dislocations with uniform opening

u∆  (Zencher et al., 2006). 

The effective permeability of the whole system depends on the dislocation length  ,

the over-pressure p∆ and has the following expression:
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(the coefficients ai, bi contain the geometrical parameters of the model, and   G  are
the Poisson ratio and the rigidity of the rock,  a numerical factor ~ 1 describing

crack interaction).  When  p∆ vanishes,  the  effective  permeability  equals  the  intact

rock value Kr but it may be order of magnitude higher than Kr when p∆  is large and
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an interconnected network of fractures is available.

2. Rock-fluid interaction in the preparatory stage of earthquakes
The influence of fluids in crustal rocks has been considered and evaluated in several
works regarding fracturing processes. In this work we analyze the effects of fluids at
lithostatic pressure, trapped within deep rocks, which come suddenly into contact
with shallower aquifers embedded within fractured regions at hydrostatic pressure.
The  ensuing  flow  alters  the  temperature,  pressure,  permeability  and  stress
conditions in the shallow layers. In particular we examine the solutions of a set of
two coupled equations for heat and pressure transfer in compressible thermo-poro-
elastic fluid-saturated media, which become suddenly connected with an hot and
pressurized  fluid  reservoir.  The  model  employed  is  1-D,  the  fluid  viscosity  is
temperature dependent and the permeability, is pressure dependent. The solutions
obtained  are  compared  with  those  calculated  keeping  these  physical  quantities
constant.  The  temperature  field  shows  a  conductive  behaviour  for  the  low
permeability rock (K=10−20 m2), while a marked influence of the advective term of
heat transfer is evident for the highest permeability (K=10−15 m2). The trend of the
pressure field is also influenced by the permeability value of the rock: the viscosity
dependence on temperature generates a pressure front visible especially for K=10−15

m2, while for K=10−20 m2 we notice effects caused by temperature changes due to a
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Figure  1.  Left:  the  pressure-dependent  permeability
model  and  the  geometrical  parameters  D,  d,  l
describing  it.  Right:  (a)  effective  permeability  vs.
overpressure∆p (in Pa)  for a rock endowed with high
intrinsic permeability Kr. If the intrinsic permeability is
lower (b) much lower overpressure is required to attain
the asymptotic value. The ten-fold increase of Keff shown
in (a) and (b) is due to the choice made for D, d, l for
illustration purposes: the increase may reach 104 for an
interconnected network (d = 2l).



different thermal expansion for the fluid and the rock matrix.

The permeability  dependence  on  pressure  affects  the  temperature  field  in  layers
endowed with high intrinsic  permeability.  If  the layer  0<z*<1 is  identified as the
brittle-ductile transition layer, these solutions show that fluid migration advects heat
efficiently,  bringing  the  transition  layer  to  temperatures  high  enough  to  become
ductile. The pore pressure falls rapidly below lithostatic values and the instability
threshold of  a  fault  region remains  high,  thus hindering major  earthquakes.  The
permeability dependence on pressure affects the pressure field particularly in layers
endowed with low intrinsic permeability. If the layer 0<z*<1 is identified as the crust
above  the  brittle-ductile  transition,  these  solutions  show  that  episodes  of  fluid
migration  can  increase  the  pore  pressure  up  to  near-lithostatic  values  (the  grey
stripe)  and then decrease substantially the instability  threshold of  a fault  region,
with obvious seismogenic implications.

Figure 2. Temperature (a) and fluid  pressure (b) for a high permeability layer: z* is 
the normalized vertical coordinate in the layer, T* and p* are temperature and 
pressure normalized to the lithostatic reservoir in z* = 0  (Zencher et al. 2006).
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Figure 3. Temperature (a) and fluid  pressure (b) for a low permeability layer: z* is
the  normalized  vertical  coordinate,  T*  and  p*  are  temperature  and  pressure
normalized to the lithostatic reservoir in z* = 0. (Zencher et al., 2006)

3. Stress changes induced by pressure-dependent permeability
The high pore pressure migrating upward across a low permeability layer affects
significantly  the  deviatoric  stress  field  in  the  surrounding  rock.  When  the
distribution  of  hydrofractures  crosses  a  discontinuity  of  elastic  parameters,  large
stress changes are induced along the harder side of the discontinuity (Fig. 4); these
induced stresses enhance fluid migration upward and hinders it laterally. Moreover,
following the appearance of hydraulic fractures, the effective elastic parameters of
the rock change; this change might be observed from seismic tomography studies
(which are sensitive to the undrained elastic parameters) but should be particularly
important in long-term deformation processes (which are sensitive to the drained
elastic parameters).
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Figure 4. Stress field induced by a distribution of hydrofractures (inlet) opening above
the B-D transition under the action of near-lithostatic pore pressure. The layer below the
B-D transition has lower effective rigidity than the brittle layer above. Fluid flow is
enhanced in yellow areas, it is hindered in blue areas (Bonafede et al., 2007).

4. Stress concentration within a low permeability asperity
A strength asperity generated on either sides of a hydrofractured region is modelled
as an elastic  spherical  inclusion (3 km in diameter)  embedded within a medium
endowed with much lower effective rigidity, due to visco-elastic rheology. The mean
pressure increases in the NE and SW quadrants, while it decreases in the NW and SE
quadrants.  Accordingly,  the presence of  the asperity inhibits  hydrofracturing and
increases friction in the former case, while hydrofracturing is enhanced and friction
decreases in the latter case. a significant increase of shear stress takes place inside the
asperity during viscoelastic relaxation, adding 1.5 MPa to the initial 1 MPa of the
deviatoric component (Figure 4c).
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Figure 5. (a) Scheme of the asperity model. Stress induced by viscoelastic relaxation, 
computed on the mid-plane of the asperity: (b) the change of mean pressure induced by the 
asperity inhibits (enhances) the formation and opening of hydrofractures where it is positive 
(negative). (c) The shear stress change within the asperity is uniform, large and coherent 
with the tectonic field. (Bonafede et al.,2007)
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Fault zones are open thermodynamic systems. They receive energy, primarily elastic
energy, as input from the surroundings and transform it partly into surface energy
and  heat  (due  to  friction)  during  earthquake  rupture.  Earthquake  ruptures  are
characterised  by  unstable  fracture  growth  or  propagation.  Unstable  fracture
propagation occurs when the energy released during the propagation is greater than
the energy input needed to overcome the surface energy of the main fault plane as
well as the surface energies of the associated fractures in damage zone and core of
the fault zone (e.g., Gudmundsson, 2011). The elastic energy associated with fault
propagation has mainly two sources. One is the strain energy that accumulates in the
fault  zone and its  surrounding prior  to  the  earthquake rupture  and is  primarily
related  to  the  plate  movements.  The  other  source  is  the  work  done  by  the
displacement  of  the  boundaries  or  margins  of  the fault  zone during the  rupture
propagation  (Gudmundsson,  2012).  Both  sources  contribute  to  the  elastic  energy
input that is available to drive the rupture propagation. 

Fault zones such as the Husavik-Flatey Fault are complex systems whose growth
and general evolution are still rather poorly understood. It is generally accepted that
faults normally initiate from 'flaws' or weaknesses in the rocks, but their subsequent
development and growth and their seismogenic activity are not well  understood.
Here we present new results on the slip/displacement-length scaling relations, both
for faults and co-seismic ruptures.  Using these data,  together with data from the
literature and analytical and numerical models, we provide a general growth model
for faults (cf. Gudmundsson et al., 2013) and apply the results to the Husavik-Flatey
Fault and associated fissure swarms in Iceland. 

Following an earthquake in a fault zone, the co-seismic rupture length and the slip
are commonly measured. Similarly, in a structural analysis of major faults, the total
fault length and displacement are measured when possible. Typical rupture length -
slip  ratios  are  orders  of  magnitude larger  than typical  fault  length-displacement
ratios. So far, however, most of the measured co-seismic ruptures and faults have
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been  from  different  areas  and  commonly  hosted  by  rocks  of  widely  different
mechanical properties (which have strong effects on these ratios). The compilation of
new data presented here, mostly from areas with the same mechanical properties,
shows that the average rupture-slip ratio is about 150-times larger than the length-
displacement ratio in the same fault zones. We propose that the differences between
the  length-slip  and  the  length-displacement  ratios  can  be  partly  explained  by
dynamic  Young's  modulus  of  fault  zone  being  101-2-times  greater  than  its  static
modulus.  In  this  model,  the  dynamic  modulus  controls  the  length-slip  ratios
whereas the static modulus controls the length-displacement ratio. We suggest that
the common aseismic slip in fault zones is partly due to adjustment of the short-term
seismogenic  length-slip  ratios  to  the  long-term  length-displacement  ratios.  Fault
displacement is here regarded as analogous to plastic flow, in which case the long-
term displacement can be very large so long as sufficient shear stress concentrates in
the fault. This model explains, partly at least, the difference in the slip/displacement-
length scaling relations between co-seismic ruptures and faults and also explains
slow earthquakes and aseismic slip, features that are now known to be very common
in active fault zones.

When applied to the Husavik-Flatey Fault, we would expect much of its slip to be
aseismic ('creep'). This follows particularly because the fault has more than one very
thick (ca. 20 m) fault cores composed of comparatively soft breccias, in addition to a
damage zone that reaches several kilometres in thickness (Gudmundsson, 2007). Part
of this creep is, according to the model above, adjustment of the length-slip ratio,
controlled by the dynamic Young's modulus, to the length-displacement ratio, which
is controlled by the static Young's modulus.

We have also applied the thermodynamic principles and energy considerations to
the fissure swarms of Iceland (Mohajeri  and Gudmundsson, 2012; Gudmundsson
and Mohajeri, 2013), such as the swarms in North Iceland that are connected with
the Husavik-Flatey Fault.  The fractures (tension fractures and normal faults) of the
swarms  show  heavy-tailed  or  power-law  length  distributions.  Thermodynamic
principles, while forming the basis of fracture mechanics, have previously not been
much used in connection with power-law size distributions of rock fractures. Here
we provide power-law scaling exponents and the calculated entropies of fracture
networks  from  Holocene  fissure  swarms  and  show  that  the  associated  fracture
networks can be divided into populations based on 'breaks' (abrupt changes) in the
scaling exponents (as determined from log-log plots of fracture lengths). The breaks,
we suggest, are related to the comparatively long and deep fractures changing from
tension  fractures  into  normal  faults  and  penetrating  the  contacts  between  the
Holocene lava flows (commonly several hundred metres thick) and the underlying
and  mechanically  different  Quaternary  rocks.  The  results  show  a  strong  linear
correlation (r = 0.84) between the population scaling exponents and the associated
entropies.  The  correlation  is  partly  explained  by  the  entropy  (and  the  scaling
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exponent) varying positively with the arithmetic average and the length range (the
difference between the longest and the shortest fracture) of the populations in each
fracture network. We propose that the power-law size distributions of fractures are a
consequence  of  energy  requirements  for  fracture  growth.  More  specifically,  only
those fractures that  are favourably oriented in relation to the time-average plate-
boundary  stress  field  receive  enough  energy  input  to  become  large;  the  other
fractures remain short. 
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Civil  Protection  has  an  on-going  need  for  scientific  information  about  natural
hazards. Co-operation between the scientific community and Civil Protection and
the flow of information from the scientific community is one of the cornerstones to
build response planning and mitigation measures on. The scientific community must
be willing to share information with Civil Protection and Civil Protection has to be
able to trust information from scientific advisors. Frequent updates from scientists
help Civil Protection understand situations, evaluate changes and decide how to act
on  information.  The  scientific  community  also  has  the  societal  responsibility  to
inform Civil Protection of new discoveries regarding natural hazards.

In order to build trust between the scientific community and Civil Protection the
scientsts  need  to  know  what  Civil  Protection  does  with  information  on  natural
hazards  from  the  scientific  community.  Long-term  warnings  are  of  use  to  Civil
Protection  in  strategic  planning,  mid-term  and  short-term  warnings  are  of
importance in implementing mitigation measures 
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The Eyjafjardaráll trough is one of three N-S extensional graben structures in the
Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ). It reaches from the Kolbeinsey ridge in the north to the
western  part  of  the  Húsavík  Flatey  Fault  (HFF),  which  is  a  NW-SE right-lateral
strike-slip  fault  that  connects  to  the  Northern  axial  rift  zone  of  Iceland
(Sæmundsson, 1974; McMaster et al., 1978). The other grabens east of Eyjafjardaráll
are  Skjálfandadjúp  and  Öxarfjördur.   They  traverse  N-S  through  the  Grímsey
Oblique Rift  (GOR) or the Grímsey lineament (GL),  which connects the Northern
volcanic rift zone with the Kolbeinsey ridge (Einarsson, 2008).  The GOR, the western
part  of  HFF  and  also  the  southern  part  of  Eyjafjardaráll  have  been  the  most
seismically active zones of the TFZ since the installation of the SIL digital seismic
network in northern Iceland in 1993-1994 (Böðvarsson et al., 1999).  Here we focus on
the most recent seismicity in the southern part of Eyjafjardaráll and the western part
of the HFF in the fall of 2012, and also the activity on the GOR in Skjálfandadjúp in
April 2013.

From mid September 2012 a seismic sequence began in the southern part of
the Eyjafjardaráll graben.  Four earthquakes with magnitudes 4.3 to 4.5  occurred
there on 19 and 20 September 2012, with origins about 25–27 km north-northeast of
the town Siglufjördur (Fig. 1).
On 20 October seismicity began again in the southern part of Eyjafjardaráll, but now
with origins about 21 km north-northeast of Siglufjördur, or about 4-5 km southwest
of the activity in September. The following day, 21 October at 00:10  a magnitude 5.3
earthquake occurred and a magnitude 5.6 at  00:25.  Both of these earthquakes were
felt widely in northern Iceland and also in west and east Iceland and the largest was
even felt very weakly in the capital region of Reykjavík.  Fault plane solutions from
both earthquakes  according to GCMT catalog show N-S striking normal  faulting
(Dziewonski et  al.,  1981; Ekström et al.,  2012).  Relative location analysis shows a
fault  dipping to  the  west  (Slunga,  1995).   The  seismic  activity  was most  intense
during that night with several magnitude 4 earthquakes of which many were felt.
The next days the earthquake sequence migrated to the southeast on the western
part of the HFF.  They were distributed along 10-15 km  segment of the HFF.  It has
been shown that stress build-up on the HFF is expected to release an earthquake up
to magnitude 6.5 or larger (Stefánsson et al., 2008; Metzger et al., 2011).  Therefore,
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with advice from Icelandic scientists, the Civil Protection in Iceland raised the alert
level to an uncertainty state for the region, prompting public meetings in the area.
Aftershocks activity decreased next months and further throughout the end of the
year (Fig. 2), but some aftershocks still continued in the first months of 2013.

Figure 1. The earthquake sequence in fall 2012 is shown to the left  and in April 2013 to the
right with red circles.  Earthquakes larger than four are marked with stars. Small grey dots
show seismicity during 1994-2012.  Fault plane solutions for the fall 2012 earthquakes are
according to GCMT and for the April 2013 from the SIL network (Slunga, 1981). Black
triangles on the left panel denotes SIL stations. Thick arrows on the  left panel show the
spreading direction and  thinner  arrows on both panels show the  right-lateral  strike-slip
movement along the HFF. Other black lines show faults and fractures (McMaster et  al.,
1978).   

On 30 March 2013 a seismic swarm began in Skjálfandadjúp graben on the
Grímsey lineament. It continued for the next two days with the largest earthquake
reaching magnitude 3.  On 2 April at 00:59 a magnitude 5.5 earthquake struck this
site about 15 km east of the island Grímsey and was felt widely in northern Iceland.
The same  day the  Civil  Protection  in  Iceland raised again the  alert  level  to  an
uncertainty  state  for  the  region.   In  the  morning  and  in  the  evening  several
earthquakes of magnitude 4.0 – 4.7  occurred, about 7-8 km northwest of the main
shock and also about 15-20 km southeast of it.  Following these larger events the
aftershocks activity jumped between these clusters.  Aftershocks are still ongoing at
the end of April. but mainly at the site of the main shock.   The focal mechanism of
almost all of these larger events suggests that they are on left-lateral strike-slip faults
with NNE strike,  as  previously  inferred in  this  area (Rögnvaldsson et  al.,  1994).
       Comparing both seismic sequences  we see that the larger events in fall 2012 are
more densily clustered on probably just  one or two normal faults  but  the larger
events in the spring 2013 are distributed on several NNE striking left-lateral strike-
slip faults (Fig. 1).  The fall 2012 seismicity is much more intense and the number of
aftershocks decays much more slowly (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2.  Cumulative number of earthquakes and cumulative strain-relase for the earthquake
sequences  in fall 2012 (left) and April 2013 (right).  
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Two intensive  seismic  swarms struck  the Tjörnes  Fractures  Zone (TFZ)  in  North
Iceland  in  October  2012  and  in  April  2013.   The  first  swarm  occurred  in  the
Eyjafjarðaráll  rift  and  on  the  Húsavík-Flatey  Fault  (HFF),  one  of  the  two  main
transform structures within the TFZ.  The 2013 swarm took place on the other main
transform lineament, the Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR), with the activity focused east
of Grímsey island (Fig. 1).  The largest earthquakes of the 2012 and 2013 swarms
were  of  magnitude  5.6  and  5.3  (GCMT),  respectively,  which  are  the  largest
earthquakes to occur in North Iceland since the magnitude 6.3 Kópasker earthquake
struck in January 1976, following the onset of the Krafla rifting episode (Passarelli et
al., 2012).

The main activity of the 2012 swarm started just after midnight on 21 October
with magnitude 5.3 and 5.6 earthquakes (GCMT). Both mainshocks were located on
the western side of the Eyjafjarðaráll rift and near the western end of the Húsavík-
Flatey  fault.  Their  focal  mechanisms  are  similar,  showing  normal  faulting  on  a
northwest-southeast  striking  fault,  and  probably  occurring  on  the  nodal  plane
dipping towards the northeast into the Eyjafjarðaráll graben (Fig. 1). The combined
moment  release  of  the  two main  events  is  equivalent  to  a  single  magnitude  5.7
earthquake. Normal faulting at this location leads to an increase in Coulomb Failure
Stress change (CFS) on the western Húsavík-Flatey fault (see below), the part of the
fault  that  has  not  suffered  a  major  earthquake  for  almost  200  years  and  may
therefore be close to failure (Metzger et al., 2013;  Maccaferri et al., 2013). It therefore
caused a significant concern when the earthquake activity started propagating onto
the western part of the HFF during the days following the mainshocks, leading the
civil protection authorities to raise the alert level to an “uncertainty phase” in North
Iceland.

One of the questions that arose shortly after the beginning of the earthquake
sequence  was  whether  the  normal  faulting  mainshocks  were  triggered  by  a
magmatic  intrusion  (active  rifting)  or  simply  by  the  continuing  plate  motions
(passive  rifting).   The  main  argument  for  active  rifting  was  the  swarm-like
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characteristics of the earthquake activity, i.e. the lack of typical mainshock-aftershock
sequences.  Passive rifting, on the other hand, was supported by the absence of low-
frequency and tremor signatures in the seismic signals  and by the lack of  recent
volcanic products on the seafloor in the Eyjafjarðaráll region. 

To  analyse  these  two  rifting  scenarios  we  calculated  the  predicted
displacements at the three nearest continuously operating GPS sites in Siglufjörður
(SIFJ), Grímsey (GMEY) and Flatey (FTEY), see Fig. 1.  For the passive rifting case we
calculate  the  coseismic  displacements  by  summing  up  the  moments  of  the  two
largest events, used the reported strike and dip (GCMT), location (IMO), and placed
the centroid depth at 5 km.  For realistic stress drop (~2 MPa) we used a 5 km x 5 km
large planar surface to represent the fault with a mean slip of 53 cm, equivalent to a
magnitude 5.7 earthquake.  

Figure 1. Map of the Tjörnes Fracture Zone showing the epicentres of the 2012 and 2013
earthquake sequences (magnitude > 2), with 1 Sept.-20 Oct. 2012 events in white, 21 Oct.-30

Nov. in red, and 1-30 April 2013 in purple, and magnitudes > 4 in green (IMO). The focal
mechanisms and sizes are from the Global CMT project. Continuous GPS stations are shown

as blue rectangles (Metzger et al., 2011), HFF – Húsavík-Flatey fault, GOR – Grímsey
Oblique Rift. 

For  the  active  rifting  case  we used example  source  parameters  for  a  dike  (max.
thickness ~3 m, volume 0.17 km3) and graben faulting estimated after a recent rifting
event in Saudi Arabia (Pallister et al., 2010), which caused very similar earthquake
activity as was observed in north Iceland. The predicted displacements at the nearest
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station SIFJ are very different for these two scenarios, or only 0.3 cm to the southwest
for the passive rifting scenario, while ~7 cm for the active rifting example.

No large offset is found associated with the earthquake activity in the GPS
time-series  from  SIFJ,  only  a  <0.2  cm  southward  displacement.  Therefore,  the
conclusion  is,  based  on  a  single  GPS  site  that  does  not  show  any  significant
displacement, that the earthquake activity was caused by continuing stretching by
the steady plate motions (passive rifting), instead of a magmatic intrusion (active
rifting). 

Figure  2.  Coulomb  Failure  Stress  changes  (MPa)  caused  by  the  October  2012  normal
faulting mainshocks,  resolved onto right-lateral  strike-slip  faults  parallel  to  the Húsavík-
Flatey fault. The colorscale is saturated at +/- 0.1 MPa and the [-0.025 -0.01 0.01 0.25]
contours are shown. Earthquakes larger than magnitude 2 and occurring 21 Oct. – 30 Nov.
are shown as red dots and the mainshocks are in green. 

The simple source model of the October 2012 earthquakes can be used to calculate
the predicted stress changes due to the activity.  We first calculated the stress-change
tensor  at  5  km  depth  across  the  area  using  the  earthquake  source  parameters
described above and then we calculated the Coulomb failure stress change resolved
onto right-lateral strike-slip fault planes that are parallel to the Húsavík-Flatey fault.
The resulting stress-change map shows increased CFS change southeast from the
mainshocks,  on  the  Húsavík-Flatey  fault,  although  the  magnitude  of  the  stress
change is rather small (Fig. 2), or ranging from >0.1 MPa near the western end of the
HFF to 0.01 MPa where the easternmost earthquakes were detected. 
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The April 2013 earthquake swarm started with a magnitude 5.3 earthquake
(IMO size: 5.5) on 2 April that was located ~15 km east of Grímsey island (Fig. 1). The
mechanism of this earthquake was primarily strike-slip, with southwest-northeast or
northwest-southeast  nodal  planes  (GCMT).   Several  magnitude  4-5  earthquakes
followed later that day, located northwest and southeast of the mainshock, whose
mechanisms ranged from strike-slip to normal faulting (IMO).

The April 2013 sequence caused measurable ~0.5 cm westward displacement
at the continuous GPS site GMEY located on Grímsey island.  Similar calculation of
the  expected  coseismic  displacement,  as  described  for  the  October  2012  swarm
above, using a magnitude 5.3 to 5.5 strike-slip mainshock results in 0.2 cm to 0.5 cm
displacement  at  GMEY,  indicating  that  the  April  2013  deformation  was  purely
coseismic. 

The two earthquake sequences are the strongest earthquake swarms to occur
in north Iceland for several decades and are likely a manifestation of the increased
stress  level  in  the  Tjörnes  Fracture  Zone  due  to  continuing  plate  motion  and
interseismic strain accumulation (Metzger et al., 2013).  During the past 200 years,
four to five magnitude 6 to 7 earthquakes have occurred in the TFZ per century,
which provides some clues about the expected earthquake activity in the region. The
recent seismic activity therefore serves as a useful reminder about that the 37-year
time period that has passed since the last major earthquake struck the TFZ is already
long and that we may expect further large earthquakes in the region in the coming
years or decades.
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Monitoring microearthquake activity outside regional seismic networks is difficult because
detection thresholds increase and location accuracies decrease with distance. In general, the
detectability  of  small  events  decays  rapidly  with  distance  to  the  network  and  location
uncertainties increase with distance to the closest observation and with larger azimuthal
gaps. Further, the determination of focal mechanisms is prone to large event-station offsets
and large azimuthal gaps.

The Tjörnes Fracture Zone is located at the edge of the permanent Icelandic SIL network
(Böðvarsson et al.,  1996; Böðvarsson et al.,  1999). Although faults are offshore, data from
seismometers along the coast of North Iceland and one sensor on the island of Grímsey
ensure the general monitoring of frequently occurring tectonic sequences and earthquake
swarms.  However,  detailed  analyses  of  seismic  activity  on  specific  faults  and  the
determination  of  precise  event  depths  remain  challenging.  Additionally,  complex  3D
structures in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone affect location uncertainties.

Fig. 1: Azimuthal gaps (left panel) and magnitude detection threshold (right panel) of the permanent
SIL network (Ágústtsson, 2006). Note that the actual detection threshold can be much higher due to
noise conditions.
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Figure  1  shows  the  azimuthal  gaps  inside  and outside  the  SIL network,  as  well  as  the
detection threshold for earthquakes depending on their location (Ágústsson, 2006).  Note,
that the magnitude of completeness is still higher and influenced by factors such as weather,
ocean waves and human noise. In general, detection thresholds and event-station geometry
are sufficient in the Skjálfandi bay and in Öxarfjörður, but worsen towards the north and
north-west.  Both large sequences in late 2012 and April  2013 had their origin in regions
where monitoring conditions are rather unfavourable.

The earthquake sequences in September and October 2012 in the Eyjafjaðaráll graben
were located approximately 20-25 km NNE of the closest seismometer in Siglufjörður. As a
rule of thumb, precise depth locations require a minimum station distance of square route of

2 times the event depth, or z>x /√2 where z is depth and x is the epicentral distance. For

smaller depths, the source time becomes proportional to the event depth and thus makes the
location unstable. Thus, events shallower than around 15 km are insufficiently constrained.
Further, the azimuthal gap for this source region is slightly below 180°, which only allows
relatively precise locations for larger events, assuming wave onsets could be clearly detected
on all the key stations.

In the case of the sequence about 15-20 km east of Grímsey in April  2013,  event
depths shallower than 10 km are uncertain and azimuthal gaps around 180° or even larger
affect the precision of event locations. The magnitude detection threshold for both source
regions in 2012 and 2013 is significantly lower than inside the dense network e.g. in South
Iceland. Several small events were seen in the continuous data, but could not be located as
they were only seen on the closest station, at Siglufjörður for the Eyjafjarðaráll sequence in
fall 2012 and Grímsey for the April 2013 sequence.

Fig.  2:  Example of a focal  mechanism derived with FOCMEC and FPFIT (both imple-mented in
SEISAN). Both, a normal-faulting or a strike-slip mechanism can fit the P-polarities, as recordings
from the NW and small offsets are not available.
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Despite  location  uncertainties,  the  determination  of  focal  mechanisms  becomes  rather
difficult  for  events  outside  the  network,  but  is  crucial  to  determine the  causative  stress
regime in the source region. Figure 2 shows an example of a focal mechanism of the MW 5.3
event on 21. October 2012 00:10 in Eyjafjardaráll, based on P-wave polarities using FOCMEC
(Snoke et  al.,  1984)  and SEISAN (Havskov and Ottemöller,  2008).  While  moment  tensor
solutions of different international networks confirm the mechanism to be normal faulting, a
lack of stations close to the epicentral region and missing data to the northwest does not
allow us to constrain a definite solution using the SIL network only.

This presentation summarizes capabilities and limits of the SIL system and gives an
overview on focal mechanisms found on different clusters during both sequences in the
Tjörnes Fracture Zone, both derived using FOCMEC and the routines run within the SIL
system (Slunga, 1981). The talk shall further initiate the discussion on future projects and
permanent improvements of the monitoring in North Iceland.
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Since 1997 more than 27.000 earthquakes have been located on or near the Húsavík-
Flatey  Fault  (HFF)  and its  elongation into  the  Kolbeinsey  ridge.  Several  velocity
models have been developed for the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ), both based on the
data  from  the  permanent  seismic  network  (the  SIL-network)  and  on  data  from
different  OBS-surveys  off-shore  N-Iceland.  In  this  study  some  of  these  velocity
models were compared by locating a set of earthquakes as single events, using the
different models and comparing the residuals. 

Figure  1.  a)  Velocity  models  for  the
Tjörnes  Fracture  Zone.  The  black  lines
show the SIL- model (see f. ex. Stefánsson
et  al.,  1993),  blue  lines  a  slightly
modified NOR-model (see f.ex.
Sturkell et al., 1992), red lines the RTJ-
model, yellow lines a variant of RTJ with
the”knee” at 6 km depth and the magenta
show the results from two of the  OBS
profiles from Sturkell et al. (1992). The
green line  shows the S-velocity
profile for RTJ and Vp/Vs = 1.795.

The models are shown in Figure 1
and the best fitting models are
indicated with coloured stars in
Figure 2. A new 1-dimentional gradient velocity model based on the results from 
Riedel et al. (2005, 2006), here called the RTJ-model, gave, in most cases, the smallest 
residuals. The gradient model is very simple, defined with only  5 points at depth 
0.0, 3.5, 5.0, 20.0 and 90.0, cutting through the layered model LET (Riedel et al. 2006). 
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The RTJ-model was tested with Vp/Vs of 1.78, 1.79 and 1.795. A version with the 
“knee” at 6 km, instead of at 5 km, and  Vp/Vs of 1.78 was also tested. It can be seen 
in Figure 2 that along HFF the RTJ-model always fits best except at Skjálfandaflói, 
where the old NOR-model fits best. The version of the NOR-model used here is 
different from the original model as the velocity at the surface is set higher in 
accordance with the results of Riedel et al. and most shallow seismic surveys on land
in Northern Iceland (see f.ex. Flovenz and Gunnarsson, 1991).  In two cases the 
version of the RTJ-model with the “knee” at 6 km seems to fit slightly better at the 
HFF/Eyjafjarðaráll.

In the next step all the earthquakes around the HFF were relocated with Slunga's
relative location software (Slunga et al., 1995) using the new RTJ velocity model and
Vp/Vs=1.79. Both the SIL-model and the NOR-model are used with Vp/Vs=1,78 in
the SIL-system, but Hensch et al. (2008) use the layered LET-model and Vp/Vs=1.8 in
their study.
The result from this study, containing the whole database, is seen in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Relative locations of earthquakes in the time period 1997-2013. The colour of the
stars indicates which velocity model, as shown in Figure 1, gives the smallest residuals. The
red stars represent the RTJ-model with Vp/Vs=1.95, the green stars RTJ and Vp/Vs=1.985,
the yellow stars RTJ with the “knee” at 6 km and the blue star the NOR-model. The RTJ-
model with Vp/Vs=1.95 is used for the relative locations. The locations change colour every 2
year and indicate that the swarms occur at different location. The earthquakes in 2012-2013
are in gray.
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In order to see the structure better only locations with horizontal error less than 200
m and vertical error less than 2 km are plottet in Figure 3.  In both Figure 2 and
Figure 3 the epicenters in the eastern part of the HFF plots in two parallel lines and
where the HFF turns in to Eyjafjarðaráll it is split up to three or more segments. It is
also interesting to see that  it  looks like there is  a  gap in the western end of  the
seismic zone, maybe indicating an elongation of the rifting zone. All these details
need to be studied, and that will be the next steps of this work.

Figure  3.  Earthquakes  in  the  time  interval  1997-2013  relatively  located  with  relative
horizontal error < 200 meters and relative vertical error < 2 kilometers.

To study the effects of the velocity model on the locations, one run was made using
the  SIL velocity  model.  This  was  done  for the  second  half  of  year  2001,  when
therewas a small swarm in the western most part of the fault zone. This is shown in
Figur 4 with red. The same time interval for a run with the RTJ-model is shown in
black. The depth distribution is somewhat different asexpected, but what stands out
is a cluster of earthquakes at 12-14 km depth, that gets both deeper and further to
west with the SIL-model than with the RTJ-model.
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Figure 4. Comparison of locations using the SIL velocity model (red) and the RTJ-model 
(black).
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A seismic network’s preliminary target is to detect and locate earthquakes. For the
purpose of velocity imaging, normally a much denser network than for earthquake
detection  and  location  is  needed,  as  a  controlling  factor  for  the  obtained  model
fidelity  is  the  station  network  geometry.  The  mean  station  distance  in  the  SIL
network in the Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) area, northern Iceland, is 32 km. Though
the model fidelity is much better than this in parts of the model, where stations are
closer together and the seismicity is high, this gives a ballpark-estimate of the model
fidelity that can be expected. This serves as a technical/methodological motivation
for any effort of temporarily (or permanently) increasing the station density in the
region. 

The crustal thickness in the TFZ varies from about 10 km in the north to almost 20
km inland (Riedel et al., 2005). Magmas generated north of the TFZ at the Kolbeinsey
Ridge have a different geochemical signature than the plume-generated melts of the
Northern  Volcanic  Zone,  and  it  has  been  postulated  that  the  TFZ  constitutes  a
relatively sharp boundary between the two melting regimes. Within the TFZ, there
are three seismic lineaments. The southernmost is the Dalvík lineament, that appears
seismically void of seismicity since the M6.3 Dalvík earthquake. The Húsavík-Flatey-
Fault (HFF) is supposedly the oldest of the three fault-systems and hosted two M6.3
earthquakes  in  1872.  The Grimsey  lineament  is  markedly  different  than the  two
others, seismically and volcanically active. The return time for large earthquakes is
on  the  order  of  100+  years  in  the  TFZ,  further  emphasizing  the  importance  of
understanding the structure and dynamics of the TFZ better (Rögnvaldsson  et al.,
1998; Stefánsson et al., 2008).

In  a  joint  venture  between  the  universities  of  Hamburg  and  Uppsala  and  the
Icelandic  Meteorological  Office,  11 temporary land stations and 14 ocean bottom
seismometers (OBS) were deployed for a period between the end of June and mid
September 2004 (Hensch  et al., 2006). Combined with the permanent SIL network,
this resulted in 35 seismic stations that recorded more than 1000 earthquakes during
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the period of operation. The mean station distances of this combined network was 24
km,  the  most  significant  improvement  of  course  provided  by  the  OBS’s  in  the
submerged areas of the TFZ. 16 explosions were also fired in the ocean during the
OBS deployment phase (see Fig. 1). In total about 11000 P-arrival times and 12000 S-
arrival  times  were  recorded  from  the  first  station  deployment  until  the  last
instrument was retrieved from the field.

Figure 1. The rectangular area outlines the tomography area. Within the study area are the
Ocean Bottom Seismometers shown as blue triangles, the temporary land stations in red, and
the permanent SIL seismic stations in green. The starts show the explosions fired during the
OBS deployment. The black dots show the earthquakes detected by the SIL seismic network
during the time of deployment – more than 1000 events.

Preliminary results
The study area used in the tomographic reconstruction was 138 km in roughly the
east-west  direction and 204 in north-south (Fig. 1).  The  PStomo_eq algorithm was
used (Tryggvason et al., 2002), which allows for the simultaneous inversion of P- and
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S-wave velocities and earthquake relocations. The preliminary results obtained from
a  one-dimensional  (1D)  starting  model  suggest  that  the  crustal  thickness  varies
significantly in the region, thinning to the northwest within the

 

Figure 2. Preliminary tomography results. Slices through the P-wave velocity model (bottom
row) and the S-wave velocity model (top row) at two depths at 6 km (left column) and 10 km
(right column) below sea level. All stations used are shown as triangles, and dots are the
seismicity within the layer. In the top right panel are the thickness of the seismogenic crust
shown, here defined as the depth above which 90% of the earthquakes are located. The red
rectangles outline the four regions for which this is computed, and the values are shown for
locations  computed  in  the  3D  velocity  models  and  the  catalogue  1D  locations  (in
parenthesis). It is clear that the seismicity is much shallower after location in the 3D velocity
models, and we are inclined to believe more in the latter.
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study area. We believe this is manifested in the seismic velocity models at about 10
km depth (Fig. 2), showing significantly faster velocities (occasionally as high as 7.8
km/s in the P-model) outside Eyjafjördur. In future work with this data we believe
that the tomographic inversions need to be “guided” with regards to this feature in
the  models,  as  resolving  such  a  large  first-order  velocity  contrast  as  the  Moho-
discontinuity is not the strength of this method. The velocity variation is generally
largest in the northwest in the models.  This we believe is an artefact of the crust
being significantly  thinner  there  and at  this  stage  we refrain  from paying much
attention to these. At about 6.5 km depth the HFF is clearly lineated in the relocated
seismicity recorded during the experiment.  There are also indications of reduced
velocities right along the fault at this depth where the fault cuts into a region of
higher velocities in its north-western end (Fig 2). Comparing the depth distribution
within the study area of the seismic catalogue 1D locations with the locations of the
same events in our 3D models show that the seismicity shallows significantly, from
12 km on average to 8.5 km. The change is of course largest for the events under the
sea  where  the  network  geometry  is  poor.  An  analysis  of  the  thickness  of  the
seismogenic crust (defined as the depth above which 90% of the earthquakes occur)
shows that this estimate is thinner after locating the events in a 3D model (Fig. 2).
This is likely an effect of the velocities being faster in reality than assumed in the 1D
model used to locate the earthquakes. We believe this dataset can address some of
the outstanding geological questions in the region, but further work is needed with
the tomography as the robustness of most features of the models have not yet been
fully established.
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When designing a seismological network, the sensitivity or detectability is a crucial 
issue. The ability to record very small earthquakes is the most efficient mechanism to
retrieve information on ongoing processes in the crust.  Large earthquakes are 
destructive and a concern for the security of citizens in any earthquake prone 
country. But earthquakes are also informative. They give information about the 
stress situation in the crust and are the only direct information carrier from the 
deeper crust.  When using not only the polarity information but also the spectral 
energy in the body waves enormous amounts of information can be retrieved even 
when only a few stations record the event. As our main focus is to understand the 
crustal processes, leading sometimes to large earthquakes, we need as much 
information as possible from the crust itself. Lowering the detection limit from ML  = 
2.5 to M L = 0.5 will increase the number of recorded earthquakes  by a factor of 100. 
This also means that the time needed to record a given amount of data is decreased 
by the same factor. In addition, better data is obtained  when the distance from the 
source to the recording stations is shorter. From 1993 to 2012 SIL has recorded 
approximately 68,900 event in the TFZ. 35,300 are above magnitude 1 and 4,860 are 
above magnitude 2. Magnitude of completeness is a little difficult to assess, but 
perhaps a little higher than 1. Earthquakes are providing information on the way the 
radiated waves are generated due to the source conditions. The stress situation  in 
the crust is reflected in this radiation pattern.  To give an example of seismological 
network design a description of the SIL system in Iceland and the Swedish National 
Seismic Network is given below.

The data acquisition system used in Iceland and Sweden is the SIL system, which 
was developed within the SIL project, a joint Nordic project for earthquake 
prediction research in Iceland, 1988 through 1992 (Stefánsson et al 1993, Böðvarsson 
et al 1996, 1999). The main achievement of the SIL-project was to establish an 
automatic earthquake data acquisition and evaluation system, the SIL-system. As 
detailed plans were made for the SIL project, the importance of microearthquakes for
understanding the ongoing deformation processes within the crust were recognized. 
Traditionally, such very small events were regarded as unimportant because even 
when added together they reflect only a very minor part of the total deformation on 
a fault, the few large events being responsible for almost all of the motion. However, 
every microearthquake carries information about the state of stress and ongoing 
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movements within the volume, and as there are on average about a million 
microearthquakes (>M=0) for every magnitude 6 earthquake, by recording and 
analysing the small events much more information would be available. It was 
realised that the recording of earthquakes down to magnitude ML=0 and below, and 
retrieval of source information from these events, would require a new seismic 
network design, because the data flow would be far too large to be dealt with 
manually (Stefánsson et al 1986, Böðvarsson 1987). The rapid evolution in computer 
and communication technology and the introduction of inexpensive but powerful 
personal computers allowed for such a design of the SIL network (Böðvarsson et al 
1996, 1999). The Icelandic network has now recorded and analysed several hundred 
thousand earthquakes.

At the time of the design of the SIL system, a very significant cost of running a large 
seismic network was  that of communication between the stations and the central 
computer. In the SIL concept, these costs were  kept within manageable limits by 
performing sophisticated analysis of the ground motion data locally at each 
individual station, and only communicating with the central computer when a 
possible event has been detected. Normally, a continuous data stream is not 
delivered to the central computer, and only data segments identified as possible 
earthquakes are transferred. As internet connections became more widely available, 
the cost of data transfer decreased and became less of a problem. However, the 
intelligent distributed character of the SIL system makes it both effective and robust, 
and downloading and archiving all incoming data is not necessary for monitoring of 
local seismicity.

Incoming data is stored temporarily on a ring buffer (a continuous file) at the station 
computer. In most cases, three weeks of data are stored. This means that the system 
is robust with regard to technical problems with the central computer or with 
communication. The station computer continously monitors the incoming data 
stream in order to detect possible earthquakes. The primary detector uses a simple 
comparison of the power in adjacent time windows. The bursts of energy so detected
may correspond to an earthquake, or may be caused by some local disturbance close 
to the seismometer (e.g. an animal walking past). In order to detect earthquakes 
down to or below ML = 0 it is important to have large gain in the system so that true 
ground motion (not instrumental noise) is recorded in frequencies up to ca 20 Hz. A 
careful matching between the seismometer and the digitizer is of major importance. 
Each detected transient is processed in the same manner as one would process a true
seismic phase, and the results are stored in a compact structure, called a phase log. 
Each phase log entry is only 128 bytes long and is therefore inexpensive to transmit 
to the center. The detection thresholds can therefore be set very low, ensuring large 
amount of phase detections for the multi-station analysis at the center. This allows 
smaller earthquakes to be detected without the inevitable large number of false 
alarms making the system unworkable. The phase logs produced are retained 
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locally, and regularly transmitted to the center. Each phase log includes onset time, 
duration, reference to previous and following phases, type of phase (P or S), signal 
and noise averages, maximum amplitude, azimuth and coherency (Roberts et al 
1989) and spectral parameters including DC-level and corner frequency. 

After receiving phase logs from the network stations, the central computer assesses 
these to determine which transients may be from an earthquake. This is achieved by 
looking at the time, azimuth and amplitude consistency of detections from the 
different stations, followed by a preliminary estimation of the epicentre of the source
and the consistency of this position with the signal arrival times at the different 
stations. If the phase logs are consistent with a real earthquake, an appropriate time 
segment of data is downloaded from the stations. The time series data is then 
analysed to provide detailed information about the source characteristics, including 
source location, depth and spatial orientation, slip, stress drop and moment 
magnitude. All of these operations are completely automatic. The estimation of focal 
mechanism and source parameters are based on results of the spectral analysis of 
short data segments containing the direct P and S wave arrivals. The spectral 
estimation is done at the site stations, using windows around the automatic time 
picks, and repeated at the center after manual refinement of arrival time readings. 
The low frequency amplitude of each phase is determined by fitting a three 
parameter model to the observed spectra (Boatwright 1978, Slunga 1981, 
Rögnvaldsson & Slunga 1993). To estimate the fault plane solution for the 
earthquake a systematic search over strike, dip and rake is performed. For each 
combination of the three source angles, the misfit between observed and predicted 
spectral amplitudes is calculated. In addition to the single best fitting solution, all 
solutions that fit the observed polarities and have amplitude misfit less than a 
predefined threshold value are taken as acceptable (Slunga 1981). Automatic 
locations in Iceland are published immediately on the web pages of the Icelandic 
Meteorological Office (www.vedur.is).

The final stage of intial analysis, leading to the discrimination of explosions and 
other noise sources from natural earthquakes, is carried out semi-automatically, the 
final stage including examination of the data by an operator. The intelligence in the 
system means that only a relatively small number of non-earthquakes pass this far 
through the system, so the operator work-load is small. In Sweden, information 
about all detected events is published on Uppsala University's web page 
(www.snsn.se) when this procedure is complete.

The waveform recorded from an earthquake at any particular station is strongly 
influenced by the wave propagation characteristics of the material between the 
source and receiver. Therefore, events occuring at different times but in almost the 
same location tend to have very similar waveforms, because they have followed 
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almost exactly the same path from source to reciever. By cross-correlating the 
recorded data from such close-lying events we can very accurately estimate the 
difference in distance to the station of the two events. By doing this for several 
different stations which have recorded both events, it is possible to very accurately 
estimate the location of the events relative to each other. This relative accuracy can be
very high, e.g. +/- 5m even if the event is tens of kilometers from the closest 
recording station, and is very much higher than the accuracy of the absolute location 
of the events. In these cases, the fault orientation can be estimated with high 
resolution.

Automatic Correlation of Incoming Signals (ACIS) 

To minimize labor cost when operating a large seismological network 
automatization of the earthquake analysis  procedure is of large importance. Based 
on the positive results of the correlation techniques used in the relative location 
algorithm, a new approach can be taken regarding the automatic operation of the 
network. Experience shows that a substantial fraction of the events occurring within 
a given area belongs to a few clusters or families of earthquakes, characterized by 
highly similar waveforms.  The cross correlation of seismograms at individual 
stations can be used to identify such clusters of similar events. We are currently 
working on a method  using cross correlation of neighboring events to automatically 
determine the onsets of P and S phases with accuracy comparable to or better than 
achieved in the interactive analysis.  The aim is to reduce the need for manual 
inspection of seismograms from local and regional earthquakes and to improve the 
quality of the readings in the microearthquake database. 

The objective is to create a geographically indexed database (GID) where different 
classes of earthquakes will be stored. The area to be covered by the database is 
divided into equidimensional cells, 2 x 2 km laterally but of unconstrained depth. 
When creating the GID, each event within a given cell is correlated with all other 
earthquakes in the cell.  The results of the correlation are used to group the 
earthquakes into classes. A few events of each class are stored in the GID. 

As new earthquakes are recorded by the network, the system automatically looks for
similar waveforms in the GID.  The initial location estimate of the event is used when
accessing the GID.  The selection of waveform windows  to be compared to data in 
the GID is done based on the automatically determined arrival times for stations that
detected the phase.  At other  close stations that did not detect the phase, theoretical 
arrival times are estimated by ray--tracing through a layered velocity model. 

The new phase is correlated with all phases of the same type (P or S) in the GID, 
recorded at the same station and originating within the same cell or a neighboring 
cell.  The cross--correlation function (CCF) is resampled before determining the time 
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lag, the correlation coefficient and the sign of the CCF at the peak.  The lag gives the 
absolute arrival time of the phase, assuming the 
reference pick was ''correct``.  If the polarity of the reference phase is known, the sign
of the CCF gives the polarity of the new phase.  The normalized correlation 
coefficient gives a measure of the similarity of the new phase to the reference phase.  
By resampling the CCF the accuracy of the pick is practically only limited by the 
timing accuracy of the network clocks.  For the timing in the SIL system this is better 
than 1~ms.  The precise arrival time readings can also be used for determining 
accurate relative locations of similar earthquakes. 
 
When all recorded phases for the new event have been compared to all relevant 
phases in the GID, a voting procedure is used to determine whether the event is 
similar to sufficiently many phases in the database to warrant skipping interactive 
analysis.  If enough phases have been picked by correlation with existing phases, the 
picks are written to a file similar to those created in the interactive time 
picking procedure and the event is relocated using the correlation picks.  Otherwise 
the new event is analyzed interactively by the network operators. Figure 1 gives a 
schematic overview of data flow in the proposed correlation analysis system. 

Fig 1. A simplified flowchart of the automatic cross-correlation procedure. ACIS
stands for Automatic Correlation of Incoming Signals and GID stands for

Geographically Indexed Database. 
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     All deformations and fracture slips within a rock volume are caused by the stress field. 
Knowledge of the in situ stress field and monitoring the changes is  needed   for 
understanding the future of the rock mass. As the microearthquakes are directly linked to 
the stress tensor field it is natural to use them for estimating the stresses. In a homogeneous 
and isotropic rock Coulomb showed that an observed internal shear slip could be used to 
put four constraints on the stress tensor causing the slip. In a study 1969 a young McKenzie 
showed that in a rock volume containing only one fracture the observation of a shear slip on 
that fracture could only be used to put weak constraints on the stress tensor. He concluded 
that this meant that also real microearthquake observations were of very limited value for 
estimating the stress tensor. This have since then been a widely spread opinion.
     The McKenzie analysis is based on the assumptions that we have only one fracture within
the close surroundings of the sliding fracture. A microearthquake  has typically a slipping 
fracture with some 100m diameter. Assume that the volume directly involved in the slip is a 
cube with the dimension 100m.  Analysis of fractures in rock shows normally more than one 
fracture per meter in any direction. This means that the cube have at least one fracture 
within every cubic meter, this gives totally 1,000,000 such fractures within the cube. If we are
assuming that we have a homogeneous stress tensor field within the cube we will have 
1,000,000 additional constraints on that stress tensor. On all the 1,000,000 fractures the 
maximum CFS (Coulomb Failure Stress) must be negative, while the CFS on the slipping 
fracture must equal zero. These 1,000,001 constraints are together far from weak.
     Most of the fracture studies are from the top 3 km of the crust while most of the 
microearthquakes are normally deeper. This may be used to argue that we may have less 
fractures at larger depths. But, in tectonicly active regions one can assume that every 
location have experienced about 1,000 major earthquakes during the last million years. Each 
of these 1,000 earthquakes have reactivated old fractures and created new ones. It is by no 
doubt most realistic to assume that we do indeed have a highly fractured rock also deep in 
active zones.
     The simplest way to approximate the situation with 1,000,000 fractures within the cube is 
to assume that Coulomb's failure criterion for a homogeneous isotropic media is applicable 
and is a good approximation. The internal friction is replaced by the friction on the fractures.
    This is the basic assumption for QuakeLook's stress method. It means that each observed 
shear slip (each microearthquake) puts 4 constraints on the in situ stress tensor causing the 
slip. However we need 6 constraints to be able to estimate the complete stress tensor.
    One reasonable assumption is to require that the vertical stress equals the lithostatic 
pressure. This is well supported by 3-component stress measurements in boreholes. This is 
the 5th constraint.
    To achieve the 6th constraint the QuakeLook method requires that the in situ stress tensor 
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minimizes the deviatoric energy relative the isotropic stress tensor with the pressure equal 
to the lithostatic pressure. Thus we have 6 constraints for each microearthquake which 
means that the complete stress tensor causing the slip can be determined.
     The assumptions above leading to the method are only approximations. The true  value of
the method must be tested on real data. Does the method produce stress estimates that can 
be used for estimating the crustal instabilities? In the following a number of tests with real 
data will be presented.

The QuakeLook stress fields before two M=6.6 EQs in Iceland

    In June 2000 two M=6.6 EQs occurred along the SISZ within the SIL area. These two 
earthquakes June 17 and June 21 occurred within the area in which the new SIL network 
started operating ten years earlier. Since 1991 over 8000 MEQs had been analyzed within the 
central SIL area, about 40-50 km length of SISZ. This was the first test case of the new stress 
method.
    The larger EQs along are right-lateral strike-slip on N-S vertical faults. A stress tensor field
is hard to illustrate on a map (6 components), instead different important scalars or vectors 
can be computed from the resulting stress tensor field and showed on a map. In this case 
two scalars were used. The Coulomb Failure Stress, CFS, computed for right-lateral strike-
slip on N-S vertical faults, which gives the in situ instability relevant for the major events, 
and the second scalar chosen was the size of the shear stress defined as half the deviatoric 
stress at each location. The shear stress shows the amount of accumulated deviatoric elastic 
energy.
    Those two stress maps, based on the 8000 MEQs in the period from 1991 up to the first EQ 
on June 17 2000, showed that the two M=6.6 EQs were very different in character. At the 
place of the coming June 17 EQ an inhomogenous stress field with very large shear stresses 
were found, it seemed to be a “locked” part of the SISZ area where elastic energy was 
accumulated. The place of the coming June 21 EQ showed a very homogenous stress field 
with CFS-values rather close to zero (when CFS=0 an earthquake will occur). Thus the two 
earthquakes were very different.
     When monitoring the time development of the CFS values for the months before the 
earthquakes it was found that the whole area had increasing CFS values and the fastest CFS-
increase was found at the place of the first EQ, the June 17 event. The increase was fast 
enough that a linear extrapolation made it the most likely place of an earthquake within less 
than 30 days. During the last 24 hours four small MEQs ocurred in immediate connection to 
the hypocenter of the June 17 EQ. The sequence of large shear stresses, fast CFS-increase, 
and the four foreshocks made it look like a text book example for earthquake warnings.
     The largest CFS values within the homogenous stress field around the June 21 EQ were 
within 1-2 km of the hypocenter of that event. In addition the fastest further increase in the 
CFS-values after the June 17 EQ were at the location of the coming June 21 EQ. Contrary to 
the June 17 EQ no very large shear stresses were observed at the June 21 site.
     It is no doubt that the stress analysis is of value in both understanding the two EQs as 
well as improve the warnings before them.
Besides the fast CFS-increase before the June 17 event the very consistent long term increase 
around the June 21 event is most promising as it indicates a good accuracy in the stress 
estimates.
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The stress picture after the two M=6.6 earthquakes.

     After the two EQs the shear stresses at the endpoints of the sliding faults were found to be
much larger than the shear stresses along the faults. This is in agreement with the 
expectations and supports the value of the stress analysis.

Stress mapping in the Hengill area by use of 70,000 MEQs

     During the period 1991-1997 about 70,000 MEQs were located to the triple junction at 
Hengill. These were used to test a detailed mapping of the direction of largest horizontal 
compression scaled with the size of the subsidiary horizontal devoatoric stress (actually half 
this deviatoric stress which is its shear stress). The map was divided into small squares and 
for each square only events within the square were used for the estimates. By this each 
square gives a stress estimate independent of each other. The resulting stress maps show 
remarkable stress consistencies within blocks, the blocks show clearly different stresses, and 
the block boundaries are vary sharp as seen from the stress maps.
     Again the stress method produces very consistent results, and the stress maps are very 
similar to stress maps achieved by modelling stresses in fractured rock.

Stresses and magma movements before the Mar 23 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption

     In this example the horizontal stress excess were chosen as an interesting scalar. It is 
defined as HSE=(SH-Sh-2Sv), where SH is largest horizontal compression, Sh is smallest 
horizontal compression, and Sv is the vertyical stress which is assumed to equal the 
lithostatic stress. In a region dominated ny normal faulting like Iceland one will normally 
have negative horizontal stress excess, HSE. Any inflow of magma into a depth interval will 
increase the HSE values. When the HSE is increased above its normal value one expects to 
get MEQs clearly indicating the stress increase. For this purpose the HSE was computed for 
two  months before the Mar 23 2010 eruption. Three depth intervals were chosen 10-16 km, 
6-9 km, and 1-5 km.
     At all depths the starting HSE values were negative, -3 to -4 MPa. For the depth interval 
10-16 km the HSE increased around 5-4 weeks before the eruption up to HSE=-0.7 MPa. In 
the depth interval 6-9 km a sharp increase up to HSE over 2 MPa occurred 3 weeks before 
the eruption. In the most shallow interval, 1-5 km, a sharp increase up to HSE=2 MPa was 
observed 1 week before the eruption, then a steady increase up to HSE=5 MPa at the time of 
the eruption. The HSE then dropped down to 3 MPa and stayed there for a few days.  
    These changes in observed HSE values are dramatic, a change of 5 MPa in compression 
over 2 km length corresponds to a displacement of 0.3 m, which would mean an opening of 
0.6 m. I do not know in this case how reasonable this is. But, the changes are quite dramatic 
and the upwards migration of the large horizontal stress excesses is clear. The simplest 
interpretation is that the stress analysis is well suited for monitoring fast magma movements
within the crust.
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The use of stress analysis for short term earthquake warnings of ML>1.5 EQs in a deep 
mine.

    This is an study made in cooperation with LKAB which operates some excellent seismic 
networks in two of their mines in Sweden. Some 2,800 MEQs from a part of the Kiruna mine 
were made available to the QuakeLook analysis. During the period 4 events with ML>1.5 
occurred, those events are judged to possibly causing trouble. The main difference between 
tectonic and mining seismicity is the change in loading rate. The tectonic loading is slow. 
The best warning parameter found in this a posteriori study was a stress parameter that 
were directly due to the mining process, one can say that it is a measure of the stress 
influence to the rock volume due to the mining activity (blasting and excavation).
    With suitable choice of warning threshold one was left with 5 clearly warning intervals (2-
3 days long), 3 of these contained the 4 M>1.5 events as wanted, one contained the largest 
event with M<1.5 (about M=1.4) and one alarmed interval was apparently totally false. The 
lead time for the alarms were typicall about 1 day, in one case it was only 8 hours. These 
results are very promising and shows that also very small MEQs can be analysed.

The observed stress field before a M=3.4 in the Geyser, California, geothermal site

     One month of MEQ data from the Geyser area was studied. An M=3.4 EQ with a near 
vertical fault plane occurred at the 18th  day, some 400 MEQs were available before the EQ to 
estimate the stress field. An analysis showed that of all possible shear slips on vertical faults 
at the time of the M=3.4 event, both the location, the strike, and the rake, of the most 
unstable one, fitted well the observed EQ.
In short, the M=3.4 EQ came at the position where the estimated stress field (based on the 
previous MEQs) made a shear slip most likely. In addition the most unstable mechanism 
(shear slip on a vertical fault) had almost the same strike (2 deg error) and rather similar 
rake (about 25 deg error).

Conclusion

The QuakeLook stress method produces so far in all tested cases stress tensor fields that 
make sense and can be improved both to understand and predict rock mass behaviour. The 
basic approximations behind the method are so far justified by all tests.
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New Geophysics of critically microcracked rock is a new understanding of fluid-rock
deformation that matches much of the behaviour of the Earth’s crust and uppermost
mantle (Crampin and Gao,  2013). The criticality means that the evolution of rock in
New Geophysics: is self-similar (log/log plots linear); can be monitored, calculated,
predicted,  even  in  principle  controlled;  prevails  in  almost  all  rocks;  and  has
‘butterfly-wing-effect’  sensitivity.  All  of  these  remarkable  properties  (except
controllability) have been observed, in some cases many times. This presentation is a
synopsis of a fundamental advance in understanding in solid Earth geoscience that
allows  earthquakes  to  be  stress-forecast,  where  the  phrase  stress-forecast is  used
rather than prediction or forecast to emphasis the different formalism. We show there

are  applications  to  stress-forecasting  earthquakes  in  North
Island.
Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration of shear-wave splitting (SWS)
in  the  stress-aligned  fluid-saturated  microcracks  pervading
most rocks in the upper- and lower-crust (Crampin and Peacock,
2008), and in the uppermost ~400km of the mantle where the
‘microcracks’ are likely to be intergranular films of hydrated
melt (Crampin,  2003). Shear-wave velocity anisotropy (SWVA)
of between ~1.5% and ~4.5% is observed throughout the crust
and uppermost mantle, which for a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25, can
be interpreted as the two left-hand diagrams in Fig. 2, where ε
≈ % SWVA (Crampin, 1994). 

Figure 1. Schematic illus-tration of SWS through the parallel vertical stress-aligned microcracks through-out
the Earth’s crust and uppermost mantle. 
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Figure 2. Schematic (dimensionless) illustration of the observed percentages of SWVA interpreted as uniform
distributions of equal-sized parallel penny-shaped vertical cracks, where ε is crack density and a is crack radius
per unit cube. Fracture-criticality is assumed to be at the percolation threshold, ε ≈ 0.055, for stress-aligned
microcracks which are so closely-spaced they verge on fracturing if there is any disturbance (Crampin, 1994,
1999; Crampin and Zatsepin, 1997).

Fig. 2 suggests that the microcracks in almost all in situ rocks are so closely-spaced
that they verge on failure. Phenomena that verge on singularities/ bifurcations/ or in
the case of geophysics, fracture-criticality, are critical-systems that impose a range of
new properties on conventional sub-critical geophysics. Table 1 lists some of these
fundamental new properties. All complex heterogeneous interactive phenomena are
critical-systems.  They  are  extremely  common,  viz:  the  weather;  climate  change;
stellar radiation; clustering of traffic on roads; the New York Stock Exchange; etc.
The  Earth,  an  archetypal  complex  heterogeneous  interactive  phenomenon  is
necessarily  a  critical-system,  and  we  have  shown  that  the  stress-induced
manipulation of microcracks is the key to the criticality and the way rocks initially
deform  (Crampin  and  Gao,  2013).  Clearly,  conventional  purely  elastic  sub-critical
waves  cannot  propagate  through  in  situ rocks  which  have  the  microcrack
distributions in the-hand images in Fig. 2. 
Table 1. Properties of the New Geophysics of the compliant critically-microcracked in situ rock*
1) Self-similarity: Logarithmic plots of many properties are linear, e.g. the Gutenberg-Richter relationship.

2) Monitorability: Behaviour can be monitored with SWS.

3) Uniformity: Statistical behaviour is more like other critical-systems than it is to the underlying sub-critical 
behaviour. 

4) Calculability: Behaviour is more uniform (universal) than sub-critical behaviour and can be modelled/ 
calculated with the equations of Anisotropic Poro-Elasticity (APE) (Crampin and Gao, 2013).

5) Predictability: If impending changes can be quantified, behaviour can be predicted/ calculated by APE.

6) Controllability: If conditions can be monitored (item 2), calculated (4), modified (by injection pressures, say), in 
principle, the behaviour of the in situ rock mass can be controlled by feedback (optimising flow-
directions by fluid-injection, say, in hydrocarbon recovery).

7) Universality: Effects pervade all available space. 

8) Sensitivity: Butterfly-wing-effect sensitivity to miniscule differences in initial conditions.

*All properties have been observed except 6) Controllability, which has not been tested. 

A New Geophysics of compliant critical stress-sensitive rock is required. The unique
property of New Geophysics is that the internal behaviour of the critical-system of in
situ  microcracks can be monitored by shear-wave splitting and Anisotropic Poro-
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Elasticity  (APE).  Fig.  3  is  a  schematic  illustration  of  the  response  of  a  random
distribution of fluid-filled microcracks to changing stress. Hexagons are isotropic, so
for zero differential stress (top left) the solid lines are a (small) selection of randomly
oriented cracks.  For  a  small  increase in  stress,  if  microcracks  are not  closed,  the
cracks are still effectively isotropic. A small stress increase (top right) causes fluids to
move between cracks, but there is still no effective anisotropy. The first critical point
is when increasing stress is sufficient to close cracks normal to stress (bottom left)
and  %  SWVA jumps  from  zero  to  approximately  the  minimum  ~1.5%  SWVA
observed in Fig. 2, left-hand image. Increasing stress further aligns microcracks, until
at fracture-criticality, identified with the percolation threshold at ε ≈ 0.055, there are
through-going pathways and the rock fractures if there is any disturbance (Crampin
and Peacock, 2008; Crampin and Gao, 2013). Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate that variations of
stress  before  earthquakes  can  be  monitored  by  changes  in  SWS  time-delays
(Crampin, 1999).

Figure  3.  Schematic  dimensionless,  spatially-accurate,
illustration  of  anisotropic  poro-elasticity  (APE)
deformation  of  random  vertical  distribution  of  fluid-
saturated micro-cracks. Behaviour is more fully-described
in Crampin and Gao (2013)

The first  successful  stress-forecast  of  time,
magnitude,  and fault  break was of  a  M 5
earthquake in SW Iceland which is claimed
as  the  first  scientifically  predicted
earthquake  (Crampin  et  al., 1999,  2004,
2008).  Similar  characteristic  phenomena
have  been  observed  retrospectively  before
15 other earthquakes ranging in magnitude

from two swarm events M 1.7 and M 2.5 on the Húsavík-Flatey Transform Fault in
North  Iceland  (Gao  and  Crampin,  2004)  to  the  M 9.2,  2004,  Sumatra-Andaman
Earthquake, where the extreme ‘butterfly-wing-effect’ sensitivity of New Geophysics
showed changes in SWS at seven seismic stations in Iceland at a distance of ~10,500
km, approximately the width of the Eurasian Plate from Indonesia (Crampin and Gao,
2012).

Whenever there is sufficient shear-wave source data to show the effects, the stress-
accumulation increases halts abruptly before the impending earthquake and begins
to linearly decrease until the impending earthquake occurs at a low-level of observed
time-delay. This stress-relaxation decrease is interpreted as microcracks coalescing
onto the impending fault break. Fig. 4 shows observations of several examples of
stress-accumulation  increases  and  stress-relaxation  decreases  including  the
successful  stress-forecast  (Fig.  4c).  These  effects  display several  New Geophysics
properties (Table 1) including self-similarity. Fig. 4 is taken from (Gao and Crampin,
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2004),  which should be referred to for a full  description of  the behaviour,  which
evidence  suggests  is  universal  before  and  after  all  earthquakes  and  volcanic
eruptions whenever there is  suitable source-to-recorder geometry and impending
earthquakes  or eruptions  (Crampin and Peacock,  2008).  It  is  worth noting that the
effects before the two swarm events in Fig. 4e are observed at Station BRE in North
Iceland.

Shear-waves have critical interactions at a free surface and only retain their incident
wave-forms for incidence within the shear-wave window (incidence angles less than
45º, say) to avoid anomalous S-to-P conversions. These directions are known as the
shear-wave window (SWW). Moreover, changes of stress modify crack aspect-ratios,
and these only affect shear-waves incidence in directions 15º-to-45º to the crack plane
known as

Figure 4. Normalised changes in SWS time-delays in
ms/km before earthquakes for a range of magnitudes
from (a) M6 1988, North Palm Springs, CA, USA;
(b) M5.9 & M5.3, Yunnan, SW China; (c) M 5, SW
Iceland  (the  successfully  stress-forecast  earthquake;
(d) M3.8, Enola Swarm, Arkansas, USA; (e) M1.7 &
M2.5 swarm events at Station BRE, North Iceland;
(f)  and  (g)  two  rock  physics  experiments.  The
duration  of  SWS stress-accumulation  increase  left-
hand-side, LHS) have been normalised to (a) 6 years,
(b)  3 years,  (c)  5 months,  (d)  6 days,  (e)  6  hours.
RHS is the red dashed box in LHS, where expanded
duration  of  stress-relaxation  is(a)  100  days,  (b)  40
days,  (c)  10 days,  (d)  4  hours,  etc.  After  Gao and
Crampin (2004) who describe the behaviour in more
detail. 

Band-1  directions  (Crampin  and  Gao,
2013). The SWS observed in Fig. 4 are in
Band-1  directions.  Following  the
disastrous  ash-cloud  eruption  of  the
Eyjafjallajökull  Volcano,  Iceland,  which
disrupted air  traffic  in NW Europe for

six days in 2010, we monitored SWS above a swarm of small earthquakes beneath
Eyjafjallajökull and the larger and more dangerous Katla Volcano 25 km to the East.
Only  one  station,  GOD,  sited  on  a  broad  ice-free  ridge  running  into  Katla  had
sufficient  small  earthquakes  within  the  SWW  for  variations  in  aspect-ratio
(variations in stress) to be monitored. In Fig. 5, Liu et al. (2013) observed variations
in SWS observed at Station GOD for four-years from January 2009. The left-hand-
side shows similar behaviour to that seen before earthquakes in Fig. 4, where least-
squares regression lines have been fitted to the increasing stress-accumulation and
stress-relaxation,  interpreted  as  due  to  microcracks  coalescing  onto  the  magma
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conduit. Similar behaviour has been observed before in Iceland before the large 1996
Vatnajökull (Gjàlp) fissure eruption (Volti and Crampin,  2003) and in Sicily before a
2001 eruption of Mount Etna (Bianco et al., 2006).

Behaviour following the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption in South Iceland is relevant to
North Iceland. Fig. 5 shows a least-squares regression line from June 2010 with an
approximately 1ms/km/yr increase for 2.5 years. The increase is consistent: the line
for the first year overlies almost exactly the line for the second year. Similar gradual
increases were observed at seven stations in Iceland before the 2004 M 9.2 Sumatra-
Andaman earthquake (Crampin and Gao, 2012). The sensitivity of SWS to changes of
stress, as shown by the Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, indicates that the increase
could be the build-up of stress before a large impending earthquake or eruption in
Iceland or elsewhere. 

Figure 5. Observed SWS time-delays at Station GOD above the swarm activity before and after the eruption of
Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland, of March and April, 2010. The yellow band is the Flank eruption and blue is the ash-
cloud summit eruption that  disrupted air traffic  across NW Europe for six days.  Both Flank and Summit
eruptions were of unusally long durations. Least-square regression lines have been fitted to variations in Band-
1 directions (after Liu et al., 2013).

      Many observations of SWS suggest that stress-accumulation before M 5 
earthquakes could be monitored almost anywhere in Iceland. Thus, stress-
accumulation before the two M 5 events in October 2012 on the western end of the 
Húsavík-Flatey Fault would be expected be visible in SWS at Station GOD, yet Fig. 5 
shows no suggestion of changes either in the regression line from June 2010 to Sept., 
2012 or in the individual SWS data Sept. to Dec. 2012. There are two possible 
reasons. Stress-accumulation for the two M 5 events could have been on the 
American side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge divide. Such tectonic-plate differentiations 
have been argued as the reason stress-accumulation before the M 9, 2011, Tohoku 
earthquake was not visible in Iceland whereas changes before Sumatra-Andaman at 
a similar distance and magnitude were observed. The other reason, which we prefer, 
is that the stress-accumulation is before a large impending earthquake (M 7 
earthquakes have occurred in the past in N Iceland) and stress-accumulation before 
M 5 events would be a minor, possibly negligible, part of the accumulation before an
impending M 7 earthquake in North Iceland and would not be distinguishable.
        The regression line June 2010 to September 2012 has a slope of approximately 
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1.5ms/km/year. If we estimate levels of fracture-criticality in North Iceland from the 
two swarm earthquakes at BRE in Fig. 4e at approximately 15ms/km, Fig. 5 suggests 
that if stress-accumulation continues at the same rate, fracture-criticality would be 
reached, and events occur, in approximately three-years time.
      In summary, extensive observations of variations in shear-wave splitting time-
delays in both N and S Iceland and elsewhere (as expected in New Geophysics) 
suggest that stress-accumulation and stress-relaxation in the fluid-saturated stress-
aligned microcracks throughout the crust and uppermost mantle allow the time, 
magnitude, and sometimes fault-break of earthquakes, and the time of eruptions, to 
be stress-forecast. The evidence following the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in 
South Iceland suggests that stress is accumulating before an impending large 
earthquake or eruption.Unfortunately, these effects do not specify either whether the
impending event will be an earthquake or an eruption, or if the location will be in 
Iceland or elsewhere. It is tempting to suggest the large earthquake or eruption will 
be in North Iceland as M 7 earthquakes have occurred in the past and Krafla in 
North Iceland is one of the most active volcanoes in Iceland. Fig. 5 suggests that 
geoscientists should be alert to signs any precursory activity in the next few years.
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The stress-forecast of an impending event (earthquake or eruption) inferred from the
increasing time-delays in Fig. 5 of the Extended Abstract of Crampin and Gao (2013) 
must be retracted. Further analysis shows that the increase in shear-wave splitting 
time-delays following the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in Fig.5 is almost certainly due 
to the increasing depth of hypocentres of the seismicity beneath seismic Station GOD
used as shear-wave source events to measure the shear-wave splitting. 
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Since July 2002, groundwater samples have been collected on a weekly basis from an
aquifer which is at an approximate depth of 1.2 km. This aquifer is tapped by a bore
hole at site HU-01, which is situated near Húsavík town on northern Iceland. Since
October 2008, groundwater samples have also been collected from a second aquifer
which is at an approximate depth of 0.6 km. This aquifer is tapped by a bore hole at
site HA-01, which is situated near Hafralaekur school.  It  is  approximately 30 km
south of site HU-01. 

Groundwater  samples  from both  sites  have  been  analyzed  for  concentrations  of
cations  and  anions  and  for  stable  isotope  ratios  of  oxygen  and  hydrogen.  pH,
temperature and conductivity have been measured periodically at both sites.  The
datset,  although  incomplete  primarily  because  of  pump  failures  at  site  HU-01,
represents one of the longest hydrochemical time series collected from a seismically-
active area.

On September 16,  2002,  a  magnitude 5.8 earthquake occurred near Grimsey,  and
approximately  100  km  from  site  HU-01.  This  earthquake  was  preceded  by  a
sequence of concentration spikes for several of the transition metals (Fe, Cr, Mn, Zn
and Cu). The order in which these spikes were detected corresponds to the rate at
which  each  of  these  transition  metals  is  released  from  basalt  on  by  water-rock
interaction at elevated temperatures. This led  Claesson et al. (2004) to propose that
microfracturing  of  the  aquifer  wall  exposed  fresh  rock  surfaces  to  groundwater
interaction prior to the earthquake. Implicit to their hypothesis is that a substantial
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rock volume experienced pre-seismic  stress which was of  sufficent  magnitude to
cause  microfracturing  prior  to  the  earthquake.   However,  whether  these
concentration spikes were precursors to the M 5.8 earthquake on September 16, 2002,
has not been verified. To approach meeting the IAPSEI criteria for a valid precursor,
similar concentration spikes would need to have been detectd at other sites prior to
this earthquake or similar concentration spikes or other hydrochemical percursors
will need to be detected before other earthquakes.

The  M  5.8  earthquake  on  September  16,  2002,  was  followed  by  a  15-20%
concentration increase for some cations and anions. Corresponding shifts of 18O
(from -14‰ to -15‰) and D (from -116‰ to -126‰) led  Claesson et al. (2004) to
propose  that  the  earthquake  ruptured  a  hydrological  barrier  opening  fracture
pathways  between  the  main  aquifer  and  a  second  and probably  deeper  aquifer
which contained older (Ice Age) meteoric water. 

In  the  two  years  that  followed  this  earthquake,  monitoring  of  groundwater
chemistry revealed a period of hydrochemical recovery. This recovery period was
recognized  by  Claesson  et  al. (2007).  They  reported  hydrochemical  recovery
approaching  pre-earthquake  concentrations  of  cations  and  anions  after
approximately  two  years.  However,  hydrochemical  recovery  was  interupted  in
November  2004,  by  a  “resetting  event”  which  returned  cation  and  anion
concentrations towards post-earthquake values.  Claesson et al. (2007) attributed this
resetting event to renewed fracturing caused by seismic activity. They reported two
M > 3 earthquakes which occurred sufficiently close to site HU-01 so as to fall with
the strain radius within which  Dobrovolsky (1979) argued that seismic damage was
likely.  They  noted  that  other  earthquakes  occurred  with  no  apparent  effect  on
groundwater chemistry.

In  the  six  years  that  followed  the  M  5.8  earthquake  on  September  16,  2002,
hydrochemical  recovery  was  interupted  by  two  more  “resetting  events”.  These
resetting  events  occurred  in  November  2004,  November  –  January  2006  and
November  –  January  2007.  Neither  of  these  events  corresponds  to  a  period  of
atypical seismic activity. We therefore propose the following alternative mechanism
whereby these resetting events record re-fracturing caused by fluid pressure within
fractures overcoming the confining pressure exerted by the surrounding rocks.

In  our  model  which  is  based  on  hydrochemical  monitoring  at  site  HU-01  and
petrological  observations  of  secondary  mineralization  in  fault  rocks  which  are
exhumed  at  Héðinshöfði,  we  propose  that  hydrochemical  recovery  records  fault
healing by growth of secondary minerals along fractures. These secondary minerals
are zeolites,  clay,  Fe-oxide and minor amounts of  calcite.  Geochemical  modelling
using PHREEQCI confirmed that these secondary minerals  were saturated in the
sampled  groundwater  and  became  more  saturated  following  the  earthquake,
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whereas  primary minerals  in  the basalt  lava (plagioclase,  pyroxene)  were under-
saturated.

Based on the observation that between re-fracturing events, hydrochemical recovery
accelerates  with  time (fig.  1),  we conclude that  growth rate  is  controlled  by  the
reaction rate at  mineral-groundwater interfaces.  This  implies  that  a stable flux of
groundwater from the second aquifer is maintained throughout the recovery period
so as to ensure continued availability of reactant components at the mineral-water
interface.

Based on the observation that re-fracturing events become successively smaller (fig.
1),  we  conclude  that  re-fracturing  was  caused  by  fluid  pressure  along  fractures
overcoming an effective confining pressure from the surrounding rocks. We note that
this  effective confining pressure  will  steadily  increase  as  the rock mass  becomes
larger because of secondary mineralization, whereas the volume occupied by this
rock mass is comparatively unchanged.

Based  on  our  hydrochemical  data,  we  conclude  that  despite  re-fracturing,
hydrochemical recovery was approaching completion, six years after the earthquake
(fig. 1).

Since 2008, we have collected some data from site HU-01. Unfortunately, we were
unable to collect samples during the period of increased seismicity in October 2012
due  to  pump  failure.  However,  sampling  at  site  HA-01  was  on-going  and
preliminary stable isotope data from this period indicate a strong deviation from the
global meteoric water line (GMWL) indicative of water-rock interaction coincided
with this period of seismicity.
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Fig. 1. Concentrations of Ca, Na, K and Si in groundwater samples from site HU-01. The M
5.8 earthquake on September 16, 2002 is shown as a solid red line. Subsequent re-fracturing

events are shown as dashed red line.
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Deep wells in NE Iceland suitable for continous monitoring for earthquake prediction in
the Tjörnes fracture zone
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During  the  last  ten  years  water  from  well  HU-01  at  Húsavíkurhöfði  has  been
geochemically  monitored  with  the  purpose  to  detect  possible  precursors  to
earthquakes on the Húsavík- Flatey fault (Skelton et al., 2013). Claesson et al. (2004)
proposed  that  microfracturing  due  to  pre-seismic  stress  induced  hydrochemical
percursors in local groundwaterprior to earthquakes in the same area. As this has
not been verified by later events nor seen in other wells it would be preferable to
have contemporary monitoring in at least two wells.
Well HU-01 is 1505 m deep and drilled just south of one of the main faults in the 
Húsavík –Flatey fault system (Tómasson et al., 1969).   The water is minimum 85°C 
and with about 3.2 ‰ salinity. The water has a high proportion of old glacial water 
(Sveinbjörnsdóttir et al., 2001). Another well, about 600 m deep, at Hafralækur (HA-
01) just over 20 km south of Húsavík has also been partly monitored since 2008. The 
water there is of meteoric origin and with very low salinity and the water 
temperature is about 73°C (Kristmannsdóttir et al., 2005). Limited data has so far 
been published from that monitoring. 
As there have been some difficulties in monitoring the HU-01 well due to its joint 
utilization with other projects considerable thought has been given  to finding an 
alternative well. It would also be advantageous to have more than one well 
monitored conpermporarily. Thus drilling data and geothermal exploration data 
from NE Iceland has been studied thoroughly in the order to find other wells 
suitable for monitoring both for the Húsavík-Flatey fault and other parts of the 
Tjörnes fracture zone. 
At Húsavíkurhöfði are as well two other wells, HU-4 and HU-5, both being much 
shallower than HU-01, i.e. 504 and 550m deep respectively. One well (HU-3) , about 
640 m deep, is located within Húsavík town. Wells HU-4 and HU-5 are located very 
near to the main fault of the Húsavík-Flaey fault zone and draw fluid from a 
geothermal system of 75-80°C. Their salinity is distinctly lower than in HU-1 and the 
proportion of old glacial water is also much lower. Well HU-3 penetrates much 
younger geological formations than the other three wells and is connected to another
hydrothermal system (Tómasson et al., 1969).  The water is the least saline of all the 
wells and no traces of old glacial water are found. The δ 2H is about -80.5 in well HU-
3 as compared to about -124 in well HU-1 (Kristmannsdóttir et al., 2005). Wells HU-4 
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and HU-5 are both likely candidates to be used for monitoring of geochemical 
changes preceding earthquakes. The same might apply to well HU-3, but the well is 
however located further away from the fault and is therefore in a different geological
setting. None of those wells are heavily produced and  monitoring the water level in 
them is likely to be useful in detecting precursors to earthquakes. 
In Flatey a 554 m deep well was tested for possible geochemical monitoring, but was 
found to be clogged or collapsed and had no apparent connection with deep fluid. 
Therefore it cannot be used for monitoring of Flatey-Húsvík fault.
In Reykjahverfi, about 18 km to the south from Húsavík is an active boiling low-
temperature geothermal field wherefrom Húsavík town gets it geothermal water for 
heating. The water is of low salinity and is about 130 °C (Kristmannsdóttir et al., 
2005). The well utilized is rather shallow and there are also considerable difficulties 
encountered in monitoring water of such high temperature. Therefore geochemical 
monitoring at Hafralækur well (HA-01) would be preferred rather than in the well at
Reykjahverfi. 
In Kelduhverfi there are a few deep wells, of a depth up to 1960 m, but they are all 
rather far away from the Húsavík- Flatey fault. In Lón there is a geothermal well 
with water temperature of 45 °C and the salinity of the water is about 12,5 ‰ 
(Kristmannsdóttir et al., 2005). However the well is only 165 m deep and not 
therefore likely to draw water from very deep sources. The geothermal wells in 
Bakkahlaup and Aerlaekjarsel  (Georgsson et al., 2000,  Kristmannsdóttir and 
Björnsson, 2012) would probably be suitable for geochemical monitoring of the 
Grímsey-Kópasker  fault system. The same could apply to a 583 m deep well on the 
island of Grímsey, but that well is flooded by shallow seawater, preventing deeper 
fluids to be drawn from the wellhead.  
Several deep wells are located near to the Dalvik fault. At Hamar, the geothermal 
area utilized for Dalvík village there are two wells 840 and 860 m deep and a third 
one 900 m deep at Birnunes just about one km SW of Hamar. Those wells are all 
located almost on the fault. In Hrísey, an island just ove half a km west of Dalvík 
there is a 1055 m deep well and on Arnarnes about 1 km south of the fault zone are 
two wells about 1.5 km deep. In Ólafsfjördur north of the Dalvík fault there are 
several deep wells.The water in the well at Hrísey is somewhat saline, whereas all 
the others have non saline water. Of all those wells the ones at Hamar and Birnunes 
seem to be an interesting choice to try to monitor geochemical changes connected to 
earthquakes. As all those wells are utilized for municipal heating systems and 
pumping rates are very variable. Therefore changes in water level due to imminent 
earthquakes are probably not easily detected, butpossible geochemical precursors 
might howerver be detected in spite of changeable pumping rate. 
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Eight  years  ago a  voltammeter,  for  continuous monitoring of  the hydrology and
geochemistry at Húsavíkurhöfði, was installed. Since then professors at University
of Akureyri and at Stockholm University have lead a cooperative research project on
the subject leading to several student projects and an on-going master thesis project.

Voltammeter
In 2006 a Voltammeter,  developed by the Norwegian University of Science

and Technology in Trondheim, was installed at Húsavíkurhöfði as a part of a master
thesis project by a student at Stockholm University. The Voltammeter measured Zn,
Fe,  and  Cu  but  stopped  working  after  a  month.  The  reason  being  that  the
Voltammeter needed to be cleaned regularly, a service which Stockholm University
was unable to provide at that  time. The Voltammeter was, therefore,  temporarily
uninstalled. In 2009 a summer student project at University of Akureyri aimed at
repairing  and  getting  the  voltammeter  running  again  concluded  that  it  was  not
feasible to use a voltammeter for such continuous monitoring at this location due to
the need of frequent cleaning and high maintenance requirements (Kornelíusdóttir
and Heimisson., 2009). 

Master  thesis  project jointly  at  University  of  Akureyri  and  University  of
Stockholm

In 2009 a joint master thesis project was defined by University of Akureyri
and  University  of  Stockholm  aiming  at  continuous  monitoring  of  geochemical
earthquake precursors. Part of that project aimed to connect and run an AutoRadon
equipment at Húsavíkurhöfði in cooperation with the Science Institute of University
of Iceland. The project was delayed due to personal reasons, but has resumed. Since
University  of  Akureyri  no  longer  has  any  teaching  or  research  in  this  field,  the
master thesis project will be concluded at University of Stockholm and the Icelandic
Meteorological Office.

AutoRadon equipment
The AutoRadon equipment was developed by Páll Theódórsson, a physicist at
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the Science Institute of  University  of  Iceland,  and has been tested at  three other
locations in South and West Iceland. In August 2010 this equipment was installed at
Húsavíkurhöfði. The equipment took measurements with one hour interval and the
data was collected on a USB data key. The equipment will be connected to a CR1000
Measurement  and  Control  Datalogger  made  by  Campbell  Scientific  and  then
connected to the seismic monitoring system of the Icelandic Meteorological Office.
The data collection onto the USB data key was only meant to be a temporary solution
as contemporary data collection for the AutoRadon equipment is needed as a part of
the early warning system for earthquakes in this part of the country. The equipment
itself  ran  smoothly,  but  unfortunately  there  were  several  practical  problems
preventing continuous data collection. 

Possible new methods and/or parameters for monitoring
Another part of the master thesis project was to define new methods and/or

different  parameters  to  monitor  since  the  use  of  voltammeter  was  concluded
unfeasible. Other analytical methods for monitoring concentration of metals in the
water are not considered a feasible choice. The main research question was if other
parameters  in  the  water  would  change  preceding  earthquakes  and  therefore  a
continuous monitoring of those parameters could predict earthquakes.  Changes in
the  water  level  and  temperature  of  the  water  are  obvious  candidates  for  those
parameters. Changes in conductivity of the water could also be of interest and reflect
changes  in  chemical  composition.  All  those  parameters  can  be  rather  easily
monitored with known, proven and easily accessible technology. Another parameter
of interest may be the pH of the water, but it is not easily monitored automatically,
but  a  suitable  method  could  be  developed.  A summer  student  project  in  2011
(Guðrúnardóttir, 2011) was aimed at detecting and defining possible methods for pH
monitoring.  A part  of  the  student  project  in  summer of  2009  was  an attempt  to
monitor the water level, but due to a misunderstanding the meter used was not heat
resistant  enough  for  the  hot  geothermal  water.  Concurrently  with  other  student
projects at Húsavíkurhöfði water has been sampled for analysis of pH, bicarbonate,
conductivity,  Ca and Cl from the well  and analysed at University of Akureyri.  A
deep well at Hafralækjarskóli, about 20 km away was also sampled concurrently and
the  same  parameters  analysed.  Samples  for  pH  and  bicarbonate  require  special
treatment at sampling and to be analysed within three days (Kristmannsdóttir, 2008).
Therefore,  pH and bicarbonate  have not  been  analysed  in  the  samples  collected
weekly for the last eleven years. The existing data of pH values and changes are thus
not comprehensive and considerable variation is observed in the data set as shown
in Figure 1. Some of the variations in pH in the water at Húsavíkurhöfði are due to
interruption  in  pumping.  In  Hafralækjarskóli  also  some  of  the  fluctuations  are
suspected to be caused by changes in utilization. Unfortunately there are no records
kept of such incidents.
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Figure 1. pH at Húsavíkurhöfði and Hafralækjarskóli measured at the University of 
Akureyri in 2009 and 2010.

Equipment to be installed this year
Concluding  from  the  results  of  the  studies  already  done  equipment  for

automatic  measurements  of  temperature,  conductivity  and  water  level  has  been
bought and will  be installed at  the well  at  Hafralækjarskóli  and possibly also at
Húsavíkurhöfði. As the utilization of the well at Húsavíkurhöfði has been unstable
for the last 2-3 years and the future plans for its operation are not secure, the search
for other boreholes at suitable locations as a replacement, is under way. 

The list of the equipment acquired is as follows:

For Hafralækjarskóli
• Data collection and control - Campbell Scientific CR800 Datalogger
• Conductivity and temperature –Mettler Toledo Sensors and M300
• Data transmission – 2 x Cambell Scientific RF416 Radios and NL100 network

link
• Campbell Scientific 12W power supply and weather-resistant box

For Húsavíkurhöfði/replacement well:
• Data collection and control – Campbell Scientific CR1000 Datalogger
• Pressure / Water level - GEOKON 4500HT - Vibrating Wire High Temperature
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Piezometer
• Conductivity and temperature – 2 x Mettler Toledo Sensors and M300
• Data transmission – 2 x Cambell Scientific RF416 Radios and NL100 network

link
• Campbell Scientific 12W power supply and weather-resistant box

The AutoRadon equipment planned to connect to the CR1000 data logger is
also intended for Húsavíkurhöfði/replacement well monitoring station. A summer
student project has already been partly funded and is scheduled to be completed by
the end of summer 2013.

The future of automatic monitoring at Húsavíkurhöfði
If automatic monitoring at Húsavíkurhöfði is to be successful in the future, we

need a clearly-defined communication protocol  with other  users.  This  is  because
human interference can inhibit data collection and/or obscure seismically-induced
signals.  With  full  support  from  other  users  we  can  realize  the  potential  of
Húsavíkurhöfði as a unique resource for earthquake monitoring in this seismically
active area, which is of obvious benefit to Húsavík town.

Conclusion
Once the new equipment has been installed and run for a year the results will

be compiled, analyzed and possible precursors to earthquakes detected. Based on
the results the Icelandic Meteorological office will decide if continuous monitoring of
the water is advantageous.
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The  TFZ is a ~120 km offset in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge that is spreading at a rate of
about 2 cm/yr (Metzger et al. 2013, and references therein). Earthquakes occur mainly
along two main seismic lineaments in the TFZ, the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) and
the Grímsey Oblique Rift (GOR). The HFF is the largest transform fault in Iceland,
extending over 100 km from Theistareykir fissure swarm in the east,  through the
town of Húsavík, and west to the Eyjafjarðaráll Rift. The town of Húsavík, North
Iceland, is the second largest town in North Iceland (2,300 people) and is located
directly  on  top of  the  HFF  (Sæmundsson  1974).  With  its  infrastructure  and  fast
growing technical sector and heavy industries, the town of Húsavík is exposed to
relatively high seismic risk. 

Continuous GPS (CGPS) observations in the TFZ began in 1999 and by 2002
three CGPS stations were operating in the region. The network of CGPS instruments
was  significantly  improved  in  2006-7  and it  now contains  17  stations,  including
seven stations (one of which is an Ísmar station) positioned on a profile across the
on-land portion of the Húsavík-Flatey Fault (Fig. 1). The main purpose of the CGPS
network is to monitor crustal movements and to provide detailed insight into the
kinematics of the transform zone (Geirsson  et al. 2006, 2007). The mostly offshore
location of  the TFZ and its  complex tectonics make it  challenging to  resolve the
transform kinematics and evaluate the seismic potential of the two main transform
structures, the Grímsey Oblique Rift, and the Húsavík Flatey Fault. However, the
network results show that currently the transform motion in the TFZ is currently
accommodated ~34% by the HFF and ~66% by the GOR. The resulting slip velocity
of ~6.9 mm/yr on the HFF and the time since the last two strong M6.5 earthquakes in
1872 indicate a slip deficit on the fault of ~0.83-1.05 meters, assuming a steady slip
rate since 1872. This slip deficit corresponds to the seismic potential of the HFF being
equal  to  ~M6.8  earthquake  (Metzger  et  al. 2013)  (the  maximum  considered
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earthquake potential of the western HFF has previously been estimated at ~M7.3
(Björnsson et al. 2007)). 

With Húsavík being the second largest town in North Iceland (2,300 people,
Figs. 1 & 2) and located directly on top of the HFF (Sæmundsson 1974), it is exposed
to relatively high seismic risk. Moreover, the local site conditions in Húsavík are in
part  characterized by soft  sediments  of  varying depths  and elevation differences
depending  on  the  location  inside  the  town  (Halldór  G.  Pétursson,  pers.  comm;
Halldorsson  et  al. 2012;  Waltl  2013).  Buildings  and  critical  infrastructure  on  and
across such soft site conditions are much more susceptible to earthquake damage
than  infrastructure  built  on  firm  ground.  This  is  supported  by  theoretical  and
empirical evidence in all damaging earthquakes since the dawn of earthquake and
geotechnical engineering and seismological monitoring (see e.g., Kawase 2003, and
references therein). 

The  Icelandic  Strong-motion  Array  (ICEARRAY II)  is  the  first,  dense  and
multidisciplinary  instrumentation  system  monitoring  tectonic  movement  and
earthquake  strong-motion  in  Iceland.  It  is  located  in  Húsavík,  North  Iceland,
traversing the town and the HFF (Fig. 1). The ICEARRAY II consists of (1) seven
Trimble NetR9 Ti-1Global Navigation Satellite System (GNNS) instruments, with the
extraordinary  capabilities  of  recording  its  position  at  50  samples  per  second.
Equipped with a Zephyr Geodetic 2 antenna a NetR9 GPS instrument is collocated at
three  key  strong-motion  stations  of  ICEARRAY  II;  and  (2)  seven  strong-motion
stations equipped with Canterbury Seismic Instruments’s CUSP-3C three-component
micro-electromechanical (MEM) accelererograph, having a wide dynamic range and
200 Hz sampling rate. The purpose is to  monitor both slow (i.e. tectonic spreading)
and fast (i.e., earthquakes) ground motion, and quantify their variabilities, not only
across  the  HFF,  but  especially  over  the  small  urban  area  in  terms  of  wave
incoherence and localized site-amplification effects that the variable soil conditions
in  the  area  are  likely  to  enhance.  Additionally,  and  in  the  event  of  a  strong
earthquake on the HFF, it  is  highly likely that it  will  involve permanent tectonic
displacement  of  the  ground  in  the  near-fault  region.  In  this  case  the  collocated
measurements  of  displacements  and  accelerations  can  provide  a  robust  way  of
estimating  the  instrument’s  respective  capabilities  of  measuring  displacements
(strong-motion instruments) and accelerations (high sampling rate CGPS). 

The largest earthquakes (up to M 5.6) of a recent and ongoing earthquake
sequence in North Iceland have been measured on the ICEARRAY II, producing a
unique dataset, the analysis of which is both important, and timely. The analysis of
the localized site-amplification effects  on seismic waves within the town and the
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spatial variability of strong-motion that is observed in the town indicates a highly
variable  earthquake risk  at  different  locations  in  the  town.  These  effects  will  be
quantified and modeled.  Subsequently,  scenario  earthquakes  on the  fault  will  be
postulated  using  physically  based  models,  and  the  corresponding  earthquake
strong-motions simulated for the Husavik area,  with emphasis  on different near-
fault effects and site-amplification across the town. The combination of the models
developed is expected to lead to new microseismic map of Husavik, contributing to
improved  estimates  of  seismic  hazard  and  the  earthquake  design  provisions  for
safety and reliability of buildings and critical  systems,  in order to optimize their
resilience against earthquake forces.
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Figure  1.  A schematic  map  showing  the  distribution  of  CGPS  stations  (black  inverted
triangles)  and  strong-motion  stations  (red  triangles)  and  comprise  the  ICEARRAY  II
network. 
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Figure 2. ICEARRAY II stations in Húsavík consist of free-field strong-motion stations (red 
triangles), collocated free-field CGPS and accelerometric instruments (yellow triangles) and 
structural CGPS and accelerometric station (yellow square). Elevation differences are 
highlighted by the coloring scheme used (from Waltl, 2013). 
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Introduction
Worldwide, earthquakes pose a great risk to the built environment and to life safety.
While  it  is  impossible  to  prevent  earthquakes  from  occurring,  it  is  possible  to
mitigate the effects of strong earthquake shaking to reduce loss of life, injuries, and
damage.  In general, when an earthquake occurs, seismic waves radiate away from
the  source  and  travel  through  the  earth’s  crust.   Although  seismic  waves  travel
through rock over the majority of their path from the source to the ground surface,
they often pass through soil near the surface and the characteristics of the soil can
greatly influence the nature of shaking at the ground surface.  Soil deposits tend to
act as “filters” to seismic waves by attenuating motions at certain frequencies and
amplifying them at others.  Since soil conditions can vary considerably over short
distances, levels of ground shaking can as a consequence vary significantly within a
small  area.   One  of  the  most  important  aspects  of  geotechnical  earthquake
engineering practice involves the evaluation of the effects of local soil conditions on
strong ground motion.  

The  presented  study  is  a  part  of  a  larger  research  project  aimed  at
quantifying site effects at strong-motion stations in Iceland. In this study we aim at
providing  valuable  information  regarding  site  response  in  the  town of  Húsavík,
north Iceland using ambient noise data.  To assess conditions of high seismic risk
arising from local site effects, the  Nakamura (1989) H/V Spectral Ratio method was
applied using single-station ambient noise measurements performed at ICEARRAY
II strong-motion stations (Halldorsson et al., 2012), shown in Fig. 1 below.  This study
intends to demonstrate the applicability of Nakamura’s method in estimating local
site effects, assess the validity and usefulness of the method for seismic risk analyses,
and provide a reliable  estimation of  the predominant frequencies at  several  sites
throughout the town of Húsavík.
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Methods Used and Data
One of  the  most  commonly  applied procedures  for  estimating  site  effects  is  the
Standard  Spectral  Ratio  method,  SSR  (Borcherdt,  1970).   Unfortunately,  it  is  not
always  easy  to  gather  sufficient  data  to  apply  the  SSR  because  of  high
instrumentation  costs  and  the  need  for  long  duration  experiments,  especially  in
regions of low seismicity.  For that reason, an alternative approach to estimate site
effects was put forth by  Nakamura (1989).  The H/V Spectral Ratio, HVSR, method
uses three-component single-station ambient noise records, and involves the ratio of
the combined horizontal frequency spectrum, H, to vertical, V, frequency spectrum
at the studied site.   Triantafyllidis (2006)  defines  ambient  noise as  low amplitude
vibrations of soil generated by natural disturbances such as wind, sea tides or of
man-made origins such as traffic, industrial machinery, household appliances, etc.
This  spectral  ratio,  H/V,  usually  shows a  peak,  which closely  corresponds to the
fundamental frequency (frequency for which the maximum amplification occurs) of
the investigated site.  However, it should be considered that although Nakamura’s
method does give a good account of the fundamental frequency at the site, it does
not  give  confident  values  of  the  corresponding  ground  amplification  factor
(Nakamura,  2000).   Nevertheless,  the advantages of the approach are several fold,
foremost,  being that it  is  a  relatively inexpensive and easy method for obtaining
information useful for seismic hazard and risk analyses.

Ambient  noise  measurements,  with  minimum one-hour  recordings,  were
performed at eight ICEARRAY II strong-motion stations (shown in Fig. 1) and at one
additional  site  (IS708) using a REF TEK 130-01 Broadband Seismic Recorder and
Lennartz LE-3D/5s Seismometer.  A common procedure was implemented so that
any similarities or differences observed could be attributed to factors other than data
processing itself.  The procedure included: (a) selecting a window length of 20min
from the ambient noise recording, (b) calculating the Fourier Absolute Spectra for
the selected window and merging both horizontal components using a geometric
mean,  (c)  applying  the  Konno  &  Ohmachi (1998)  smoothing  function  with  a
smoothing coefficient of  B=20,  and (d)  creating a combined horizontal  to  vertical
spectral  ratio  for  the  selected window.  The final  mean HVSR for  each  site  was
determined by averaging the HVSRs from all  individual  windows,  from step (d)
above, using a geometric mean.   
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Results
In Fig. 2, results are shown for the HVSR method applied to ambient noise 
measurements, from all nine stations shown above in Fig. 1.  To summarize, our 
analyses of the ambient noise data enables the form of different site responses in the 
town of Húsavík: 

(1) A “clear  peak” HVSR depicts  a  reliable  fundamental  frequency at  the  site
where ground amplification would be expected, as in the case of IS701, IS703,
IS704, IS705, IS707, and IS708.

(2) A “flat” HVSR depicts uniform amplification across the frequency range.  In
other  words,  no  relative  differences  in  amplification  across  the  frequency
range  would  be  observed,  and  therefore,  the  site  effects  at  those  stations
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Figure 1. Schematic map showing the coastline and street layout of Húsavík, north Iceland, and the aforementioned
ICEARRAY  II  strong-motion  stations  (symbols,  along  with  station  ID-codes)  where  single-station  ambient  noise
measurements were performed.  Ambient noise measurements at IS706 and IS701 were conducted on November 29
and 30, 2012, respectively.  Measurements at IS202 and IS703 were conducted on March 13, 2013.  Stations IS702,
IS704, IS705, and IS708 were completed on March 14, 2013 while IS707 was done on March 15, 2013.  



would  be  uniform.   However,  in  the  cases  of  IS202  and IS706,  where  the
HVSRs are not only relatively flat but have an amplitude in the range of one
across the frequency range, compact sediments or hard rock sites where no
significant ground amplification would be expected. 

(3) A “broad or multiple peak” HVSR depicts a more complex sub-surface model.
As was observed in  Sivaram et al. (2012), this case could imply sub-surface
topography such as a two-layer horizontal model with one layer at a depth
corresponding to the first peak and another shallow layer beneath the surface
with thickness closely corresponding to the second peak, as  in the case of
IS702.  

Discussion and Conclusions
In the absence of well-studied site responses in the town of Húsavík, north Iceland,
this study provides new and valuable information from HVSRs using long-duration
ambient noise recordings.  The stability of the estimated predominant frequency and
consistency  shown  by  the  shapes  of  the  HVSRs  for  each  site  demonstrate  the
applicability of the method for estimating local site effects, in particular, estimating
the  predominant  frequency  (frequency at  which maximum amplification  occurs).
However, further research could help verify the validity and usefulness of the HVSR
method  for  seismic  risk  analyses;  more  specifically,  applying  the  method  with
numerical  modelling  using  the  most  real  geotechnical  data  available  and  other
experimental  techniques  such  as  the  Standard  Spectral  Ratio.   Furthermore,  the
applicability of  the HVSR method for  use in seismic  risk analyses  could also be
confirmed  by  studying  strong-motion  data  recorded  at  the  aforementioned
ICEARRAY  II  stations,  data  which  only  very  recently  has  become  available.
Nevertheless,  the  results  from  the  HVSR  method  applied  to  microseismic  data
recorded in Húsavík provides the first estimates of characteristics of localized site
effects across the town, which is a prerequisite for its detailed earthquake hazard
and risk analysis.
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Figure 2. Mean HVSR +/- one standard deviation from 20min ambient noise windows with a Konno and Ohmachi 
smoothing coefficient, B=20 where n is the number of available 20min ambient noise windows used to derive the 
mean HVSR for each ICEARRAY II strong-motion station in Húsavík, north Iceland.
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General

Earthquake  hazard  and  the  effect  of  large  earthquakes  in  the  vicinity  of
Húsavík,  North  Iceland,  were  studied.  The  main  objective  was  to  reveal  the
seismicity in the area as well as its vulnerability to large earthquakes. 

When the research began in the year  2004 no risk analysis  for earthquake
hazard had been made in Iceland. The majority of prior risk analysis for natural
hazards regarded snow avalanches and one covered the risk near Katla volcano. 

The research was a part of a Master´s program in Environmental Science at
the  University  of  Iceland.  The  objective  was  to  gather  existing  information  on
earthquakes and earthquake hazard in the vicinity of Húsavík and to prepare a risk
analysis for the settlement at Húsavík. The reason for the choice of topic was the
urgent need for accessible information on the earthquake hazard at the Húsavík-
Flatey Fault (HFF) aimed at the general public and the local authorities. The access
was, and still is, limited and complex. 

The  majority  of  articles  that  cover  the  earthquake  hazard  in  North  East
Iceland are published in foreign journals. These journals are not easily accessible to
others than those who specialize in the field. In addition, the articles are usually
written in English and often highly academic which makes them unappealing to the
general public.

The  author  hoped  that  the  risk  analysis  could  help  the  local  people  gain
knowledge on the matter and make it an easier task to prepare for large earthquakes.

The project

WMO´s  Comprehensive Risk Assessment for Natural Hazards model was used,
dividing the studies into three categories: hazard assessment, vulnerability and risk
analysis (Jónsson 2002).

Hazard Assessment

A Hazard Assessment deals with the questions “Is there a hazard present?”
and “What is the probability of a given event happening over a specific period?”
Both  questions  are  important  when  dealing  with  the  earthquake  hazard  in  the
vicinity of Húsavík (Jónsson 2002).

The hazard is well known as the area is still tectonically active with faults and
fissures on the surface north, east and south of the town. Written sources also report
disasters in the past, the last one only 140 years ago (Tryggvason 1996).
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Generating  a  reliable  earthquake  forecast,  however,  is  a  much  more
complicated  task.  Little  data  are  available  on  the  tension  buildup  in  the  HFF,
rendering any previous forecast unreliable. Better monitoring and more research are
needed in order to predict a possible earthquake.

Vulnerability

The WMO defines  vulnerability  as  the  loss  that  would occur  in  a  natural
disaster,  measured  in  percentage  from 0-100%.  Loss  can  be  casualties,  damaged
properties or social impacts. The WMO’s definition focuses on the financial loss but
it is equally important to take into account the impacts of natural disasters on the
mental state of those who experience such events (Jónsson 2002).

The  vulnerability  assessment  was  based  on  an  analysis  of  the  society  in
Húsavík, the public service and constructions. The assessment focused on evaluating
the value of buildings in the area but did not take consider indirect loss such as
financial  loss  to  companies  or  other  business  due  to  damage  caused  by  the
earthquake. Such an assessment has to be carried out later. 

It can be helpful or even necessary, to define acceptance level when assessing
natural hazard and possible consequences. No official definition for such acceptance
levels is available in Iceland but it can be described as certain limits, where risk is
considered acceptable if it does not exceed the limits and inacceptable if it does. Such
limits have been used in Iceland when assessing hazard from snow avalanches. The
limits have been used to determine whether countermeasures are necessary or not
(Jónsson 2002). 

Risk Analysis 

WMO defines risk as the loss at a given area, caused by hazardous event,
over a given period of time. Mathematically risk is presented as:

Hazard / Probability x Vulnerability = Risk

Risk analysis is a helpful tool in order to reduce risk and assist authorities in
preparing land-use plans and reaction to natural hazards. The risk analysis is based
on two separate factors, the probability of a certain hazardous event taking place and
how much loss is likely to occur (Jónsson 2002). Whenever a natural hazard is present
and threatens  a  society,  the  preparation  of  a  risk  analysis  should be  a  standard
procedure.  It  is  a  well-known  fact  that  hindsight  is  useless  when  it  comes  to
earthquakes. 

Conclusions

Impact assessment – direct impacts

The  study  distinguished  between  direct  and  indirect  impacts  of  an
earthquake. Direct impacts include damage to constructions and equipment under
and above the Earth´s  surface.  Direct  impacts  are related to  ground motion and
formation of faults and fissures on the surface of the Earth. Faults were mapped in a
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field survey and by referring to prior studies. One of the conclusions made in the
study was that it is very difficult to find any traces of faults or fissures inside the
borders of Húsavík. Faults are quite easy to find both north and south of the town,
but  thick  layers  of  sediment  cover  the  bedrock  underneath  the  town hiding  all
evidence of displacement (Sæmundsson et. al. 2006). 

However, some indications of faults stretching under the town of Húsavík can
be found. A field survey revealed a fault on the south side of Húsavíkurhöfði, just
north of the harbor area. Geothermal activity is well known in this area and reports
from the 1865 and 1872 earthquakes  tell  of  fissures opening on the surface near
Stórigaður 1 (Halldórsson 2005, Thoroddsen 1905, Tryggvason 1995). This might indicate
that an active fault stretches under the town with surface traces on the south side of
Húsavíkurhöfði, heading east towards Stórigarður 1.

Figure 1 The map to the  left  shows the  proposed location of  faults inside and in the  vicinity of
Húsavík. The picture to the right shows a fault at the south side of Húsavíkurhöfði cape, just north of
the harbor area.

Indirect impacts

Indirect impacts are those caused by secondary events such as fire, landslides,
snow avalanches or tsunamis.  The study concludes that secondary events do not
threaten  the  inhabited  area  of  Húsavík.  However,  the  industrial  area  at  the

southernmost  part  of  the  town  needs  to  be
examined  more  closely.  The  geological
substrata in this area are mainly fine grained,
horizontally  layered  sediments.  As  the
buildings  stand  near  the  edge  of  the  slope
above the shoreline and the sediments could
be  vulnerable  to  liquefaction,  the  possible
consequences of a large earthquake in the area
should be considered. 
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Geology

Sediments of glacial origin are characteristic for the geology inside and near
Húsavík. Sediments inside the town were divided into three sections due to different
origin and inner structure. The northernmost part of the town sits on layers of tillite
in Húsavíkurhöfði cape.  South of that,  on an area along the shoreline,  stretching
from the center of the town to the industrial area at the south side, are horizontally
layered fluvial sediments. On top of the horizontal sediments lies a delta formation,
formed in front of a glacier at the end of the last glacial period, some 10.000 years
ago. It is likely that the sediments beneath the delta were formed at the end of the
last glacial period as well.

Buildings and other constructions

Vulnerability estimation for Húsavík and its vicinity was based on analyzing
constructions, taking into account their usage, age and building material. Age and
building material can be used as an indicator of how the town would withstand or
cope with a large earthquake. Expectedly, younger buildings withstand earthquakes
better  than  older  ones,  particularly  those  who are  designed with  such  events  in
mind.  Information  on  the  usage  of  buildings  can  be  useful  for  those  who  are
responsible for preparing and executing emergency response to large earthquakes.
The information was obtained from Fasteignamat Ríkisins containing all registered
buildings in the area. 

Figure 2 Usage of buildings Figure 3 Building materials

This study was carried out in 2005. After the earthquakes in South Iceland in 2000 and 2008 a
detailed study was conducted estimating the damage with respect to both age and type of
building material. The outcome of that study can be helpful when estimating the possible
consequences of an earthquake near Húsavík.  

Supply systems and transportation

The supply systems for Húsavík such as electricity, potable water, hot water, sewage
and internet connection are the vascular system of the community and any disturbance can
have major impacts on the general function of the society. Therefore it is important to assess
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how a large earthquake could affect these systems and what precautions can be taken. All
these systems enter the town from the east or south so they do not cross the most obvious
part of the HFF east of the town. Potable water is  taken from wells in the area between
Botnsvatn and Húsavík, less than 1km east of the town. According to reports surface and
ground water became muddy and undrinkable following prior earthquakes. This is an issue
that should be kept in mind when planning earthquake response.

The study did not reveal any obvious threat to these systems but the experience from
the  earthquakes  in  South  Iceland  shows
that  considerable  damage  could  be
expected.

Transportation  from  and  to
Húsavík is by land, sea and air. Roads lie
from Húsavík to the north, east and south.
The harbor is located near the center of the
town  and  the  airport  is  in  Aðaldalur,
around  10km  south  of  the  town.
Earthquakes will threaten the road to the
north  towards  Tjörnes  as  it  crosses  the
faults  in  Laugardalur.  This  should  be
taken  into  account  as  rescue  teams  and

other response parties might have to get to the people living in Tjörnes.

Emergency response

The Police have a base in Húsavík as well as the Fire Brigade. In Húsavík there is also
a hospital,  a  rescue team and a public gathering place managed by the Red Cross.  It  is
certain that the emergency response plan has to consider response parties from other areas
than just Húsavík. All nearby parties have to be involved in the planning as well as the ones
based in Reykjavík and surroundings. It has to be taken into account that the society in
Húsavík will not be fully functional after a large earthquake. In addition, following a large
earthquake many aftershocks can be expected. We should keep in mind the experience from
1872 when two earthquakes estimated 6.3 on the Richter scale occurred over a 6 hour period
followed by many smaller quakes.
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The  Icelandic  Meteorological  Office  (IMO)  has  been  operating  digital  seismographs  in
Iceland  since  1990.   Initial  stations  were  installed  as  a  part  of  the  SIL (South  Iceland
Lowlands), a research project funded by the Nordic Counsel of Ministers and other Nordic
sources.  The object was to use micro earthquakes to investigate conditions at and near the
faults that have historically produced strong earthquakes in South Iceland.  The operation
started with 8 stations in South Iceland; by 1996 the number of stations surpassed 30. The
number of stations now is around 60.

The original goals did not include “early warning” functionality, that is to provide
reliable  information  on  damaging  earthquakes  in  a  timely  fashion.  This  became  very
apparent in June 2000 when two M6.6 earthquakes took place in the South Iceland seismic
zone. In early years it was not uncommon for earthquakes larger than M4 to be missed  by
the automatic  analysis,  and reliance on automatic detection manual analysis could cause
those events to be missed altogether. Through the years steps have been made to improve
this, starting in 1995 with alerts based on signal amplitudes at individual stations. A system
for continuous filtering, storing and display of low frequency tremors, implemented late in
1996, is still the main tool for monitoring both volcanic eruptions and earthquakes,  as well
as the state of health of the network.

As a part of the EU funded project SAFER, software was implemented in 2007 that
automatically generates alert maps for events larger than about M 1.0 and ShakeMaps for
events  larger than M 2.0,  usually within one or two minutes.  As the alert  maps involve
minimal processing, they provide a useful tool for monitoring events such as teleseismic
events, or events that often occur in volcanic regions, that do not have a distinctive onset. It
is also useful for situations where the interval between earthquakes is a fraction of a minute
or less. For events larger than about M3.0, magnitude estimates made by this software are
usually more accurate than other magnitude estimates  that are routinely made at IMO.

In  2011,  a  set  of  goals  for  seismic  recording  and monitoring  were  stated.  Those
included:

1. Continuous recording with gaps of less than once per day, per station;

2. Automatic locations available within two minutes, and one minute for events larger
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than M2.5;

3. Waveform data available for inspection and analysis within 15 seconds;

4. Detection threshold of M 1.0 for all of Iceland;

5. No single event (e.g. malfunction, sabotage, volcanic eruption or human error) can
prevent near real-time monitoring and analysis;

6. Standard deviation for magnitude estimation shall be no greater than 0.2. 

While most of those goals are not yet met, it is realistic to expect that they can be met in the
near future. With those specification satisfied, authorities  responsible for public safety will
have at their disposal information that is both more accurate and reliable, as well as more
timely.
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Basic research and monitoring efforts
Micro-earthquake research:
All relevant information carried by micro-earthquakes from all the indicated faults 
and locations of possibly impending earthquake should be studied in several 
projects. As a part of this research results achieved during the prediction projects like
SIL, PRENLAB, PREPARED, SAFER and more in the SISZ (Summarized in 
Stefánsson 2011, Stefánsson et al 2011, Vogfjörd 2010)  should be applied at various 
earthquake faults in the zones off north coast of Iceland. This involves: 

1. Detailed mapping of TFZ dynamics based on information from small 
earthquakes: Improved hypocenter determinations and source mechanisms,
relative location of similar micro-events aiming at mapping asperities, and 
in general the conditions in and around the various faults. This work 
should aim, on one hand, at detailed dynamic mapping of faults and their 
close vicinity, but also at mapping of distributed activity, which often is 
only seen in even smaller earthquakes and requires different approach 
from the fault mapping.   

2. Mapping of time trend of stress and instability in and around the potential 
earthquake faults, on long term and on short term basis, by applying 
information about micro-earthquake sources, as well as information from 
ray-path effects on the seismic waves, like SWS. 

3. Stress modeling, including fluid-strain modeling, to study possible 
interaction and coupling between events, within individual faults, and 
between faults or activity centers in general.

4. Application of numerous time pattern algorithms developed in the SISZ,  
EPR projects, as well as other relevant such algorithms should be tested in 
the TFZ.

Figure 1 from the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) shows example of micro-
earthquake data, which were a significant basis for a long term and short term 
warnings before the large earthquakes in year 2000 in the SISZ.

The micro-earthquakes (meaning magnitudes mostly 0-1) carried, almost 
continuously for 9 years before the large earthquakes, information to the seismic 
stations about fault planes as well as fracturing and stresses related to ongoing 
crustal process preceding the earthquakes. 
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This indicated at an early stage the precise place for the impending 
earthquakes, fault size or magnitude. Gradually, two to three weeks before the initial
large earthquake, marked by 17 in the figure, the micro-earthquakes there  started to 
be distributed simultaneously all along the expected fault plane, planar distribution, 
towards concentrating in a point, a hard core (asperity) in the middle of the fault 
plane 24 hours before it. Various time pattern algorithms were developed on basis of 
these  data, which express the ongoing process, which may be modeled and 
extrapolated forward, to predict.

Such a prediction research which has barely started in the TFZ should be 
emphasized learning from the experience in the SISZ.

Figure 1. Boxes labeled 17 and 21 enclose micro-earthquakes (dots) at the sites of the two 
Ms6.6 earthquakes which occurred in the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) on June 17 and
June 21 that year and shown by stars.  The upper map shows seismicity (mostly of 
magnitudes 0-1) along the east-west elongated SISZ, during 9 years before the year 2000 
earthquakes, and the map below shows seismicity after the large earthquakes. 
            Twenty days before the initial  large earthquake the the pattern in 17 above started to 
resemple the 17 pattern below, both  in distribution and mechanisms of the micro-
earthquakes , concentrating to a point 24 hours before the June 17 earthquake. 

The area of dense seismicity near the western end of the SISZ is a seismic swarm 
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around the Hengill volcano in the Western Volcanic Zone, expressing a volcano tectonic 
episode there 1994-1998. At the right side of the figure, we are close to the Eastern Volcanic 
zone. Faint N-S elongated seismicity clusters along the zone are remnants seismicity 
following large earthquakes 100 years earlier.

Other relevant Research in North-Iceland: 
Also all relevant and significant information coming from various other available 
observations like: 

1. Deformation studies by GPS and InSar, 
2. Historical earthquakes and tectonics, on basis of written documents, and 

ocean bottom seismic remnants and geological scars.
3. Geo-chemical variations and ground water changes, especially in boreholes

with deep supply roots.
should be continuously evaluated and merged with the studies of the microseismic 
observations, in efforts to real-time modeling of the ongoing processes.

Introduction of new observing facilities:
1. Volumetric strain-meters, which have shown to be very useful in the SISZ, 

because of their high short term sensitivity (time span of hours to weeks), 
should be operated in available boreholes close to location of potential 
destructive earthquakes in the zone.

2. Observations of groundwater levels in selected available boreholes should be 
carried out continuously, on seconds time-basis, close to potential earthquakes.

3. It should be considered how increase in number of seismic stations on land 
and improved automatic evaluations, as well as temporarily operating arrays 
on ocean bottom, may enhance information from micro-earthquakes, with the 
purpose to increase sensitivity and hypocenter location accuracy.

In light of the huge work in front of us, scientists and students at various interested 
institutions in the world should be encouraged to work on such research and 
monitoring projects in close cooperation with Icelandic scientists and institutions.  

Lessons from earthquake prediction research during 20 years in South Iceland 
indicate  how we shall build-up of earthquake hazard watching in North Iceland

Earthquake prediction research in the South Iceland seismic zone teaches us 
(Stefánsson 2011, Stefánsson et al 2011): 

A) that straining and stressing (fracturing criticality) of the crust at individual 
places, depends on one hand on large-scale straining of the crust by crustal 
plate motion, possibly interacting with large-scale effects of the Iceland 
Mantle Plume, and on the other hand on local heterogeneities that are 
strongly variable both in time and space. Changes in local heterogeneities 
depend significantly on upward fluid migration:  Slow upwelling of 
compressive fluids is expected in the seismic zones and faster upwelling with 
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other consequences in volcanic zones. The interaction between fluid pressure 
and rock slip leads to short episodic processes at the local scale, as well as at 
the large scale which influence fracture criticality over wide areas. Large 
crustal events may trigger crustal processes, especially fluid-strain processes, 
that may trigger crustal hazards at short and long distances, with variable 
time delay. 

B) That it cannot be assumed that any two earthquakes are the same and this is
equally true of their preparatory processes, the same can be said about 
eruptions. For prediction the good news is observable preparatory 
processes in both cases may last for decades. Therefore the path which 
science should take toward giving warnings at a specified site is one of 
deterministic prediction of the development of ongoing crustal processes, 
extrapolations to nearby volumes over short time periods, and subsequent 
testing based on further observations. This methodology is based on the 
emerging understanding that most of what is possible to learn beforehand 
about the nucleation time, place and size, of an impending earthquake comes 
from detailed observations of ongoing preparatory processes, in and around 
the fault itself, and from constitutive physical relationships which can be 
established for these processes. During ongoing observations for a long time
(years) before the earthquake these relationships can be steadily modified, 
tested, and constrained to fulfill continuously ongoing observations.

 This experience in the SISZ together with further research sets the goals for a 
well-organized scientific watching methodology in the TFZ as in the whole 
country. These involve:

1)  large-scale monitoring of the dynamics of Iceland’s crust, including the large 
scale dynamics of the Icelandic Mantle Plume and its interaction with plate 
motion;

2) careful search for singular sites in time and space where large stresses (or 
more general closeness to fracture criticality) are observed (call it ‘‘red 
spots’’); 

3) decisions taken on the best way of concentrating watching efforts at “red 
spots”;

4)  physical modeling of ongoing processes at the local scale and of possible 
large scale coupling with potential more distant events (i.e. at of the order of 
hundred(s) of kilometers distance.

5) rule-based procedures for long-term and short-term warnings about sites,
expected hazards, and closeness in time, including who should receive these   
warnings, how they should be rated, and advice on how to react; 

6) well-organized procedures and data collection to prepare for the multiplicity 
of coupled events which might follow the initial event, and for which 
warnings have also to be given.

For watching to be as effective as possible all available knowledge of the crustal 
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structure and state-of-the-art earthquake prediction research should be applied. All 
possibly relevant geophysical observations should be merged and analyzed to study 
ongoing processes.

Already now useful warnings are possible if we are on the alert to do so

Significant experience in watching and warning from South Iceland:
Significant basic understanding of earthquake prediction is already now 

available, as well as 
automatic real-time 
observations, which make 
effective risk mitigating 
watching feasible.

Although the basic 
understanding of pre-
earthquake processes were 
less in year 2000 than it is 
now, it was possible to issue 
a very useful short term 
warning before the second 
large 6.6 earthquake in the 
SISZ in year 2000. The 
warning message which was 
issued 26 hours before that 
earthquake is shown in 
Figure 2.

Figure 2. The upper map, not including the red line, was sent to the Iceland Civil 
Protection, including the National Civil Protection Agency (NCPA), 26 hours before 
the earthquake on June 21 occurred. 
Red dots indicate the location of automatically located small earthquakes which occurred after
the June 17 earthquake, and were the basis for the short-term warning. Green boxes show 
predicted areas of probable largest hazard of the impending earthquake. An accompanying 
telephone report explained that an earthquake of similar size to the 17 June earthquake (which
was 6.6, or slightly smaller, was to be expected to occur within either of the green boxes, more
likely within the larger one.  A strictly defined time window, was not given, but advice was 
given to prepare for an earthquake of this size and at this location to occur “anytime soon”. 
The red N-S line, which was put on the warning map after the earthquake, shows the real 
fault plane of the June 21 earthquake, which occurred 26 hours after this warning was issued,
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with Ms 6.6. Small letters are names of farms in the region and a triangle a site for a nearby 
SIL seismic station.

The lower map shows the seismic situation in the SISZ as a whole between the onset 
times of the two earthquakes. The rectangular box indicates the area of the warning map 
above. The stars below 17 and 21 indicate the epicenters of the two large earthquakes. The 
fault plane of the June 17 earthquake is shown by a white, nearly N-S line. The dots within 
the N-S lines denote small earthquakes related to the release of the first earthquake and prior 
to the second earthquake. Dots show seismic activity in the whole SISZ during the time 
between the two earthquakes.(Stefánsson 2011, Stefánsson et al 2011) 

This warning (short term prediction) was very useful. It did not provide a precise 
time, but the message to the Civil Protection advised to get prepared for an 
earthquake any time within short, or as said in phone communication, even during 
the approaching night. It was issued late in the evening of the 20th. To the question, 
made by the Civil Protection, if they should issue warning about the earthquake to 
the public, the reply was, no it is not certain enough, but do everything possible to 
prepare for that it will occur very soon at this place. 

A long term “prediction” for the two earthquakes, which was put forward 10 
years before they occurred in scientific journals, was realized precisely as concerned 
place and was close on the size.

On long term basis it was also warned for the 6.3 earthquake in the 
westernmost part of the SISZ in year 2008, which certainly should have lead to more 
multidisciplinary preparation actions than was carried out. This earthquake could 
have had a useful warning shortly before if rule based procedures for watching and 
warnings would have existed at that time. 

The same may be said about the initial large June 17 earthquake of year 2000. 
It could have been warned for on the short term, in a useful way, if better and more 
far going automatic watching and rule based warning procedures had been available
at that time. 

These examples indicate that we already now can issue useful warnings or 
predictions, if we are on the alert to do so, and if we have available real-time data 
of ongoing crustal process at a potential fault, as was in these cases, because of a 
ten years continuity in observations of micro-activity and modeling of and around
the probable earthquake faults.

Watching facilities in North Iceland.

Watching facilities should be developed already now to apply all available 
understanding and real-time observations to obtain quickly information about 
conditions at individual segments of earthquake faults and their surroundings. 

Tools which are needed to quickly apply all available data and understanding
are:
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1.  Geographic information system should be operating which directs 
automatic observations into pre-designed volumes (boxes) within the zone 
and visualizes these in an organized way and compares the data with 
earlier experiences in the individual boxes. Especially in this GIS-system 
there should be flexibility to quickly change directions and modify the 
volumes of these boxes.

2.  Continuously operating system for monitoring and visualizing 
scientifically evaluated parameters in space and time for individual faults 
as well as for areas of dispersed (spread) activity. This must include 
facilities for providing alerts when selected parameters rise above 
predesigned levels, based on experience or modeling.

Partly such a system is available in the so called bráðavárkerfi (Early 
Information and Warning System, EIWS) which is operated at Veðurstofan 
(METEO) since 10 years, and can be used to study individual patterns of micro-
seismicity. This system should be enhanced to include more information carried by 
micro-earthquakes than is now, like for example 

1. source mechanisms and other source related parameters and stress effect on
ray-path.

2. as well as more flexibility in selection of watching boxes, 
3. as well as automatic operation and visualization and comparison with old 

information in real time.
Work on a system with such a purpose called Fast Visualizing Tool (FVT) to 

be added onto the EIWS was started some years ago but was not continued because 
of lack of funding.

An ALERT system for a large number of potential hazard areas has been 
operating at METEO for 20 years providing alerts when seismic activity rises above 
predefined levels for each  area. It should be enhanced to incorporate automatic 
results from EIWS.

Near real-time shake map facility is operated at METEO to estimate peak 
ground velocity (PGV) and peak ground acceleration (PGA) in near-real time for all 
earthquake above certain magnitude, based on the on-line seismic stations (Vogfjord 
et al 2010). This is significant in the aftermath of a large earthquake. But of course 
these hazard parameters may be estimated also based on pre-earthquake assessment 
of expected place, magnitude, fault length, and slip, making use of the prediction 
research results and the real-time evaluations of all observations, making it a part of 
the automatic EIWS. 

The mentioned information and warning systems are useful as far as they go 
and provide a good basis for enhancing the watching facilities. 

The watching facilities mentioned above are in first hand based on some part 
of the available seismic information (i.e. Halldorsson 2005, Stefánsson et al 2008). 
Much more relevant and available seismic information and results of research and 
modeling should be gradually made available in these facilities. For this area, mostly
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below ocean, information carried from by micro-earthquakes will be most 
significant, for the daily watching of crustal processes, as well as being of basic 
significance for understanding crustal dynamics.

Relevant information based also on other observations, like crustal 
deformation (CGPS and InSAR), and groundwater levels, and chemical changes in 
boreholes with deep roots, are also significant and should all over be merged with 
the seismic information for modeling the crustal dynamics as well as for the daily 
watching service, Fig.3.

Figure 3. This diagram is an attempt to demonstrate operations of a watching system, from 
observations and direct alerting, through manual and automatic analysis and research, 
towards rule based scientific warnings to the Civil Protection, and after consultation with 
scientists, to public warnings and advices issued by the Civil Protection Service.(Stefánsson 
2003, Roberts2004, and M.J. Roberts personal communication)
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In  the  aftermath  of  the  2008  earthquake,  which  caused  serious  damage  in  the
western part of the South Iceland Seismic Zone, all damaged houses and facilities
were  inspected  and  the  loss  evaluated  by  technical  experts  (engineers  and
surveyors). This has resulted in a unique database where detailed information about
the buildings, year of construction, size, materials etc., and the damage incurred by
the earthquakes, has been compiled with over 4000 entries. This database is made
more useful when combined with the Land Registry Database, which is unique in
the  sense  that  all  buildings  in  the  country  are  registered  in  a  common  unified
database with detailed description.  The detailed and complete information of  all
properties and the damage incurred, along with recorded strong motion data and
area-specific  attenuation model,  were used to create probabilistic  damage curves.
Based on damage curves for 19 building classes (descriptive for the whole building
stock in Iceland) a quick response deterministic risk model was introduced in 2011.
The model is useful to provide first loss estimation following an earthquake and also
model specific events such as major historical earthquakes.

Figure 1. The five main components of the Cat Response Plan Project. 
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In  April  2012  the  Board  of  ICI  agreed  on  starting  a  Catastrophe  Response  Plan
project. The goal is to ensure that the ICI is prepared to respond to extreme events
with regard to business continuity, resources and solvency. The project is divided
into five steps: Strategic risk assessment, process mapping and impact assessment,
strategy development, plan writing and finally embedding and exercising. From the
beginning of the project, the model has shown to be useful to estimate monetary loss
in case of different earthquake scenarios. Along with the Cat Response project, the
model has been extended in order to provide more information regarding the impact
of an event e.g. for claim management. The model gives an overview of the building
stock  in  the  affected  area  and  the  need  for  resources,  such  as  assessors  and
additional  office  staff,  can now be estimated.  Furthermore,  the model  is  used to
optimize the whole process of damage assessment and claim settlement. Connecting
the  risk  modelling  to  the  ICI  response  plan  and  Catastrophe  Management  is
assumed to  result  in  lower  overall  cost  and less  risk  of  discontinuity  of  the  ICI
business. 
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The importance of well managed crisis reaction is significant in a country of natural
contrasts.  A new generation of specific response plans was introduced in the 
Icelandic civil protection act in 2008.  Since then about 30 plans of this nature has 
been implemented and according to the current risk analysis for Iceland more than 
120 are to come.  For a small police force in a big rural area planning is considered 
essential. 
A new study sheds light on the experience of this new generation of specific 
response plans for higly likely events from the perspective of management 
experience.  
Information about the utility of specific emergency plans was analysed. Furthermore
the nature of the reinforcement considered in the application of specific response 
plans was studied as well as how the results appear. Then the evaluation and view of
some key players in specific response plans procedure were highlighted as well as 
future developments and change of agencies was discussed.
The study is based on qualitative research methods and took the form of a case study
with emphasis on the Vancouver School of phenomenology. Data was collected with 
ten semi-structured interviews to ten police managers and civil protection experts. 
Data colletion was also made by participant observations as well as 
multidimensional data analysis. Results are adressed in contexts of crisis 
management, policy formulation, strategic planning, change management and 
knowledge management. In addition, project evaluation methods applied, formative 
evaluation and suggestions are presented.
The main findings of this study indicated that the systematic and focused response 
plans of civil protection have made a progress. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the 
response plans could be identified as a result of preparation, training and 
application of specific response plans. It seemed apparent that continuing 
development included opportunities for further success and empowerment for civil 
defense and response system as a whole. Also, it seemed possible to identify threats 
that could be deduced from potential changes in the institutional environment of 
specific programs, including the risk of a lack of local knowledge. 
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